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Murray Ledger ik Times

Murray , Ky , Wednesday Afternoon, March 18, 1981

Volume 182 No. GS

Hearing To Be Monday

Keith Overrules Motion
To Dismiss Curris' Suit

Spinal Judge J. Paul Keith Jr. to- that day was halted due
to the impen- their motion to dismiss, and a
day overruled a motion to dismiss a
ding dedication of the new University subsequent brief filed with the
court,
suit filed against the Murray State
Center later in the afternoon.
that normal administrative processes
Board of Regents by President ConWithin a few days, news media should be concluded "prior to judicial
stantine W. Curris.
reports, attributing informed sources, interference."
In overruling the motion, filed last
began to speculate about the Feb. 7
"To grant premature judicial inweek by attorneys representing the session and the alleged
attempt by tervention would not dilly be contrary
regents, Keith set a hearing date on
some members of the board to to Kentucky law, bill will set
a
Curris' suit for 9 a.m., Monday, remove Curds from
office.
disastrous precedent," the brief filed
March 23 in Calloway Circuit Court.
The discussion was continued at a Tuesday on behalf of the
regents
Curtis' suit seeks to enjoin the
meeting of the Board Feb. 21 during a claims.
regents from enforcing a resolution
10-hour executive session which ended
Yesterday Curris released the text
adopted at a Feb. 21-22 meeting strip- in the early morning of
Feb. 22. At of eight of the original 14 charges
ping him of most of his presidential
that time,the board voted 6-4 to prefer preferred against hirn
which were
powers as well as to prevent five
charges against Curris in an effort to dropped by the board during
a session
members of the board from being
oust him from the presidency.
March 14. Also at that session, the
allowed to serve as regents at a hearCurris' suit was filed against the regents adopted three
additional
ing scheduled Saturday. March 28 on
regents March 4 seeking:
charges bringing the total to be heard
charges preferred against Curris.
• To bar five members of the board at the March 28 board hearing to
nine.
"We're pleased that the plaintiff
from participating in the March 28
Curris said Tuesday that as soon as
Curris is going to be afforded an ophearing on the charges, and;
the legal action is concluded he plans
portunity to have a hearing on his
• To prevent the regents from im- to make public the remaining charges
claim for injunctive relief," Ed
plementing a resolution stripping filed against him by the board, along
Overbey, one of the attorneys from Curris the normal
duties of the with his response to those additional
representing Curris in the action said
president.
allegations.
today. Overbey is a member of the
The regents' motion to dismiss the
"None of them are legally suffiCONSTRUCTION BEGINS — Bulldozers rolled into action today as
firm
of
Overbey
and
Overbey
of
Muraction,
overruled today by Judge cient, even if they were true, to
city planner Steve Zea (left) and mayor
ray which is representing Curris
Melvin B. Henley examine plans for the industrial-access road being
Keith, was filed last Friday. Atbuilt on a dirt farm-access road off Old
See REGENTS
along with the firm of Logan, Morton
641, where it toins New 641. Part of UDAG,the road will begin off
torneys for the regents claimed in
Old 641, run east 1,500 feet and turn north
Page 14-A,Column 5
and
Whitledge
of
Madisonvi
lle.
where it will run into East Penny Road. John Woodruff Construction Co.,
Cadiz, is contractor for the two-lane
The regents are represented in the
paved road project. The road is hoped to relieve traffic at the Fisher Price
and Vanderbilt Chemical plants and
case by university attorney James
attract new industry in that area. Estimated completion date is Aug. 15.
Overby along with the local law firm
of Hurt, Haverstock and Jones.
Harold Hurt of that local law firm
declined to comment on the judges'
ruling today. Attorneys for the plaintiff and the
defendants will meet with the judge at
1 p.m. Friday, March 20, in the
David Buckingham, assistant counCalloway Courthouse to "draw up a
ty attorney for Calloway County, anConstruction of the industrial.
stipulation as to the facts that can be
Estimated completion date, barring development project and
nounced today that he will seek the oftwo zoning admitted
access roadway, funded by the Urban no bad weather, is Aug.
at the trial," according to
fice of district judge for Calloway and
15, Zea said.
requests from developer John Pasco.
Development Action Grant UDAG
the
order
signed
by
Judge Keith last
The road is needed to help alleviate
Marshall counties.
On the Embassy project, Jim Marbegan today.
Friday.
traffic problems at the Fisher Price tin presented a prelimina
In making his announcement, Buckry plat on
Bulldozers from the John Woodruff and Vanderbilt Chemical
Keith
was appointed to hear the
ingham stated that "my experience
plants, Zea the proposed eight-unit addition to the
Construction Co., Cadiz, contractor said.
case after Calloway Circuit Judge
as a prosecutor in the new district
commission.
for the project, were clearing away
James M. Lassiter disqualified
The road also could assist with
court system for the past three years
There was some question by Martin
trees and brush from the site, located locating new industry in
the area, Zea about two property boundaries. Zea himself because of close personal ties
and as a practicing attorney will help
on a dirt farm-access road off Old 641 added.
to Murray State University and some
me to serve as a fair and impartial
asked Martin to have attorneys look
wher it joins new 641.
individuals directly involved in both
As part of the $400,000 U DAG grant, into the boundary rights.
judge for • Calloway and Marshall
City planner Steve Zea reviewed the the Murray Fisher-Price
sides of the issue.
plant is to
counties."
No action can be taken until after
project for members of the Murray spend $3 million for expansion
The district judge exercises judicial
of the the hearing and after a final plat can The question of Curris' future as
Planning Commission at its Tuesday plant's plastic molding
president of Murray State first surfacduties over all, criminal misdefacility, which be be presented to the comniission.
meeting.
ed during an executive session at at
will create 300 new jobs at the plant.
meanors, probate matters, traffic ofPasco's request included a lot of
The two-lane paved road, approxFeb. 7 meeting of the board of
Fisher Price then will pay back land at 18th and College Farm Road
fenses, small claims, and juvenile
to regents.
imately one mile in length, will head 8560,000 to the city
for downtown be.rezoned from R-2 to professional
court.
east on the farm road for 1,500 feet, rehabilitation program.
Board chairman Ron Christopher
Buckingham, a lifelong resident of
office and three tracts of land on 18th
turn north and run into East Penny
has
said
that
the regents' discussion
In other action, public hearings Street to be rezoned from R-2
Calloway County. is a graduate of
to R-3.
Road. The road also will have were scheduled at the
Murray High School, Murray State
April planning
Separate hearings will be held on
shoulders.
meeting on the Embassy Apartments each request.
University, and the University of
David Buckingham
Louisville School of Law. He has served as assistant county attorney in the Buckingham. and the grandson of
district court system for the past Mrs. Louise Buckingham and the late
three years and is also engaged in the Ray Buckingham and the late Mr. and
private practice of law.
Mrs. N. P. Hutson, all of Calloway
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Buddy County.
A test of the outdoor emergency
warning system will be conducted at
FBI agents, along with members of Michigan town in 1978 when it was
In a third case, sheriff's officials Murray State University between 12
the Calloway County Sheriff's Office, brand new, has only 3,000 miles
A complete text of the dropped charges against Murray
are holding a Detroit. Mich., man who p.m. and 1 Thursday, March 19, acState Presihave opened an investigation into a registered on its, odometer
dent Constantine W. Curris and his responses Tuesday
, the will be extradited there sometime this cording to Dr. Richard Gray,
to the charges
vice
1978 Cadillac allegedly stolen from spokesman said.
appears
on
Page
5-A.
week, the spokesman said.
president for administrative services.
Port Huron. Mich., which was involvThe man, Paul Dale Gann, is
In a separate case, two Paris,
The warning system is designed to
ed in a recent transaction in Calloway
Tenn., men both were arrested on wanted by Detroit authorities for alert residents to take cover from imCounty.
parole violations, the spokesman said. minent danger, especially tornadoes.
According to a sheriff's spokesman, first-degree criminal mischief and
Gann previously had been arrested by Gray said the local test Thursday will
two men were arrested Monday in theft by unlawful taking over 8100
Two Sections-22 Pages
charges in connection with stripping Detroit authorities on robbery and be in conjunction with a state-wide
Aces
connection with the local transaction.
Partial clearing tonight.
12-A
assault
charges,
electrical
the
test
spokesman said.
wire from unoccupied
of the emergency system.
Teddy Glen Futrell, 21, Route 1,
Lows in the mid to upper 20s.
Classifieds
6-B,7-B
houses
in the county, the spokesman
Two different signals will be acGann was arrested in a residence in
Partly sunny and continued cool
Comics
Murray. was charged with second6-B
tivated. The "watch" signal will be
Hazel, the spokesman said.
degree forgery, the spokesman said. said.
Thursday. Highs in the upper
Crossword
6-B
Michael Eugene Smock. 20, and
From the Murray Police Depart- recognized by a constant. steady:40s.
Deaths & Funerals
Sta-ssen Eron Arnold was charged
14-A
with receiving stolen, property over David Allen Perry, 25, both were lodg- ment, city policemen arrested two toned signal while the "warning
Dear Abby
13-A
Kentucky Extended Forecast
ed in jail under $4,000 bond each, the Dexter women
Horoscope
$100, the spokesman added.
Tuesday for shoplif- signal will be a wavering tone or un12-A
Friday through Sunday: Cold
spokesma
dulating
n
said.
type
of
signal.
ting at the Big K Department Store, a
I kcal Scene
Both were released from Calloway
2-A, 3-A
and dry.
The
watch
signal
is
to
alert
County Jail on $5,000 bond each, the
Sheriff's officials received a police official said
Opinion Page
4-A
Lake Levels
residents that official information is
spokesman said.
telephone call from Lynn Grove
Sports
8-A,9-A
Bonnie Smith dnd Ruthie Buchanan
Lake Barkley
'154.80
being
broadcast
on
local
radio
staAccording to sheriff's reports, stating that the men were allegedly each were charged
with theft by tions. The warning signal alerts
Kentucky Lake .
154.90
Futrell forged the signature of a stealing the wire,the spokesman said. unlawful taking under
$100. the of- residents that danger is imminent and
Paducah car dealer and a notary Descriptions of the men, their truck ficial said.
that persons should move to a place of
public on the bill of sale to Arnold. Ar- and the tag number of the truck also
According to police reports. Smith safety.
nold paid 92.000 cash and a Motorcy- were supplied in that call, he added.
Murray residents are,
ncouraged to
The men were arrested as they had taken film a flash and a pair
cle for the car about 1', weeks ago.
The spokesman said two other peo- were traveling south on U.S. 641 shoes valued at 948.72. Buchanan had become familiar with the outdoor
taken a pair of shoes valued at 88.88, warning signals should emergency
ple have been linked to the dealings South, the spokesman said.
the reports added.
situations develop in the future.
with the car but he declined to comThe truck contained electrical wire
A permanent pollee tile. with
ment further on the matter.
and tools "that would indicate the mugshots and
fingerprints. will be
The car, allegedly stolen in the theft," the spokesii
Ian said.
kept on both woolen, toe ,rffirial said.

Buckingham, Assistant
County Attorney, Will
Seek District Judge Post

Industrial-Access Road Project
Off Old 641 Gets Underway

Stolen Cadillac Investigation
Opened; Arrests Reported

Warning System
To Be Tested
Thursday

inside today

today's index

Registration, First Spring Class
Of Children's Company Slated
Registration and the first class for
the spring Children's Company
classes will be held at the Depot at
8:45 a.m. Saturday. March 21, according to Community Theatre Director
Richard Valentine.
Enrollment in this series is limited
to members of the company in third
through eighth grade. There is no fee
for the courses but al tendance will be
important for those who sign up,
Valentine said.
instructors for the classes are

volunteers frimi the local school
'Ice i chedtre set Constructioo
systems. Murray State facult and Lighting and
Stage Mallageinctil
students, interested citizens, and Definitel
a "hands ''ii'' approach to
others. Aides to the instructors are building scoters
. 11.111 11111114 the
members of the Young Actors Guild.
inanaiiionent ol running a Sillt%1
baCkNLIKe. and basic wiring
The classes being offered are:
StUdelaS build tin can spotlights for
Stage Speaking and Make-up- the theatre.
Students will learn the basics of a
The classes will be held for five
regular, corrective make-up, a weeks.
Saturdays, from 9 a.m. until
character make-up, and a fantasy 11,
March 21, 28, April 4. 18. and 25
make-up. Work will be done on voice For
more informal',in. call the Comdiction, dialect, and interpretation.
munity Theatre at 759-1752

partial
clearing

Used Car Dealers
Sited For Odometer,
Consumer Violations

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP — Four
used-car dealers in Murray are paying a total of $26,500 in civil penalties
to the state for violating odometer
rollback and consumer protection
laws, according to the attorney
general's office.
The office identified the four as
Ricky King of King's Used Cars;
Tommy Mohon of Tommy's Used
Cars: Joe Pat Thweatt of Thweatt's
Used Cars; and Billy Morton of Billy
Morton's Used Cars.
Calloway Circuit Judge James
Lassiter will determine whether two
other dealers have altered the
odometers on motor vehicles, the attorney general's office said.

STICKER SALE TIME — Kassandra Thomas, left, purchases one
of the approximately 9,000 vehicle city stickers now on sale at the city
clerk's office
at City Hall, Mary Smock, worker in the clerk's office, sells
Thomas the
sticker, which is 515. May 11 is the last day to purchase stickers
without a
penalty. That date is also effective for motorcycle stickers,
which are $3,
and dog tags, which are $2.

.••
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Rogers-Byars Wedding Vows
Solemnized At Owensboro
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We
Aim Faye and Barbara appears very Boone has
+++
returned home
Die wedding of Miss Tina
Torrunye D. Taylor were in natural and easy to be with.
Murray's own Mel Purcell
after a "num" visit with her
Rogers. daughter of Mr and
Washington for the inThe Taylors enjoyed every son, Steve
won
his first pro tennis
Porter, in Texas.
Mrs. Keith Rogers of
auguration, they felt first minute of the January week
Steve was appearing in a tourney last week in Tampa,
Owensboro, and Walter
hand the warm feeling that
+++
stage play, and Margaret Fla. It meant so much to Mel
Gregory Byars, son of Mr.
Cary Miller, his staff, and flew out to
follows the Reagans' and the
to have his friends — Tony
see him.
and Mrs. Walter Byars of
Bushes. Anna Faye and the entire Murray High
Boone, Andy Littleton,
+++
Hazel, was solenuuzed in a
Tann-lye were at one of the School boys basketball team,
'Mere are so many words 1 David Kennedy, Bill Woods
candlelight ceremony at the
inaugural dances, and Anna Rick Fisher, his staff, and am searching
for to say and Bud Foster — cheering
Third Baptist Church,
Faye can vouch for Nancy's the entire Murray High farewell
to Edwtna and A. in the audience for him.
Owensboro, with the Rev.
wonderful skin tone. Anna School girls basketball team, W. Simmons,
+++
Ward, Buddy
David Drummell officiating
Faye did say that she prefers deserve a warm embrace and
The Murray Woman's
Catherine. They have
at the ceremony.
Nancy's every day hair do to from all of Murray They for so
long been an integral Club Music Department in.A program of nuptial
the severe style she chose for both won the district tourney and
important part of Mur- vited us to spend St.
music was presented by
the dance_
at Marshall County and they ray.
They have given so Patrick's Day with them for
Sharon Wallace and Bill
To Anna Faye's delight, both almost pulled off the much
to us with their im- lunch and an entertaining
Robe)._
she also was very close to the regional We love you all.
agination and touch of class, afternoon of fashions and
Bride's Dress
attractive vice president and
+++
we don't want to turn them music. The entire scene was
The bride, given in marhis wife, Barbara. She says
Margaret (Mrs. 0. B. Jr.) over to
delightful.
Memphis,Tenn.
riage by her parents, was
escorted to the altar by her
father. She was attired in a
Assiawaskuxwmais
formal white designer gown
fashioned of organza, slipper
Friday, March 20
Thursday, March 19
Wednesday, March 18
Thursday, March 19
satin, and Venice lace. The
Murray State student
Twin Lakers Good Sam
Senior Citizens Centers
Knights
Columbus
of
will
gown featured a Queen Anne
volunteers will be available will be open as follows:
Vehicle
meet at 7:30 p.m. in the Recreational
neckline and molded bodice
in Rooms 226 and 228 of Hazel and Douglas from 10 Parish Center,
St. Leo's Chapter of West Kentucky
which was further enhanced
Stewart Stadium, Murray a.m. to 2 p.m. with lunch at Catholic
will meet at Piney CamChurch.
with venice lace motifs. The
State, to assist students, Hazel at 11:45 a.m, and at
pground, Land Between the
long sheer sleeves used the
elderly citizens and low- Douglas at 12 noon; Ellis
After School Bible Club Lakes. A chili and dessert
companion motifs and ended
income individuals with the from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. with
will meet at the First Chris- supper will be served at 5:30
with a deep point satin cuff.
preparation of their 1980 lunch at 12 noon.
p.m. Saturday at the camptian Church.
An apron effect skirt of
state and federal income tax
site of J. B. and Jo Burkeen,
organza fell from the empire
returns. There is no charge
wagonmasters.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Friday, March ZS
waistline. The bottom of the
for this assistance.
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled
Hazel and Douglas Centers
skirt featured a deep satin
Special open house dealing
to meet at 7:30 p.m. at the will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
Murray State Racer
flounce with a venice lace
Ellis Center.
p.m. for activities by the with personal and family
baseball team will meet
scroll border and extended
Senior Citizens with lunch at preparedness
Vanderbilt at 2:30 p.m. at
•••
to a chapel train. To comDistinguished Lecture in Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at demonstrations will be held
Regan Field, Murray State.
plete the ensemble the bride
from 7 to 9:30 p.m. at the
'Business Administration will Douglas at 12 noon.
chose a modified camelot
Church of Jesus Christ of
be at 6:30 p.m. in the Univerheadpiece trimmed with the
First United Methodist sity
Shopping for Senior Latter Day Saints, 650 South
Center Banquet Room,
companion lace attached to
Men will meet at 6:30 p.m. in Murray
State University. Citizens will be held and call 16th Street, Murray. This is
her illusion veil which
the social hall of the church. For information
call 762- 753-0929 by 9:15 a.m, for free and open to the public.
cascaded the length of her
morning transportation and
6196.
formal gown of frost rose ringbearer. He was attired Mr. and Mrs. Don Rogers
Thursday, March 19
train.
by 11:30 a.m. for afternoon
Kindergarten and grades 1
Women of St. John's
to
She carried a bouquet of and burgundy floral pattern- identically
the and Craig, Paul Lamb,
to 7 of Eastwood Christian
Senior tuba recital by transportation.
ed
groomsmen.
quiana.
David
Episcopal
The
high
Barton,
Church
style
will
Robert
burgundy and white roses
meet
School will present their anRobert Walter Fern, Calvert
The bride's mother chose Escobedo,
Kevin at 7:30 p.m. at the home of
with pink asters and love silhouette featured a portrait
Chemistry Seminar on nual School Night
program
will
City,
be
at
7
p.m.
at
the
to
wear
neckline,
Barbara
a
Willoughb
blouson
formal
George.
y,
bodice,
gown of
knot burgundy streamers
James
"Surface Effects and Fur- at Eastwood Baptist
Recital Hall Annex, Fine
Church,
with
nace Atomic Absorption Highway 94 East,
interspersed and split capelet sleeves. rose quiana, and the groom's DeLaney, Steve Lane, David
at 7 p.m.
The empire waistline was mother wore a formal gown Billington, Joe Fisher, Mike
Business and Professional Arts Center, Murray State Spectrometry" will be at
stephanotis.
This is free and open to the
University.
Lisa Jackson, Henderson, defined with a narrow self of dark, green quiana. Both Stacy, Dirk Morgan, Eli Women's Club will meet at
3:30 p.m. in Room 312, public.
mothers wore corsages of or- Alexander, Paul Butter.wor- 6:30 p.m. at the Triangle Inn
sister of the bride, was the sash.
Blackburn
Science
Building,
"The Producers," first
The bridesmaids were chids with the veins the col- th, Richard Moran, Tom with the Young Career Girl
matron of honor. She wore a
Mel Brooks film, will be Murray State University.
Multi-Cultural education
Susan Byars. Hazel,sister of ors of their dresses.
Williams, Bruce Marvin, to be presented.
presented by Alpha Epsilon
seminar will be in Room 226,
the groom, Jane Knott,
Steve Schwalb, Felicia
Rho, national honorary
Stewart Stadium, Murray
A
Reception
Owensboro, Sarah Jackson,
Simpson, Wendy Laisen,
Hazel Woman's Club will
State University. For inforFollowing the ceremony Fawn Wells, Rita Jenkins, have a foreign dish supper at broadcasting society, at 7
Erlanger, and Lisa Kuhn,
FALL INITIATE
and 9:30 p.m. at the Univermation call Dr. John G.
Centralia, Ill. They wore the reception was held at the Christel
Schwallie, the home of Belinda Elliott.
Kenny Adams of Murray Taylor at 762-2508.
sity Center, Murray State
gowns identical to that of the Executive Inn, Rivermont. Elizabeth McDonald,Sandra
University. Admission will was one of the fall initiates of
Assisting with the serving Bandy,
matron of honor.
Home Department of the
and
Tracy
Lambda Chi Alpha fraterniMothers Morning Out will
Each of the attendants were Amy Wilson, Green- Chambers, all of Murray; Murray Woman's Club will be $1.
ty at Murray State Universi- be at 9 a.m, at the First
carried a single burgundy ville,
Lisa
Knott. Mr. and Mrs. Phil Wilkins, have a covered dish lunMothers Day Out will be at ty.
Christian Church.
rose with baby's breath, Owensboro, and Linda Scott and Doug, Bridgeport, cheon at 1 p.m. at the club 9 a.m. at the First Baptist
greenery' and burgundy Powers and Kim Craycroft, W. Va.; Mr.and Mrs. Jimmy house.
Church.
Louisville.
streamers.
Rowland, Wyandotte, Mich.;
14
'
1After a short wedding trip Mr. and Mrs. Joe Craycroft
Heather Rogers, HenderTemple Hill Chapter No. Janelle Doyle Group of
sonville, Tenn., cousin of the the couple is now residing in and family, Linda Smally, 511 Order of the Eastern Star First Baptist Church will
bride, was the flower girl. Owensboro where the bride and C. J. and Sara will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the meet at 9:45 a.m, at the
Italian
Hamburger
Her white dress was pattern- is employed by the Central Eversrnan, Louisville; Mr. lodge hall.
church parlor.
Spaghetti
& Chopped Steak
ed after the attendants' Bank and Trust, and the and Mrs. Buddy Rogers, Mr.
.Special
groom is employed by the and Mrs. Steve Faughn, and
gowns.
Special!
Murray Women of the Carol Poe Group of First
Pinkerton Tobacco Com- Ken Rogers, Fredonia; Mr. Moose are scheduled to meet Baptist Church will meet at 7
The Groom
The groom was attired ins pany.
and Mrs. Larry Rogers and at 8 p.m. at the lodge hall.
p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Out of town guests were family, Nashville, Tenn.:
formal tuxedo with tails in
David Travis.
charcoal grey which was Mr. and Mrs. Arlos Byars, Jackie Pritchett and Polly
Molly Ross will present a
with garlit bread
complemented by a pale Mr. and Mrs. T. G. Curd,Sr., Buckles, Henderson; Amy program of Irish and
Dogwood tree purchasers
grey shirt. His boutonniere Mr. and Mrs. T. G. Curd, Jr., Wilson, Greenville; Sharon American folk music at 7:30
sisith
salad 40'
may pick up their tree
was a single burgundy rose. Mr. and Mrs. Keith Curd, Wallis, Paris, Tenn.
p.m. at the library' Arts An- orders
estra
toes
at
the
Murray
Mr.
and
Mrs. Bobby Byars,
Kevin Wilson, Murray,
Rehearsal Dinner
nex of the Calloway Public
Woman's Club House with
119' Special for hid.
served as best man. The Miss Donna Byars, Tracy
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Library.
last names beginning with A
groomsmen were Terry Curd, Mr. and Mrs. James Byars, parents of the groom,
lomde Atomg JnIs
enwit• don my,
David Lipscomb College through K from 9 a.m. to 12
Lerman, Phil Brununett, Lee Harmon, Roy Cothran, were hosts for the rehearsal
Free Refills on Drinks
Free Refills on Drinks
noon,
and
those
beginning
Chorus
will
present
proa
and Ken Brandon, Murray, Dr. Jack Rose, Mrs. dinner held at the
with K through Z from 12
Ken Jackson, Erlanger, Charlotte Wilson. Mrs. Owensboro Country Club. gram at 7 p.m. in the
noon to 5:30 p.m. Persons
WEDNESDAY
Teri-7; Jackson, Henderson, Dorothy Brandon, Mr. and The bridal couple presented auditorium of the Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ. are asked to enter the club
and Ray Walker Kennedy, Mrs. Ricky Cunningham, gifts to their attendants.
4-10 P.M.
grounds at the lower east enOwensboro. All of the men
You
Can't
trance
Eat This Good
and
circle
Legion
the
drive,
of
Mary will meet
attendants including the
at 10:30 a.m.in the rectory of picking up tree, and exiting
At Home For This Price
fathers of the bride and
at the upper west drive.
St. Leo's Catholic Church.
groom were attired in charcoal grey tuxedoes with grey
Persons who ordered dogwood trees in the beautificashirts. Each had a single
tion project of the Murray Woman's Club may pick them
burgundy rose boutonniere.
up on Thursday, March 19, at the club grounds. PurCraig Rogers, Murray,
chasers whose last names begin with A through K may
cousin of the bride,served as
pick up their trees from 9 a.m. to 12 noon and those whose
names begin with K through Z may pick them up from 12
noon until 5:30 p.m.
YOUR CHOICE OF ‘,
.".
Edith Noffsinger, chairman, said persons are asked to
enter the club grounds on Vine Street at the lower east entrance and circle the drive, picking up the tree order near
the club house, and exiting at the upper level drive, west.

----Community Happenings:

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Gregory Byars
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Dogwood Trees Here

1

"CLIP AND SAVE" DIAMOND SPECIAL
A FULL 1/4 CARAT "FLOWER CLUSTER"

Heels
Up!

Wedges that
cushion each step
you take. Our
Espadrille is the
shoe that works
for women. Isn't
that what you're
looking for?
Smart footwear that's
neat and classic.
Available in beige
& navy colors.
Reg. S28.00
Only

'180°
If you
buy any
shoes .

20% off

I

30% OFF

,..,c_

Contest Is Scheduled

.
,
•
.
_
,
$395• ,, _ ,.,
REG.$600.

(*l IDC

The Fifth Annual Horse and Mule Pulling Contest will
be held Saturday, March 21, at 7 p.m. at the West Kentucky livestock and Exposition Center, College Farm
Road, Murray.
The public is urged to attend, a spokesman said.
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Fish-o-gram
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Choose Two With Any Meal:
Rice Pilaf, Fried Zucchini, Steak Fries, Fried

Cauliflower, Baked Potato, Tossed Salad,
Cole Slaw

•• •

EVERY FRIDAY
NIGHT Alaskan King

ulf Red Snapper
Legs
(Fried or Broiled)
Scallops Crab
s39t
$695 (Fried or Broiled
ao6.6 •
Breaded Oysters $795
e.,' stoP
s 4650
Flounder Filets C.Nal"

$4
"

(Broiled or Fried)

$625
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HEALTH

Wedding„ special Events-

High urea in the blood test

Mr and Mrs James H.
Frank of Murray dam/wive
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D. the engagement arid approaching marriage of their
DEAR DR LAMB
I Just
urea usually are not very
person happens to eat a lot of
gut back from the doctors offimportant, particularly if the daughter, Jamie Carol, to
protein and doesn't drink
ice and he scared the wits out enough water
other functions of the kidney Joseph R Bittel, Jr., sun of
or gets dehyof me He said my blood test drated at all the
are normal
blood level
Mrs. Joseph R. Billet, Sr.,
showed I have too much urea
of urea can increase enough to
DEAR DR LAMB - I'm a
I asked him what that meant cause the blood test
25-year-old female and I have and the late Mr. Bittel of
to
be
and he said it was caused by
Owensboro.
moderately elevated
been on lnderal for five years
my kidneys not clearing my
How the
I would like to know what this
Ms. Frank is the grandworks as a
blood properly He wants me filter and kidney
medicine would do if I got daughter of Mrs. John
handles salt and
S
to drink lots of water and cut
urea is discussed in The
pregnant I am taking it for a
down on eating meat for a
Health Letter number 12-12, rapid heartbeat which started Davidson arid the late Mt
week and then repeat the test
Davidso
n
when
of Camden. Tenn.,
Your Kidneys and How They
I had a child five years
Dr Lamb, does that mean I
ago I have heard that they and of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Work, which I am sending
have uremic poisoning' I
don't know what it would do Howard B. Frank
you Others who want this
of Barlow.
know that is a killer What
to the baby
issue can send 75 cents with a
will drinking water do to help
The bride-elect is a
DEAR READER -- You
long, stamped, self-addressed
my urea problem' If you have
have heard right lnderal is a graduate of Murray High
envelope for it to me. in care
any information on the
of this newspaper. P0 Box superb medicine for some School and Murray StAt..
kidneys, please send it to me
people It tends to neutralize
1551. Radio City Station. New
DEAR READER -- I would
the effects of adrenaline pro- University where she
York. NY 10019
suggest that you take a deep
ducee by your body Like all member of Alpha Om.breath, sit down and relax A
meditines it is not good for Pi social sorority. She is curWhen the kidney function is
blood test is Just a test. hot a
everyone in every situation It rently employed by
the Murdiagnosis, and you are a long really severely compromised,
is quite good for the control of ray
City School System.
way from having a diagnosis the level of urea in the blood
heart irregularities and
does rise A very high urea
of uremic poisoning
Mr. Bittel is the grandson
attacks of rapid heartbeat
Urea is the nitrogenous end level is an indication of kidney
Al this date there is no evi- of the late Mr. and Mrs. Clint
product from the breakdown failure and this affects the
dence that it causes birth Sisk of Morton'
s Gap and of
of protein from your food We body in many ways If severe
defects or other problems durall have urea The more pro- enough and not corrected, it
ing a human pregnancy, but the Late Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
tein you eat, the more urea can lead to coma and death
R.
Bittql
of
this has been reported at 10
Owensboro.
your body produces And as With the advent of new meditimes the maximum dose recThe groom -elect is a
you produce more urea the cines to treat kidney probommended for humans in graduat
e of Owensboro
lems, artificial kidneys and
amount increases in your
experiments in animals If
even kidney transplants, this
bloodstream
you are planning on having Senior High School. He is a
is less of a problem than it
Now, as your blood is
more children talk to your member of the Owensboro
once was Mild elevations of
filtered by your kidneys, the
doctor about it.
Chamber of Commerce and
urea is filtered out in the
the Owensboro Jaycees, Mr.
urine The more urine your
The wedding twill be solemkidneys produce, in relation-to
Bittel is a ten-year veteran
nized on Saturday', June 6, at
the amount of water you
of the city of Owensboro Fire 4
p.m. at the First United
drink, the more urea will be
Department.
washed out of your blood If a
Methodist Church, Murray.
Plans have been com- jewelry, clocks,
coins, cut
pleted for the 17th semi- glass, pottery,
paintings,
annual Antique Show and oriental items,
and many
Sale to be held at the Jaycee more items.
Civic Center, 2701 Park
The show will be from 5 to
Group C of the Ladies Ten- Avenue, Paducah, on March 9 p.m. on Friday, 12 noon to
9
nis of the Murray Country 20, 21, and 22.
p.m. on Saturday, and 12
Traditionally, this antique noon to
Club will play on Thursday,
5 p.m. o Sunday.
March 19, at 9:30 a.m, at the show features antiques with Tickets will ge av
ble at
The Twin Lakers Good
Following the supper, Dr.
up to 30 or more dealers ex- the door
club.
and i'ill
ood for Sam Recreational Vehicle Jacks showed
slides of the
hibiting from several states. all three
The lineup is as follows:
days. F informa- Chapter of West Kentuck
y travels he made with his
Court One- Janice Howe, Displayed will be furniture, tion persons may call Jean will
hold
its
first campout of wife and son, Pat Jacks, in
Leisa Faughn, Renee Wynn, silver, brass, linens, lamps, Schaer at 1-898-7157.
the year on Friday, Satur- Europe.
and Cathy Mattis.
day, and Sunday, March 20
Present were Charlie,
Court Two - Annette
to 22, at Piney Campground Gayle, Angel,
and Melissa
Alexander, Cathy Young,
in the land Between the Adams,
J. B. and Jo
Ann Uddberg, and Carol
Lakes.
Burkeen, Grover and Doris
The Grand Prix Pinewood Derby Car Race for Boy
Waller.
A chili and dessert supper Burkett,Guy and June CunnMembers please note the Scouts of Southwest Calloway Elementary School will be
will be served at 5:30 p.m. on ingham; A. A. Doherty, Myrplay will be at the club this held Sunday, March 22, at 2 p.m. at the school gym.
Saturday at the campsite of tle Jordan, Jimmy, Sherry,
There will be a special race for the Scouting Dads.
week.
J. B. and Jo Burkeen, and Ginger Graham,
wagonmasters, with A. A. Thomas and Helen HoganDoherty as assistant wagon- camp, Rudolph and Opal
master.
Howard, Dan, Carol, Kevin,
7,
•
Grover Burkett, chapter and Sean Kelly, Hunter
and
president, urges
all Winnie Love, Ashley Thurmembers to attend.
man, Andy, Linda, Greg,
LAVAWAyS FOR
Dan and Carol Kelly were and Lori Rogers, T. G.
MOTHER'S DAY
and
GRADUATION
wagonmasters at the Estelle Shelton, Jack
and
AND FATHER'S DAY
meeting of the club held on Betty Wagar, Mickey
wELCOME
Hill,
Feb. 21 at the Community Hugh and Larne Wallace
DIAMOND CLUSTERS
,
Room of the Peoples Bank. A Ned and Beth Wilson,
Lloyd
potluck supper was served. and F'aye Jacks,
Harry and
Lloyd and Faye Jacks were Betty Cartwright,
and Joe,
assistant wagonmasters.
LADIES &
Frances, Mark, and Amy
GENTS
Wilkerson.
5:4
DURING THE ENTIRE MONTH
•
HOSPITAL

Planned By Pri7P,'
The Greater Paducah will be held at the Jaycee.
Chapter of Parents Without
Civic Center, Park Avenue.
Partners has planned events
and H. C Mathis Drive,
for March 20, 21, 25, and 28.
Paducah. Admission will be
A general meeting is plan- $5 per
person and music will
ned on Friday, March 20, at 8
be by Gene Woods arid the.
p in at the American Legion
Deathalons Tickets will be
Hall in Paducah. Mrs.
available at the door or call
Melvin Earles will present
554-5670, 247-6605, or 247-5487.
the program.
For further information
On Saturday, March 21, at persons
111a) call 1-247-6599..
8 p.m. a St. Patrick's Day
Party is planned at the home
of Paul Walsh,902 1,ochndge
Street, Mayfield.
A bunco party will be held
Wednesday, March 25. at
The tulip Originated in Cm7:30 p.m. at the Walsh home.
tral Asia and gets its name
On Saturday, March 28, at from the Turkish word
for
9 p.m., an anniversary dance turban

Eastwood Christian School
nnounc es

Miss Jamie Carol Frank
to wed J. R. Bittel, Jr.

Antique Show And Sale Planned
At Jaycee Center This Weekend

Tennis Group C
Schedules Play

Monthly Campout-

To Be At Piney

A reception will follow the
ceremony at the Murray
Woman's Club house.
Also on Sunday, June 7,
from 2 to 4 p.m. a reception
will be held at the Darnek
Club in Owensboro.
All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the wedding and the receptions. Only out of town invitations will
be sent.

All Prints
All Pillows
Bamboo Screens
Silk Flowers
Hellar Plastic Dishes
Bamboo Rug'.
Rattan Swing
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NEWS

OF MARCH OUR COMPLETE
DIAMOND CLUSTER
iNVENTOliv will IF
REDuCFD Al LEAST
30 PERCENT.

t.
4

4

4;'•".
.0,
(
ir1„col StVie

'UP TO 20 MONTHS TO PAY!
•PICK YOUR OWN PAYMENT RANI

APPLY NOW FOR OUR NEW GOLD CREOR CARD
It ALLOWS YOU if TO
20 mONTHs TO PAY'
,
.‘1011.01.

tryi

I00011101
60.IMP. C40

JUST COP* IN OR CALL 753 7605
AND wEIL MAR YOU AN APRCATON
OPEN DAILY 10-a

Registration For '81-82 School Term
Grades 1(7
March 27 12 00 5.00 p
March 28 9.00 12 00 Noon
Place Eastwood Baptist Church
Hwy. 94 E
(For Additional Information Call 153-1834)

gime") SALE

Derby To Be Sunday

CHOOSE FROM OvER 3 BLAZING GENTS AND
LAOIS DIAMOND
CLUSTERS AND
SAVE SO FIR'-‘T.'
AND MORT

School Night
Program by I(.1th Grade
Friday, March 20 - 7:00 p.m.

10-5 Sat.

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CTR MURRAY 753-7595

JEWELERS

Blazing Excitement!

Early Spring
Green Value Sale

3-8-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Allbritten, baby girl (MarJN1
sha 1, Box 287-A, New Concord.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Peggy A. Gibson, E-1
Southside Manor, Murray;
Mrs. Sandra K. Byars,
Hazel; Mrs. Vonnie L. Hicks,
Ken Holland was in our shop on March 12th,
and when he saw how
Rt. 3, Murray; Mrs. Judith
fast
his latest print, "Peace Be Still" sold out, he
A. Henry and baby girl, 509
agreed to let me
have a few more for those of you who did not
Broad Street, Murray; Mrs.
get one - but come
c
.
)
..
Kimberly J. Malone and \ early - they will not be here long!
baby bey..422 North Fourth
We also have some of his boxed note
Street, Murray; Mrs. Susan
cards and some of the cards
McKnelly and baby boy, 1102
framed. In addition we have Ken's
prints, "Kentucky Backwoods,"
Meadow Lane, Murray.
"If The Shoe Fits," and "Dignity and
Poise."
Mrs. Theresa A. Chandler
and baby girl, Hazel: Mrs.
Our "Off The Wall" sale of frame
Gwen A. Bibler and baby
d prints at 1/2 price will conti
nuethrough this week only/ These
girl, Rt. 1, Hardin; Mrs. Barprints are by Ray Harm, Charles
Harper, Wayne Baize, Arthur Singer
bara G. Owens, 1507 Dan, Richard Evans Younger, and
bury Road, Murray; Mrs
by
other well-known artists.
Pam J. Alexander, 905
Johnny Robertson Road,
Murray; Mrs. Eva G. Ivey,
CR Box 242, New Concord:
Mrs. Patricia C. Hoffman,
Rt. 2,Springville, Tenn.
Jessica L. Drinkard, Erin,
Gloria Vanderbilt Jeans
Tenn.; Mrs. Sandra J. Arm$28.00
Gloria Vanderbilt Tops
strong, Rt 3, Mayfield;
1/2 Price
Rhonda Lee Manning, Rt. 1.
A Selection Of Dee Cee Shirts
Almo; Harley E. Craig, Rt.
$3.00
A Selection Of Holiday Dresses
2, Hazel; William A. Fart-is,
1/2 Price
And Many Pretty Coordinated Groups And Dress
1706 W. Olive Street, Mures For Spring.
From our Back Room we have just for you:
ray; Mrs. Corinne Farris,
1706 W. Olive Street, MurAll Mobiles
1/2 Price
ray.
Irish Coffee Cups
Mrs. Melo Paschall,
20% Off
Caligraphy With Irish lessings
Hazel; Cleatus V. Fair, CR
$8.00
All
Jewel
ry, Cigarette Cases,and Lighters
Box 85, Hamlin; Tasman K.
20%
Off
Hale, Rt. 2, Murray; Mrs.
All Wicker Items
20%
Off
Annie 0. Sanders, Rt. 1,
Potpourri
Sedalia; Marvin Holland,
20` Each
Be sure and watch for our next ad becaus
1624 College Farm Road,
e Wildlife Artist Charace'is corning'
soon to the
Murray; Mrs. Marguerite C.
Riley, Park View Drive.
Hamlin.
et"

In our Fashion Corner
we have the following:

SHIP‘11 \T JUST Us:PU:101E

SALE!Linen Blazers *31
Springs Newest Linen BlazersSave Now on a Superb Collection'
Originally '49 Polyester/Rayon Linen
Pastels Plus Navy, Red Green Sizes
5-13

Layaway Now For Spring!
BEl. AIR CENTER IL OLYMPIC PLAZA
Shop Daily 10-8 Sunday 1 5

s irT7
L' 11-O •

'•

Mr..45727444OLIPHANT BOY
David Thomas is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. John
Oliphant of Cadiz Route 2 for
their baby boy, weighing
nine pounds two ounces,
born on Saturday. March 7,
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Knott of Greenwood, Ind., and the late Dr.
and Mrs F. W Oliphant of
Cadiz.

The Blackford House
Gallery
Dixkdand Shoppkw Center
7534301
Sours

9.304.30

Mon.-Sot

/1 i Price

'A Price
'A Price
'A Price
'A on
. 'A on
. 'A on

914
Cohlwei•r
sod
753-0317
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10 Years Ago

EDITORIAL

Saving The
Family Farm
The family farm and the
small family-owned business
are in danger of becoming extinct, and Sen. Nancy
Kassebaum, R-Kan., intends
to do something about it.
Sen. Kassebaum points out
that the estate tax has its
greatest impact on women
who, generally speaking, are
not considered to have an
ownership interest in the property involved. Widows find
out too late that property in
which they have invested
much of their lives could be
lost upon the death of the husband because the farm or
business might have to be sold
to finance federal estate taxes.
Controversy has arisen over
the meaning of the term
"material participation." The
Tax Code fails to recognize a
wife's work as a contribution
to the maintenance of the
farm or business. These wives
often combine homemaking
and child-rearing responsibilities with aiding in the
operation of the family enterprise, but unfortunately this

does not county with the inheritance tax folks.
The senator from Kansas
has introduced legislation to
right this wrong. Her bill, first
of all, increases the marital
deduction to an upper limit of
$750,000 in cases where a family farm or business comprises
at least 50 percent of the
estate. As a safeguard, the bill
would recapture any tax
benefit upon the sale of the
property by the survivors
within five years of the decedent's death. In such cases the
government could recapture
100 percent of the tax benefit.
We agree with Sen.
Kassebaum in her contention
that "the time has come to
remove these ( inheritance
tax) obstacles to the continuation of family farms and
businesses. These enterprises
have traditionally been the
backbone of our economy and
our heritage."
The Kassebaum bill to encourage the preservation of
family farms and businesses
that have been in families for
generations deserves to
become law.

More Furor Yet To Come
An AP News Analysis
By EVANS Wirr
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP) — If you think
the political furor over the spending
cuts proposed by President Reagan
signals an epic battle, just wait a year
or so. There's a lot more to come.
The $48.6 billion in reductions proposed by Reagan for the coming fiscal
year are the first salvo of a long war.
Reagan's budget projections call
for additional, but as yet unspecified
reductions of $29.8 billion in fiscal
1983, $44.2 billion in 1984, $43.7 billion
in 1985 and $42.7 billion in 1986.
That would be on top of the effects of
the current proposed cuts. In all, the
Reagan plan would reduce spending
by a total of more than $400 billion
through 1986.
The budget cuts proposed for next
year have provoked outcries from
backers of food stamps,the Legal Services Corp., student loans, publicservice jobs and the Appalachian
Regional Commission — to name just
a few. These groups and many more
are taking their causes to Capitol Hill
to try to head Reagan's budget cutters
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The White House

Canadian Says U.S. Takes
President Too Seriously
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The office of LOCill Board No. 10
the Selective Service, now located
the Postoffice Building, Murray, w
be closed sometime between April 15
and June 1, according to Mrs. Gussie
Adams, executive secretary of the
local board.
Deaths reported include Rufus
Etheridge,83.
First place winners in the contests
by the Murray Woman's Club were
Sarah Sams, Murray High, music;
Janet Byerly, Faxon, junior essay;
Vickie Pat Lamb, Calloway High,
senior essay; Christi Conaway, Faxon, elementary poetry. Marietta Farris, Calloway High, senior poetry;
Marilyn Parks, Murray High,sewing;
Denise Grogan, Murray High, art.
Di. Billy G. Hurt, pastor of the Immanuel Baptist Church, Paducah, will
be the featured speaker at the Hazel
High School Alumni Association
meeting on April 16 at Captain's Kitchen, Murray.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Dale Miller on March
15, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Crain on March 16.
Carlisle County, First Regional
sasketball High School Champions,
lost to Louisville Male in its first game
of the Kentucky High School Basketball Tournament.

NEW YORK ( AP) —Sooner or later Stanford University has sought to proNinety-six 4-H leaders were guests
what is called the Stanford Shared Apthe high cost of housing and money tect its reputation by plunging
direct- preciation Mortgage, which the of the Peoples Bank and Bank of Murmay force employers in boom ly into the market, sharing
financing university says would permit a family ray on March 14 at the Murray Coleconomic areas into large-scale finan- costs with resident
professors.
with income of $39,519 to buy a lege High School cafeteria. The
cing of homes for workers, providing
A pilot program, called COIN — for $162,500 home with a down
payment of leaders were recognized for the work
a new twist in the housing scene.
coinvestment — enables newcomers $18,959.
they had done for the 4-H Club
Corporate spokesmen generally to the staff and faculty
to obtain
That price, the university says, it members. George Corder, chairman
decry the likelihood, but indications houses they would be unable
to buy on equivalent to the least expensive of the 4-H Club program, was speaker.
are mounting that they might be forc- their own. In the past
18 months, 58 single-family home now available in
Deaths reported include John
ed far more deeply into the housing families have bought
homes as part- Palo Alto. Financing would include a Neville Williams, 78.
field than they have been.
ners of the university, with each shar- conventional first mortgage
Glen H. McKinney, seaman USN,
of $29,794
Otherwise, some of them may soon ing the financial benefits.
at 14 percent for 30 years, and a son of Glen C. McKinney, Murray, is
be facing the identical situation that
Now, the university says, "rising shared appreciation
mortgage of serving aboard the heavy cruiser
caused them over the past decade or home prices and high interest
rates $113,748. Total monthly payments, in- Newport News participating in the anso to foresake troubled industrial may lead to a major
revamping" of cluding taxs and insurance, are nual training exercise in the Canbcities: A lack of good, secure, affor- the program. Under
consideration is estimated at $1,097.
bean. He is also scheduled to visit
dable housing within easy commuting
Puerto Rico and Jamaica during the
distance.
exercises.
Heretofore, many blue chip conEd Fenton, Murray Postmaster,
cerns sought to assist transferref,
spoke at the meeting of the Murray
employes buy or sell houses, without
Rotary Club held at the Murray
becoming involved either as longWoman's Club house. He was interm lenders or as part-owners. But
troduced by his father and program
pressures are mounting.
chairman, Harry Fenton.
Companies that fled New York for
William King has been appointed as
Fairfield County, Conn., in part to be
pastor of the Seventh-Day Adventist
closer to what they felt were better
off at the hearing rooms.
Church in Murray.
because armed guards are watching
It probably won't be clear for mon- housing conditions, now find soaring
By MICHAEL PUTZEL
North Marshall, First Regional
their
every
move.
ths just how many billions Congress prices are forcing middle managers
Associated Press Writer
High School Basketball champions.
The
presidential
physician
into
commutes.
hour-long
is
never
will agree to slash out of federal spenVAN KLEEK HILL, Ontario ( AP)
lost to Shelby County in its game at
Competition for clerical workers — Phil Arber,an Ontario farmer, wat- more than a car-length away.
ding.
the Kentucky High School Basketball
And one of the most striking things
has become intense, especially since ched the television news reports of
By then, Reagan's budget cutters
Tournament at Lexington.
the local supply, largely suburban President Reagan's state visit to Ot- about Reagan's appearance before
will have their sights set on other prohousewives returning to the labor tawa with some incredulity.
the Canadian Parliament was the apgrams to "cut, squeeze and trim" as
market, seems to be exhausted. Real
"You Americans take your presi- parent absence of the presidential
Reagan liked to say when he was
estate agent report many office dent so ... seriously," he remarked guard. Parliamentary police said
The Murray Electric System will let
governor of California.
workers now must commute more when it was over. "I couldn't believe they so jealously guard their tradi- a contract to build a modern
If Reagan is to meet his goals,some
tional ban on weapons in the chamber warehouse at the corner of Walnut
than 3,0 miles from New York.
it."
programs will have to be trimmed
Much of the pressure comes from
In a country whose prime minister that the Secret Service chose to leave and North Third Streets, according to
right out of existence.
soaring housing prices,at least in part used to drive to work every day in an most of its agents just outside the an announcement made by Vernon
Given Reagan's commitment to in- a direct result of the inflow of com- old Chevy, the new American presi- chamber rather than surrender their Hale, chairman of the Murray Eleccreased defense spending, the odds
panies. Dadakis & Co., a corporate dent cut quite a contrast. It's not just guns at the door.
tric System Board, at the meeting of
are high that the programs to be trimThe press and public have so few en- the Murray City Council.
real estate broker, says Fairfield is Reagan's regal style; in some
med are all going to be non-defense
now headquarters for 47 companies in respects, the office imposes itself on counters with the president that his
Deaths reported include Mrs. F. N.
areas — meaning social programs the Fortune magazine list of the 1,000 the man.
every utterance takes on superhuman McElrath,99.
and aid to local and state govern- largest.
The Green Pastures Program for
Given the history of assassinations proportions, particularly if the chief
ments. Even the vaunted "safety net"
''Housing has become a disadvan- in America, it is hardly surprising executive answers a chance question Calloway County has been announced
programs Reagan promised to spare
tage," he says. "It's affordable for top that concern about the president's as he gets in or out of his limousine. by S. V. Foy,county agent.
from cuts this time might have to be
executives, but not for middle safety has become something of an Such comings and goings provide
Lee Luvisi, 13 year old pianist of
slashed to meet the future budget
practically the only occasions when Louisville, will present a concert at
managers." With gas prices rising, he obsession.
goals.
said, transportation has become a
He is surrounded by Secret Service he is within reach of reporters for Murray State College on March 30. He
Trying to slash such programs serious impediment.
agents everywhere he goes, to the anything resembling an informal mo- has appeared as a soloist with the
In Palo Alto, Calif., where the point that Reagan has complained to ment.
could make the fight over the current
Louisville Philharmonic Orchestra
Indeed, informal moments hardly when only 10 years of age.
reductions seem like a nursery school lowest priced single-family homes are aides he can't enjoy a horseback ride
exercise. Just a suggestion of a beyond the reach of many professors, with his wife on their California ranch exist. Aides are so preoccupied trying
Prof. Harry Sparks spoke at the
to move large numbers of people meeting of the Murray Business and
change in Social Security benefits brsimultaneously that every step is Professional Women's Club held at
ings thousands of letters of outrage
measured, every meeting timed with the National Hotel.
and sends senators running for cover.
a stopwatch. The printed schedules —
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Miller are now
To give an idea of the magnitude of
separate versions for the president, operating the Bus Station Cale.
the cuts to come,the projected reducMrs. Reagan, the staff, press, Secret
tions for fiscal 1984 total 5.7 percent of
Service, uniformed police — grow so
the budget. That's just about the same
complicated on a busy day that the
as the percentage of the budget that
people who worked them out
would go to state and local governBy The Associated less
Heartline is a service for senior
I have a few hobbies of my own sometimes have difficulty interments as grants.
Today is Wednesday, Srch 25, the
citizens. Its purpose Is to answer ques- which do not include him, and we do preting them.
84th day of 1981. There re 281 days
Failure to accomplish the future tions and solve problems. If you have have grandchildren. But I am still bitWhen Reagan and Prime Minister
left in the year.
budget cuts could present Reagan a question or a problem not answered ter and lonely. You know, you can be Pierre Elliott Trudeau chatted too
Today's highlight in hi ory:
•
with extremely difficult choices.
In these columns, write to Heartline, married and still be lonely. I have long at lunch one day, they upset the
On March 25, 1821, Gr4eks began a
114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria, been so depressed lately that my doc- schedules of several dozen people.
Without those further unspecified
12-year uprising against he Ottoman
Buses drove off in the wrong direcreductions, his hopes to balance, the Ohio 45381. You will receive a prompt tor is giving me pills for depression.
Empire that ended with he establishI have decided that, even though I tions, people scheduled to be in one
budget might fade into the mists as reply, but you must include a selfment of the independe t kingdom of
have so any other promises to put addressed, stamped envelope. The don't know how this will all turn out, I place ended up in another, and the
Greece.
most
useful
replies
willIpse
printed
Royal
Canadian
in
Mounted
have
to
try
Police
to
do
something,
such
as
federal income and outgo on an equal
On this date:
this column.
seeking counseling or a job outside the threw up an instant roadblock to prefooting.
In 1634, Maryland was founded by
HEARTLINE: My husband retired home. I just have one question: Do vent members of the presidential encolonists under Lord Baltimore.
For example, Reagan's projections
last year in his early 60's and he loves women ever get to retire? I don't- • tourage from driving between
In 1865, Confederate forces capsay the budget will show a tiny
it. I am the one who is having trouble mind the continuing housework and Reagan's guest house and Trudeau's
tured Fort Stedman in Virginia during
surplus in fiscal 1964. But that's only if
adjusting! I had such a dream of what such, but I do mind the attitude that it residence in a search for their leader.
the Civil War,
he makes the further cuts. Without the
our retirement would be like, and the is his retirement. G.E.
In 1947, a coal mine explosion in
cuts, the budget projected for fiscal
reality of it is very disappointing. I
ANSWER: We hear your story
Centralia, III., killed 111 miners.
1984 would be about $43 billion in the am left alone much of the day as he everyday. Not
just from women,
In 1979, Egypt's President Anwar
red. Likewise, the projected $6 billion
goes to one of his men's clubs to play though, but also from men who have
Sadat and Israel's Prime Minister
surplus in 1985 becomes $38 billion in
cards. I eat most of my evening meals retired to find that during their
Menachem Begin agreed on details of
red ink without the cuts
alone, and spend most evenings alone, tifetime, the wife was gotten herself
their peace treaty-signing ceremony.
as he is still playing cards. If he does involved in so many outside activities
Possibly compounding the task is a
Creston, Iowa — Some days it doesn't
Ten years ago: The European ComCongressional. Budget Office report spend an evening at home, he has his that she does not want to give up, that pay to go back to bed.
mon Market agreed to raise farm
head stuck in a newspaper or in the the wife has very little time for the
Take, for instance, the case of Terry pices in all six member
that even with Reagan's cuts federal
countries.
t.v. until about midnight, then its the husband.
Wilmeth of Creston. He finished his
spending in 1984 could be as much as
Five years ago: Saudi Arabia's
"Retirement" is a frame of mind newspaper route about 6 a.m. recently, King
$50 billion more than the president has same thing the next day. I wanted our
Faisal was assassinated in
retirement to be special, spending more than anything else. We feel that pulled is car into the driveway of his
figured.
Riyadh by a nephew with a history of
time together at enjoyable pursuits, if you are having trouble with your house and went back to bed.
mental illness. Faisal's brother.
having mutual friends over for cards, husband's retirement, but he seems to
While returning to the land of nod, Crown Prince Khaled, succeeded
to
sharing a hobby or two. But, like you be enjoying himself, that you should Wilmeth heard his car start up and
the throne.
have said many times in your column, probably consider counseling. Not smash through the garage door. Once
One year ago: Sen. Edward Kena retirement needs to be planned and that you should expect a change in inside the garage,the 1971 Fiat burst innedy upset President Carter in the
discussed well in advance of the him, but so that you can learn to feel to flames.
Neither pray I tor thee alone, but
Democratic presidential primary in
retirement.
more at ease and relaxed with a situaAuthorities theorized the car had a New York.
lot them also which IAA believe ors
Sometimes, when I am not depress- tion that is so far from what you had short circuit in its electrical system and
ose through their wood: lotus 17.26
Today's Birthdays: Musician Elton
ed and feeling bitter, I feel sorry for expected. One of the main reasons we that Wilmeth had left it parked in a forJohn is 34. Entertainer Anita Bryant
Cod expects the world It, hear of
him, because I feel that he is missing have always urged retirement plann- ward gear.
is 41.
Ills love for them through the word,
out on so much. I have tried to get him ing is because one person's idea of
Itamage was estimated at $500 to the
Thought for today. One great use of
of His chfldren Are you a Afros's' for
interested in other things, but he tells retirement is not necessarily garage and $1.000 to the car.
words is to hide our thoughts. —
God+
me that "it's his retirement!"
another's.
(Newsadvertiser) Voltaire, French writer (1694-1778).
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MSU President Responds To Eight Of Original Charges

Complete Text Of Curris'Dropped Charges Given
( EDITOR'S NOTE Murray. State for the center in 1975. The President tion
of the Geography major at the
University president Constantine W
has no control over this "suite," and university,
through a systematic
Curns Tuesday released eight of the has yet to schedule its use.
course of conduct over the past
charges which were originally filed
The suite has been scheduled for several years
contrary to the recomagainst him and subsequently drop- several university and community
mendatons of the dean, department
ped by the board of regents. Present- programs including the Miss MSU
chairmen and other professionals
ly, the regents are preferring nine Pageant, the state-wide meeting of closely
associated with the program.
charges against Curns in an effort to the Kentucky Institute for European
This course of conduct was taken by'
remove him from office.
Studies, a dinner for Mr. and Mrs. the president even
though that depart(Following is the text of the actual James Morgan who are exhibiting ment was in
direct control and charge
charges along with Curris' response their priceless collection in the Eagle of the
LANDAT program, which has
to them.
Art Gallery, a dinner for Represen- been and continues
to be the cause of a
• • •
tative Carl Perkins who will present substantial
expenditure of university
CHARGE: The president has failed the second annual Harry Sparks funds and
funds from other sources.
to create and maintain a harmonious Distinguished Lecture Series, and as The
elimination of the Geography prorelationship with administrators of of last week, a luncheon scheduled by
gram could adversely affect the
secondary and elementary school the Murray Woman's Club for former LANDSAT
program in which the
systems in Western Kentucky. He has first lady, Mrs. Lyndon B. "Lady university
already has a substantial
a duty to promote and cultivate a good Bird" Johnson.
investment.
relationship with educators in those
Once again, there is no connection
RESPONSE: This charge defies
fields, pursuant to the goals of the with this purported charge and any in- reason; it is
inconceivable that any
university. As a result of his failure competency, immorality or neglect of regent,
especially a regent elected by
and refusal to accept this duty, he has duty on the part of the president.
the faculty, could vote to fire a presi• • •
created a lack of trust and lack of supdent because he made a professional
port of the area educational system,
CHARGE: The president has of- recommendation to
the board that a
detrimental to the regional concept of fended and alienated members of the program be
eliminated.
the university and the goals of the Murray State University Alumni
In these difficult times when univeruniversity at the time it was founded.
Association by effecting a transfer of sities are
forced to cut back their
RESPONSE: This is a false charge. Alumni Association Funds into the spending, when the
governor is asking
I am very proud of the excellent work- Murray State University Foundation, the council on
higher education to
ing relationship that Murray State of which he is the chief executive of- eliminate
unnecessary program
University has developed with the ficer, not accountable to the Board of duplication
between universities,
elementary and secondary school Regents or to the Alumni Association, there
are even proposals to merge
systems in West Kentucky and with thus taking control of said funds from universities, and
when Murray State
both the teachers and administrators the Alumni Association's elected of- is struggling
to support programs
of those systems.
ficers. Included among actions which which enroll students,
there is every
During my term, we have taken our generated ill will between the alumni reason to eliminate
programs which
classes throughout west Kentucky, members and the university was the are not
needed, have become obresponding to the needs of school peo- transfer of foundation funds into a solete,
or do not attract sufficient
ple. We have initiated a strong pro- financial institution located in Memstudents to warrant continuation.
gram of in-service education in school phis, Tennessee. Kentucky financial
Such is the case with the
systems. Through cooperative efforts institutions were not favorably im- undergraduate
geography major.
of 24 West Kentucky school district pressed with this action of the founda- During the last
five years, there have
tion.
superintendents and the university,
been only nine graduates, and as of
RESPONSE: This charge once this fall there
the West Kentucky Educational
were only ten majors.
Cooperative has been formed. The again is absolutely false. The presi- Meanwhile, we
have several prouniversity provides free of charge of- dent did not effect transfer of any grams that need
additional faculty
fice space for eleven employees, funds that belonged to the Murray support.
utilities, phones, administrative ser- State Alumni Association. The ExIt is common practice in higher
vices for the cooperative as well as ecutive Council of the Alumni education
for faculty and adclassroom space for pre-school han- Association on Sept. 7, 1974, ministrators with
a vested interest in
dicapped children.
unanimously voted to transfer respon- a program to argue
for its preservaIn addition, we have sponsored the sibility for investing said funds to the tion. I do not fault
anyone for doing
mini-university program in local Murray State University Foundation that. Program
decisions, however,
schools as well as providing as the vehicle by which the In- must be made
to benefit the entire
classroom space for the Calloway vestments Committee of the Board of university and
the public. The
County kindergarten program prior to Regents would invest funds belonging elimination of
the geography major
the construction of that system's mid- to the university, the foundation and was justified once again
last week in a
dle school.
the alumni association.
report proposed by vice president
Furthermore, we provide office
The Investments Committee was Butwell in
response to a request
space and support for the Teacher established by action of the board of emanating from
the Feb. 21 board of
Renewal and Development Center, regents on Aug. 2, 1974, and consisted regents meeting.
one of the two national collaborative of Mr. Jim Davis, president of Central
The university's LANDSAT proprojects between local teacher `Bank and Trust of Owensboro, Mr. gram is entirely
separate and distinct
Frank Paxton, president of the from
associations and their university.
the undergraduate geography
Since the efforts to oust me illegally Paducah Bank, MSU Foundation major. Murray
State University was
began on February 7, I have received repesentative Dr. Thomas B. Hogan- designated as the Commonwealth'
s
numerous letters of support from camp, and Alumni Association single state agency for
the transfer of
school people representing 14 dif- representative Mr. James "Peanuts" NASA space technology
ILANDSATI
ferent school districts in West Ken- Johnson, assistant superintendent for as a result of the
hard work by many
finance
tucky. Those letters are available for
of the Owensboro School individuals and my own
personal efyour review.
System.
forts. Nowhere in any of the
Not only do we have excellent relaAl] the funds in question were in- background
papers of correspondence
tionships,the impact of those relation- vested by this investment committee was there
any reference to the LANDships continues to be evident in the in- in a safe and prudent manner design- SAT
program supporting the the
creased number of West Kentucky ed to earn maximum interest rates as geography program.
Indeed, LAND1 high school graduates attending Mur- opposed to the 5'i-7'. percent return SAT
is a pubic service and research,
ray State and the quality of those earned in separate savings accounts not an instructional
activity. If handl• - students. The latest data from the as had earlier been the practice.
ed well, it will not only pay back our
'Council on Higher Education indicate These investment decisions were bas- investment
but should generate
that Murray State ranks second ed upon the sound management condollars for the unviersity.
among the eight public universities in cept of "bidding" funds out in $100,000
The board of regents should proceed
the average ACI' scores of entering denominations to the highest bidder,
to consider the eliminatio of the
•,studetris, and we are closing the gap rather than following the old geography major,
consistent with the
between us and the university ranking "political" process in Kentucky of financial
needs of the university as
first.
placing dollars in "friendly" banks.
well as the public interest.
To my knowledge, the only Ken. Not only is this charge not true, it is
This charge reflects the comunrelated to the statutory provision of tucky financial institutions not
petence rather than any in,I incompetency, immorality, or refusal favorably impressed by this action
competence of the educational leader:. to or neglect of duty.
were two banks, one in Benton and
ship of this institution.
• • •
one in Elkton.
• • •
O4
This charge does not suggest inCHARGE: The president has exCHARGE: The president has failed
pended excessive funds in the fur- competency,immorality,or refusal to to maintain a harmonious
relationof the Presidential Suite in the perform duty on the part of the pres1- ship between the university
and the
w University Student Center. This dent, the investments committee or community of Murray
and Calloway
dt of sound financial management anyone else who brought sound finan- County,
which situation is detrimental
'11 advesely affect the morale of the cial managment to the university and
to both the university and the comniversity community operating the alumni association.
munity.
nder a financial constraint, as well
• • •
RESPONSE: I don't know if this
limiting the funds available to the
CHARGE: The president handled
charge is worthy of a response. Let
niversity for other purposes.
the $250,000 bequest from the James
me simply say, since Feb. 7 I have
RESPONSE: This charge is, L. Hurley Estate in such a manner as
been flooded with innumerable calls
• ikevrise, untrue. First, there is no to alienate certain members of the
from citizens throughout this county
"Presidential Suite" in the University Hurley family and other potential
offering their supoort and expressing
nter, and secondly, the President donors to the university by refusing to
their collective outrage that six
ither expended nor directed any ex- permit potential donors to designate
regents would damage 58 years of pronditures of funds in this building.
local institutions of their choice as the
gress and the growing prominence of
Everyone is familiar with the, dif- place of deposit of their gifts.
their university.
RESPONSE: There is no truth in
iculties in securing the $500,000 aP• • •
priated by the Legislature in this charge.
CHARGE: The president has failed
The
president
uipment funds. Through persistent
did not handle the
to demonstrate positive management,
efforts the full amount was at long last 8225,000 bequest from the James L. desirable administrative change,
and
Hurley
estate. That estate was awardifeceived. How these funds were spent
better controls of university housing,
ir furnishing the University Center, ed to and received by the board of
acceptable to the standards of the
f
' •luding the establishing of priorities regents which assigned responsibility
university. Lack of correction of the
fbrnishing the building, was deter- for the administration of the state to
housing situation is detrimental to the
1
ned not by the president but by a its Investments Committee. The
best interests of the students and the
inznittee consisting of Mr. George guidelines for the use of this fund were
university as a whole.
avelonis, interior designer for the drafted by a committee including
RESPONSE: Frankly, I don't know
niversity, and Mrs. Jean Hamra and regent Bob Long, Mr. Mancil Vinson
what this charge means and don't
r. Drane Shelley of our Purchasing and Mr. "Buck" Hurley, nephew of
think anyone else does.
epartment.
This
committee the late James L. Hurley.
I don't think there is any question
I am not aware of any members of
rieported to vice 'president Frank
but that there has been and continues
J1alian.
the Hurley family who have been
to be positive management, contruc., I am very proud of the University alienated. Letters from Mr. Hurley on
live change, and progress in our
March
nenter, I think everyone is, especially
28, 1974, and Sept. 9, 1975, in
residence halls.
obr students. It is inconceivable to me and of themselves refute this charge.
When I assumed the presidency, the
Moreover, I want to point out that a
htow any rational person could use the
housing and dining system was
filirnishing for this building as an ex- representative of the Hurley family
operating at approximately a 8400,000
ctse to fire the president. The univer- called me last week indicating the
annual deficit. Today, it is selfs ty, has futhermore stayed within the family's extreme displeasure over
supporting and no longer requires any
budget for both constructing and fur- having their family name introduced
subsidy from the general fund. A main this charge, further indicating that
n1shing this building.
jor maintenance program has been ini The phrase, "Presidential Suite," they did not agree with the allegation,
stituted and we have made much prorefer to the formal dining area and requesting that this charge be
gress in improving maintenance and
k wn as the "Commonwealth Suite." withdrawn .
custodial care.
is fornial area is well-appointed as
•"
The dorms were nearly full this
CHARGE: The president has taken
r 'Jested by the student-faculty corn
year and applications for next year
steps
toward
an
unjustified
eliminaAlec that prepared the "program'
are over 200 students above the level

4°

i

f

•

ot a year ago Educational, social and
cultural programs have begun and
parietal rules are among the most
progressive in the state
And, perhaps, the most important to
both students and parents, the room
and board costs at Murray State artamong the lowest of colleges and
universities in this five-state area.
Annually, our housing office conducts a survey of residence hall
students. Last spring nearly 1800
students completed the survey which
showed considerable student satisfaction. The concluding question,
"Overall, how do you feel about life in
the residence halls?" was answered:
very good, 23 percent; good, 37 percent; average, 27 percent; bad, 9 percent; very bad,4 percent.
While this charge defies
understanding, I know that it in no
way entails immorality, incompetency, or a refusal to perform or neglect
of duty
• • •
CHARGE: The president submitted
options to the board of regents for
their study pertaining to the issue of
the FM radio frequency in the
Owensboro-Henderson area, indicating that he would consult with
the board to determine its wishes
before any final action was taken. Instead, he acted without their consent
and approval in taking final action.
abandoning the request for the frequency.
RESPONSE: The charge that as
president I acted without the board's
approval in
authorizing
the
withdrawal of our application for an
FM frequency in the OwensboroHenderson is simply not true.
On Aug. 20, 1978, the board of
regents adopted a policy that the
"board does delegate to the president
of the university the right, power and
authority ... to make rules and regulations for the governance of the university, provided, however, that all matters pertaining to policy not yet
established by the board of regents,
shall, as soon as is reasonably convenient, be submitted to the board, and
provided further, that ... in such instances the president shall consult
with the chairman of the board of
regents before taking any action as to
policy not yet established by the
board."
The radio frequency proposal passed by the Western Kentucky Universi-

ty board of regents offering to
withdraw its application if Murray
State would likewise withdraw its application had a Feb. 3 deadline. I, accordingly, consulted not only with
Chairman Christopher, but also with
Vice-Chairman Carneal, and a third
regent who had expressed an interest
in the problem. All three regents approved our withdrawing the application and I so notified Western Kentucky University.
The action of the president, accompanied by pertinent support data, was
included on the Feb. 7 board agenda.
The issue should have been resolved
on that date. Murray and Western
would have jointly withdrawn their
applications, and the FCX: would have
gladly closed the case.
Because six regents chose to file
this charge to fire me, the issue was
deliberately not resolved. On March 5,
the Federal ComrnunicaUons Commission ordered an evidentiary hearing beginnng June 12, 1981. This will
mean, if we follow the precedent of
the board, another personal service
contract for lawyers.
Whether the belated action of the
board last Saturday I March 141 to
confirm what I have properly done
over a month ago can prevent this
Washington litigation remains to be
seen. But there is no question that the
action of the regents in deliberatly
delaying the approval has brought
discredit to the university and puts us
in a bad public eye.
•

•

•

After responding to the eight
charges, Clirris made the following
statement
"These are the eight charges
preferred by the board on Feb. 21 and
which were dropped last Saturday. I
trust that by this public release you
can and will agree with ni y
statements of March 4 that they do not
involve matters of substance and can
be characterized as petty, strawgrasping and frivolous and contain
allegations which are simply untrue
"None of them are legally sufficient, even if they were true, to
authorize, permit or justify the
removal of the president under the applicable statutes and the Constitution
of the United States.
'The remaining six charges from
February 21 plus the three new
charges preferred, once again on a 6-4
vote, are likewise nit-picking and petty and do not entail matters of
substance. In light of the fact that
these additional charges have been'
preferred, let me reaffirm that they,
likewise, do not make any. accusations
of incompetence, immorality or
criminal conduct. As soon as the legal
issues presentlyzbefore the court are
resolved, I will release the remaining
nine charges with my responses.
"In so doing, I hope to make clear to
this university and to the public that I
have done no wrong,and that all these
charges have been trumped up at
great expense to the taxpayers in
order to oust the president as part of a
power play to wrongfully sieze control
of the university."

Murray Health Spa
Phone:753-4084
or
753-4085
Hours:Mon.-Fro. 8 a.m.-9 p.m.
Saturdas 8 a.m.-3 P.m.
•Sauna
•Experienced Counselor.,
•Sun Boothes
•Diet Consultation
•Private Lockers
•Cordiovascular
Dressing Rooms
Development
Showers and Vanity Stress Reduction Progi a•
(Next To Old Bookstore?
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Limit One Per Family

Peet
Super Crisp

Betty Crocker

Cereal

$499

Good Oely At Storey's
. Exp. 3-24-81

$1 29

$1 39

Noodles
Strogonoff or
Romanof-f
5 /

II oz.

Good Only At Slaty's
Exp. 3-24-81

Gold Oily Al Slorty's
Exp. 3-24-81

Si
POI

CI

PICKLES
$1 09

$1 °9

32.5.
,

COUPONS
Cereal

3201.

U.S

PARAMOUNT DILL OR KOSHER

CRANBERRY JUICE

69

Limit One Per Family
Post Alphabits

13.s
157 Os

OCEAN SPRAY

$169

2/$1 29

Compare These Everyday
Low Shelf Prices

7444 VA,
•,,,
71.4h4
trorirmoo ro

eau/ rs Gen,

SHOWBOAT

PORK & BEANS...

1502.

284

1

KRAFT

MIRACLE WHIP

3201.

KRAFT
Good Oily Al Slorey's
Exp. 3-24-81

VELVETTA. ............... 2 LB

.
-ttcry

$279

Ledger A Tunes ,

TIDE LAUNDRY

$1 85

DETERGENT
1

COUPON
Limit One Per

Fornly

Liquid

Wisk
Laviodry Dotorport

64 el

$299

Good OelyAt Slorlfs
Exp. 3-24-81

STAR KIST

TUNA
COUPON
Limit One Per Family
Post
144soescemb
Cereal

lees.

Wel Oolt Al Storeys
Fop 3 24 81

"FAMILY

COUPON
Limit One Per Family
Gravy Train

Dog Food
15th gag

1 09

NFEST"

Limit One Per Family

Liquid
Find Touch
Fabric Softener

$659

Good Only Al Slony's
Exp 3 24 81

43/4 OZ.

COUPON
CHARMIN BATHROOM

TISSUE

The Horn* of
4 ROLL

$1 1 7

DISNEY
WORLD

MAXWELL NOUSE INSTANT

COFFEE

$429
1001.

Good Oily Al Shay's
Exp. 3-24-81
KIS RUNT MORI—

WIC/ UDES

4 DAYS-3 NIGHTS ROUND TRIPAIR
FARE • CHOICE OF LIMOUSINE OR
RENTAL CAR•TWO DAYS ENTRANCE
FEE TO DISNEY WORLD •III PASSES

•••••.-

A46.4

9
GE 7 A THE MURRAY,K).. LEDGER & TIMES, 99 rdnes414) Star

13, INI6

*Everyday Low Shelf Prices
*Super Specials

*Giant Inflation Fighters
*Weekl Coupons

WHOLE BOSTON BUTTS
SLICED INTO

*Choice Meats
*Fresh Produce

,

GRADE A

WHOLE FRYERS

PORK STEAKS

GOLDEN SMOKED BONELESS

CHUCK STEAK

79
BOSTON BUTT
FAMILY PACK SLICED

PORK ROAST

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS SIRLOIN

SMOKED

TIP STEAK

$249

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

SWISS STEAK

FIELD

PORK CHOPS

LB. $1 89

PARTIN'S PORK

Li. $199

PORK

CUTLETS

SLAB BACON

1'

12 OZ. LB. $ 1 1 7

HYDE•PARK

SAUSAGE

LB. $

1 59

MIME
LB.

JUMBO-PACK RIB HALF

BOLOGNA

12 OZ.

99c

Le $

BACON

PORK STEAK

Le $ 1 139

JUMBO-PACK CUT-UP

SAUSAGE

Ls. 51 59 FRYERS

.LB. 596

SEED POTATOES

4 $1
ONION SETS

79 LB
GIANT DELI SAVINGS

GIANT BAKERY SAVINGS

THIS WEEK WIN

$200.00
LAST WEEK'S NAME:
OPAL LAWLER
ALMO
CARD NOT PUNCHED

TUNA SALAD

2L1

$1

0.

STORE MADE

COLE SLAW

LB 994

FIELD

PICKLE LOAF

39

JUMBO-PACK

JUMBO-PACK LINK

FRANKS

PORK LOIN

LB $

79

pl
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Murray Controls Inside, But Plagued By 25 Percent Shooting

Marshall Takes Control At Start In Region Win
By DAVID HIBBrITS
Spurts Editor
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. Murray really never had as
much of a chance as its expectations warranted
Despite a furious assault

Region One championship.
From the time the opening
tap went to Marshall guard
Mitzi Birdsong and she came
back less than a nunute later
to drive right at the Murray
defense and draw the foul for

the first two points, Murray ander grabbing a resounding
was in trouble.
16 rebounds and Greene adFor these Lady Marshals ding six, with five coming on
were hungry for revenge.
the offensive end.
Believing the region title
But the difference for Murhad belonged only to them, ray, a team which had hit 53
especially after taking an percent of its shots in its
unexpected loss at the hands semifinal win in the region,
of this same Murray team in was a shattering 16-of-63
the district championship, finish against Marshall.
also at Marshall County,
"I really think the biggest
they were ready to get the thing was that we
got
jump on Murray.
outhustled and outworked,"
Despite the earlier loss in Murray coach Rick Fisher
the district, the Marshall said. "We just had an off
County following was back in night at the wrong time.
droves and it roared every
"Our kids can hold their
time the Marshals extended heads high, however. We
their momentum another were one of the last two
notch.
teams in the region. A lot of
That momentum reached teams were watching us. We
its first plateau when just did not have it tonight.
Shawna Smith followed in a
"We wanted people to
missed shot to make the stand up and recognize us as
score 10-2 only 3:28 into the a good team. It just was
not
game.
meant to be tonight.
But, with Kim Tharpe,
"I am proud of all our
Monica Greene and Tonya girls. I would not try to do it
Alexander going to work any different."
under the boards, Murray
Murray finishes the season
made its first attempt to get with a 19-7 record after
losback in the game.
ing the first of its last seven
A three-point play on a games. Marshall County
followup by Greene trimmed takes a 28-3 mark into the
the score back to 10-7 before state tournament.
Marshall edged away again.
As badly as Murray Murray .
13 17 10 3-43
Co
20 18 15 23 — 76
wanted the game and as Marshall
Murray 1121 — Candy Jackson 0 2-3
hard as it was working in- 2. Velvet Jones 2 0-0 4, Tonya Alexside, it was dealt another ander 734 17, Monica Greene i1-1 3:
KUTI
3 3-5 9, Natalie Garfield 1
blow when Smith, who 2'34,Tharpe
Donna 1 0.0 2: Glenda Fox 0 0-0 0:
scored 16 first-half points Jodi Martin 0 0-00. Laurie Morgan 0 0I.ynette Thompson 1 0-0 2 Totals
and 27 for the game, bombed 0160,11-16
43
in 20-footers at the end of the
Marshall County 78 — Shasma
09-l0
Smith
27; Lisa Jarrett 6 6-11 18.
HITTING THE INSIDE Of THE MARSHALL DEFENSE - Monica Greene (21) and Kim first quarter and at the start
Mitzi Birdsong 2 2'36, Laura Seay Si-1
Tharpe (51) helped Murray take a 41-39 rebounding advantage despite losing the of the second to push the lead 10. Mary Lee Snow 0 1-3 I. Secret
Watkins 1 0.02. Gaye Heiklunein 43-5
back to 22-13.
region championship game, 76-43.
PLAYING WITH INTENSITY IN HER LAST GAME - Murray senior Tonya Alexander
II. Kelly Crowell 0 0-0 0. Tina Payne 0
Even as Smith was becom- 1.21.
Staff Photos 8v David Hibbitts
Shaper 00.00. Chambers 09-00:
drives between two Marshall County for two of her team-high 17 points.
ing almost unstoppable, Rogers00-00 Totals 27 22-35 76
Murray drew within 26-21
with 5:10 left in the half as
Alexander and Tharpe
scored four points apiece inside.
But that was the Tigers'
last chance to take control of
the game as Marshall County reeled off the next six
points behind Smith and Lisa
Jarrett, who was picking up
the Marshals on the baseline
with Laura Seay in foul trouble.
Sadly for the Murray girls,
the second half turned into
total frustration as shot after
shot right in front of the
basket or even from open
spots 1040-15 feet away were
falling all around the basket
but not dropping.
For a team that had gone
farther than it was headed
earlier in the season, the bit.13Biackwati
Plus F E T and old
ter disappointment could not
car
tire
be hidden in the Waning
SIZE
PRICE
F.E.T.
minutes.
A78-13
25.97
1 72
After all, Murray had
B78-13
28.97
221
outrebounded Marshall for
E78-14
34.97
223
the game, 41-39, with AlexF78-14
35.97
237
G78-14
37.97 •
253
G78-15
38.97
259
on the offensive boards when
they realized how far they
were falling behind, the
Tiger girls could not catch a
deternuned, relentless Marshall County team in last
night's 78-13 loss for the

Our Best Price on
UNIROYAL'

goes
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divert
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seconi
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former
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FOR
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around

4-Ply Polyester Tires

Cooper Becomes First Lady Racer Signee

Blackvisa toteless price each, plus Federal Excise Tea skew
ehaerwel rot. S2 00 per tire more Al price. pkis i.earul old
lure cal yOur Car

MasterCard

•

MEMPHIS, TN. Treadwell High School product Sharon Cooper has
become the' first Murray
State Lady Racer basketball
recruit for next season.
Conner. a 6-0 centerforward. averaged 26 point!,
and eight rebounds during
her senior season at
Treadwell and earned alldistrict, all-region and allmetro honors.
She connected on an impressive 52 percent (if her
field goal attempts and 77
percent of her free throw
tries. She was named her
squad's most S.:1 luable

player in both basketball and tional honor society and will
track.
be a pre-med major at Murray State
Cooper also excels in the
"Sharon has tremendous
classroom and ranks fourth potential to be an
out of 147 in her senior class. outstanding college player,"
She is S member of the na- said Lady Racer coach Jean

Smith. "She has excellent
defensive skills. She does
things defensively that you
usually don't see on the high
school level. She jumps well
and has good quickness and
is very coachable."

Check our low installation prices on automotive parts
including exhaust systems, tune-ups. shocks,
brakes,
oil changes, and many other services

GOOD,41-4/1
For success in the
tire business...
Go with Number 1 Goodyeor needs aggressive in
dividuols to market its products in the Murray
Calloway County area If you qualify you'll
discover that Goodyear hos a lot to offer
Goodyear does more notional advertising than ony
.4/father tire company. And to bock that up We
r ovIde local ad support
dealer displays and
°motional materials plus soles training and
merchandising assistance All this provides you
with the best profit making opportunities in the
tire business Find out how you con become a
„member of the Goodyear team. Coll us today.
For further information. contact
Jerry Yunker at 311 429 8716

•,..4

GOOD/1E-4R
Out front. Pulling away.

ship.
"Wind exaggerates your
mistakes." explained Floyd,
fresh from a successful
defense of his title in the
Doral Open Sunday in
Miann.
It takl-, patience and experience to play in the
wind." Floyd said.
''The advantage, under
difficult conditions, always
goes to the player who is
striking the ball the best, the
player who is hitting it most
solidly, the player who is hitting tlw shots more purely."
At the moment, it would.
appear that Floyd and Kite
fit that description the best.
"I'm playing the best golf
of my entire career," said
the veteran Floyd, a former
Masters and PGA champion,
who collected the 13th title of
a 19-year PGA Tour career
last week.
Kite, a winner two weeks
ago and only two strokes
back last week, echoed the
same confidence going into
the Thursday start of the 72hole event.
Both Kite and Floyd have
a little extra incentive for
the annual championship of

golf's touring pros, an event
that is growing in prestige
and importance each year.
.In addition to the $72,000
first prize from the total
purse of $440.000,. Kite and
Floyd have a shot at a big
bonus, which has been set up
by the sponsors of the Tpc,
I/oral and Inverrary. If
Floyd is able to win a second
consecutive event, he'll get a
bonus prize of $250,000. If
Kite is able to win, making it
two out of three, he'll receive
a $100,000 bonus,
Arrayed against them,
however, is the strongest
field of the year, a lineup
that almost certainly will be
the strongest assembled for
any event in 1981. It includes
all the 1981 title winners. 141
of the top 143 money-winners
of the last year and the
British Open champion.
They're all here. No one is
missing.
Topping the list is Lee
Trevino, who won this event
a year ago in rare, relatively
calm conditions on the 7,000yard, par 72 Sawgrass
Other major favorites include Tom Watson and Jack
Nicklaus.

B,'

rot

Marshall

Webster

Owensboi

Elizabeth

Trimble C

Boone Co

Frankfort
Clay 39

Normal Conditions Await TPC Field
PONTE VEDRA, BEACH,
Fla. API
Normal conditions at Sawgrass - that
means howling winds should favor Tom Kite and
Has Floyd in the rich Tournament Players Champion-

imam
Reg

Pulaski Cc'
Clay Co Si
Leslie Co(

Sheldon Cli

Our Heavy Duty Shocks isue°
For safety and comfort. replace worn
shocks and restore new car ride under
all driving conditions
Inotallation svallabla al mat NOM Da atiadniniant.

and bolts
3, 509-3

OTASCO

Ea

Do-it-Yourself PTICe

Stock up and save, Top quality 20 or 30
weight 011 /993 23 17237
14 /74 2

8.88 Ea.

limit 10 Ott.

Screw-on. for most Ford
Chev Chrysler cars x la ta T1M33

&Off Alt Fitter

7Ea
1.2

9 02

Can

Helps engine breathe sizes
for most American cars

31.3_00

Prices Good Through Saturday at all

84

•

Oil Filter

WD-40
Prevents r ust
COrrOttiOn
loosens nuts

.88

Your Choice of Heavy Duty Oil

Commuter Cup
Insulated. SPI1PrO01 enlo,
,1
hot or cold drinks no mess

2.29

OTASCO Stores and Peel icipating Dealers

Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.

.99

Rowan Co

41/
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Five Home Runs Tagged By Five MSU
Hitters

Breds Sweep Another Pair From Rutg
ers
By MIKE BILLS
stop Gary Blame connected victory of the
year
Sports Writer
for a three-run shot that
Joining in the MSU attack
Reagan Field has always bounced over the
fence with were Lee Hutson and Clay
been a hitter's delight, but the aid of the
left fielder's Boone, who each hit threewhen aided by a southerly glove
run home runs to help lift the
wind, baseballs fly over the
Mike Henning pitched the Breds to their
eighth Mn
fence with regularity.
distance for Murray to against five losses.
On the way to sweeping a record his first
career win.
Three freshmen, Hutson,
doubleheader from Rutgers Heruung
struck out three Boone and Blaine, are now
yesterday by scores of 9-8 batters and allowed
only two tied for the team lead in
and 19-3, the Thoroughbreds walks.
home runs with four apiece.
clouted five home runs.
The Breds came back in
"I am real surprised at the
"I am a litUe bit surprised the second
game with even performances of our
at the amount of home runs more heavy
hitting as Darrel freshmen," Reagan said. "I
we have hit this year," MSU White began
the onslaught like to see the home runs, but
coach Johnny Reagan said, with a two
-run home run in at the same time, I hope they
"This is a different type of the first inning,
do not become home runteam than we had last year.
Murray continue to score conscious.
We are not nearly as fast, unmerci
fully in the next
"Our hitting has been
but we do have some three innings
with six runs in good, but our defense has to
power."
the second, five in the third solidify," Reagan
added
The Breds used a four-run and four
in the fourth.
about the Breds' eight errors
fourth inning to get by
Despite a two-run home in the two games.
Rutgers in the opener as cat- run by
Mark Zagvais of
"We will not win too many
cher Howard Quigley led off Rutgers,
MSU pitcher Brad games in the Ohio Valley
with a home run in his se- Taylor was
BLOWING DOWN THE HITTERS — ht.% pitcher
Brad Taylor allows seven hits it
the beneficiaryy Conference if our defense
cond appearance in his first to the Breds'
going the distance for his first win of the season
potent offense plays like it did today."
, a 19-3 rout of Rutgers.
college game.
as he little trouble going the
Another freshman who has
Staff Photos By David HiLibitts
Later in the inning, short- distance to
record his first given Murray some help is
third baseman Scott Peck,
who ripped five hits in the
doubleheader.
There was a discouraging
By KEN PETERS
replace Larry Brown as the knowing what I
note to the day as MSU sehave to do," program for 11 years and I making it
AP Sports Writer
to the champion- cond baseman Tom Gregg
team's coach.
Farmer said. "So much of intend to stay a lot
LOS ANGELES ( AP) —
longer."
ship game of the NCAA tour- may be lost for the
"It's been a tough six the tradition
season
here at the
He will try to coach "like nament, where they
Larry Farmer brings a solid years for me,"
lost to with a broken finger suffered
Farmer said school, I have been a part
Larry
Farmer
basketball
,"
he
said.
Louisville. This season, in the first inning
background, at a news conference. "I had
of Monof."
"My background is closely UCLA was 20-7 and
heavily steeped in John to get rid
APPRECIATION FOR A COMPUTE
lost its day's game.
of three coaches to
GAME — MSU pitBrown, who left to become linked to John
Wooden philosophy, and a get the job.
Wooden, so opening game of the
"That is tough," Reagan cher Mike Henning is congragulated by catcher Lee HutNow guys are lin- coach of the Nation
al
my
foundat
diverting sense of humor to ing up for
ion is rooted in playoffs, a surprising 78-55 said
my old spot for the Basketball Association'
about the injury. "He is son after his 9-6 win over Rutgers.
s Coach Wooden's style," defeat by Brigha
his new job as UCLA's same reason
m Young the best I have seen at turn."
New Jersey Nets, held the Farmer explain
basketball coach.
ed. "The ic- last Saturday.
2 7 0 0 2 0 0- 6 8 3
Asked how long he thought Bruin post for
ing the double play. He is an Riggers
two
years,
Murray
as ing on the cake is what I've
The first attribute may it may take
2 1 0 4 2 0 - 910 5
The general response of excellent infielder and
for him to did Gene Bartow and Gary learned
we
Shawn Kelly, George Starr Si1
arid
from Gene Bartow, the Bruin players to the are
help him bring a sense of receive his
Dave Anderson, Mike Henning
going to miss him."
first criticism, he Cunningham before him.
and
Gary Cunningham and coaching change seemed
continuity to the school's grinned
Lee Hutson. 2B - Gary Blame
For Information
1M
one
Having
and said: "What
turned
three
douThose
three
Darrel White Mi, Tom Scapley
all had winn- Larry Brown while I served of happin
basketball program, and the time is it?"
Regarding
ess for Farmer and ble plays to bail Henning out Norm Schleiffer
ing
RI
records
HR
- Blaine
at UCLA — under them."
second might ease him over
sadness over Brown's depar- of trouble in the first
Mi, Howard Quigley M ,
Farmer said he's quite never failing to reach
Mark
game,
20 vicZagunis RI 21
Asked if his teams will ture.
rough spots that contributed aware of the
Keith Wisniewski joins Brian
pressure of tories in a season — but
the resemble Wooden's on the
to the departure of his three coaching the
"I learned a lot of basket- Siirunerrnacker as the
Rutgers
0 1 0 0 2 0 0- 3 7 4
Bruins, who marks paled in comparison floor,
most
(Permanent
Farmer grinned and ball from Larry Brown," probab
immediate predecessors.
2 6 5 4 1 1 t -19 13 3
won 10 NCAA titles under to the Wooden
le candidates to fill Murray
John Gandoipho, Mark Germann
string of replied: "I hope so...at the said sophomore
Removal of Hair
Farmer, a 30-year-old Wooden before
guard Gregg's spot.
'ii. Tony Odachowski
the legen- championships.
and Ray Stuend of the game."
former Bruin star under dary coach
Michael Holton, "but I feel
Call
Murray will meet Rutgers pienslo, Tom DeFrank 161, Brad
retired in 1975.
"This is day one of what I
Brown had a 22-10 record good about the future of
and Jeff Oakley 2B - White
Wooden and a UCLA assisthis again in a single game at Taylor
"I like the challenge that hope is not a two-ye
Mi, Chris Moran 1R
ar
stint,"
his
White
first
year at the school, program."
tant for the past six years, people expect
Hutson
1:30 p.m. today.
UCLA to win said Farmer. "I have been
Boone IM), Zaguni,
and his young Bruins surwas named Tuesday to and I accept
R
it full well with the Bruin basketball prised
most observers by

Farmer Brings Six Years As Assistant To UCLA Job

Electrolysis

753-8856

Jackson Cannot WaitFor Steinbrenner
FORT LAUDERDALE, celebrated feud with
team
Fla.( AP) — Reggie Jackson owner George Steinbr
enner.
is full of sound and fury these
"I can't hold in my feeldays.
ings any more," Jackson
fumed in the Yankee
"I'm a walking keg of clubhouse.
"I so much want
dynamite," the New York to have a confron
tation with
Yankee outfielder said Tues- him that I can't
wait for it to
day as he continued to throw happen. want
I
to tear this
around sparks in his building
down, butt know he

won't come in here."
Jackson
hopes
to
renegotiate his contract
which expires at the end of
the 1981 season. But Steinbrenner, vividly upset when
Jackson was AWOL at the
start of spring training, has
purposely delayed the
negotiations.

"I'm tired of the whole
situation," said Jackson.

IS

"It's affected my play. It's
affecting it right now. I talked to the front office over a
week ago. The front office
knows howl feel. There's only one way to solve it — (but)
I won't say what it is."

bflifife,
Chain Drive
5 HP Tiller

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

Save
$80.95

Region Scores Sports In Brief NHL Standings
NBA Standings
By Ilse Associated Press
Tuesday Rata Games

tampail Carderise<
anima Cur/cream
Patrick Mara
ALI& Dhaka
W L T GE GA F%
W L
Landes
Pet. GB
4117 12 313 213 91
a-baron
58 17
Rita*
773 3633 L2 al 2I5 8!
x-Philodelphoi
58 18
Calgary
36 22 13 293 2.51 35
x-New York
45 30
NY
600 13
Rangers
3934 12 212 235 62
Washingtcin
2941
Washington
*1 72.:
22 32 16 252 236 60
New Jersey
23 52
307 35
Lytle DLL
Ceuta DLL
x -St Lows
12 14 15 317 218 99
y-Miwaulier
55 21
Chicago
724
21 29 14 274 233 70
x-Ineana
41 35
Vancouver
139 14
26 28 17 252 263 69
Chicago
39 37
Edmonton
513 16
23 31 13 280 296 59
Atlanta
5 *
CMcradu
237 220:
20 40 10 29 304 50
arveland
36 17
273 W1
Wimuceg
651 12 216 350 23
Detroit
19 56
253 35
Walei Oadereoce
Waters Calenure
Norris Pala
Hama Ohara
Montreal
40 19 11 36 180 91
ran Argon.°
41 36
Los Angeles
38 22 10 292 251 86
Kansas (
37 38
Pittsburgh
963 10'7
27 33 10 272 310 64
Houston
36 39
Hartford
4119 IF,
1530 17 25i 131 S3
Denver
32
43
437
Detroit
15.2
18 34 16 217 281 52
Utah
26 49
247 21.2
Adana MIL
Dallas
1242
Buffalo
10039's
33 17 19 274 210 35
Pacfar Maim
Boston
13 25 12 722 243 78
a-Mara
53 n
707 Minnesota
31 24 16 254 214 73
a-los Angeles
V 25
asi 3.:
Quebec
25 30 15 270 284 65
Portland
40
36
536
13.:
Toronto
2434 12 722 321 60
Golan State
36 36
16',
Omar
San Diego
34 42
147 19',
Edrentm 7, Pabird1 6
34Sel
43436',
LEL" Canna
ranched division tab
(Lac at Detest
xclinched playoff berth
Montreal al NY Warder,
Lae" Games
Huai° al Ica Ameba
Nis York 114, *La
Pastaryth at Vancouver
amelund 122, Atlanta OF
Wedneadm's Games
Nes Jersey 126. Phadogna LB (Fr
Bolin at NY Rangers
Bodin 112 Washers:ton 91
Quebec at Washngtan
Ica
Angelis U4. Lake 111
Mertreal at Hartford
San Aram
LAin 81
Siam a Read°
(hap 116 Miwailme ga
Philaielpha a (Now,
Dower tit Saab 112
Eckman at Minnesota
Portion IL an lap 1.1.,
Wmpeu
Wealealay's Gars
Varga at Bram
barna at Pidailiplut
New Jena.y at Dena
Neu Yak at Ilibmiaor
lams at Kings ab
Halm 4 Utah
Ion Napa al
OFFICE
Hoar a Cairn La

By The Associated Press
TENNIS
ROTTERDAM,Netherlands AP Jimmy Connors secured a berth in the
third round of the 5175.003 World
tat Regina
Championship tournament with a 6-2.
Championship
6-1 victory over Tim Wilkinson.
Marshall Co 76, Murray 13
In other matches, Britain's Buster
2nd Regal
Mottram upset Hungarian Balasz
Cliamplaahip
Taromy 6-2, 6-3; Sandy Mayer
Webster Co. 67, Madisonville 55
defeated Bob Lutz 6-3, 6-1, Gene
ad Region
Mayer topped Kevin Curran of South
Cluunploaship
Africa 0-2,6-3. Raoul Ramirez of MexOwensboro 61, Owensboro Apollo 47
ico overwhelmed Spain's Manuel
8th Region
Orantes 6-1. 6-1: and West Germany's
CSamp
Rolf Gehring defeated Holland's Marc
Elizabethtown 49, Marton Co 31
Albert 6-1, 1-6,6-4
8th Region
BASEBALL
Championship
SPRINGDALE, Ark. I AP - Paul
Trimble Co 58, Bullitt Central 41
"Daffy" Dean,• pitching star for the
Regina
St.Lows Cardinale in the 1930s and
Championship
brother of Hall of Fame pitcher
Boone Co. 53, Erlanger Lloyd +6
Jerome "Dizzy" Dean, died at the age
Iti Regioa
of 66 after suffering a massive heart
Championship
attack,
Frankfort W Hills 40, Lea Henry
Dean and his colorful brother, who
Clay 39
died in 1974, made headlines when they
12th Rata
led the St.lows Cardinals to the 1934
cbamp
World Championshp. The Deans comPulaski Co_ 57. Russell Co 43
bined to win all four games for the
13th Regal
Cards in the World Series against
Clumplaaslifp
Detroit.
Clay Co. 38, Beil Co, 35
-Deify" broke into the major
14th Region
leagues in 1934, and pitched a no-hitter
Champion.**
against the Brooklyn Dodgers that
Leshe Co 37, M C Napier 33
season - the only one in the major
15t5 Hegira
leagues that year
(Lapland.*
In 1934, the Dean brothers eomdned
Sheldon Clark 76, Belfry 50
for 49 Cardinal ylCiOri68 yenth Dizzy
16th RegIs.
compiling a 30-7 record and Daffy a 19Cbasmitablp
1 log The next year. Dizay went 28-12
Rowan Co 56, Ashland 41
and Daffy 19-12

CHARLES C. PATTERSON, M.D.
ANNOUNCES THE OPENING OF HIS
FOR

FAMILY PRACTICE
AT

104 NORTH 5TH STREET
(Former Clinic Building)

SUITE 201
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

OFFICE HOURS:
BY APPOINTMENT
TELEPHONE:
759-1041

Bow Rake. 14 curved
5-h wooden handle teeth,

Briggs & Stratton engine 26-in
width, 16 self sharpening tines Adiustable depth bar to 7-in deep
heavy duty tine shield Heavy duty
drive transmission
47 303

Moste,Cord

Cow Manure, Composted.
odorless 40-lb bag
Reg. 2.29.
4a 345

Sale Price

4.67

San.82

A7

ISM/

•BERSON

Table
Radio
AM/FM reception,
full range
speaker 01.),sci

Reg $24.95

10

Your
110 lb Lail Dumbed
o:
Wsphi Bench Buy Both 8 Save'
63-38* -6 6.363 •

Choice

.97ea

Zeboo -33" Reel. The
Sale Price
classic no-backlash sow,
cast reel. monofilament
I me tncludect
e 206

9.97

Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
America League
MILWAUKEE BREWERS-Seni
Jamie Cocanower. Weldon Swift Dom
Jones, Rene Quinones and Gus(bane
pitchers, and Rill Foley catcher. to
their minor league camp for reams*.
ment
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Aiimelatioa
DENVER NUGGETS- Activated
James Ray, forward Placed Cedric*
Badges,forward, on the injured list
FOOTBALJ.
Nadas. netball League
CLEVELAND BROWNS Named
Paul Hackett quarterback coach
NEW YORK JETS-Signed Carlon
Henderson, safety Acquired Mickey
Banns, kicker, on waivers from the
Halal* Bills
HOCKEY
Natiara Harley Leave
PHILADE I PHI A FLYERS Signed
Pat Quinn, head coach to s five-year
contract

Spark Plugs
Top-selling

replacement
Plugs. 13-210-

Choice
Pella Soccer Boa rout
choice size•or size 5
5-ply rubber carcass
Reg 12 76
61 31'6

1216 2394250-7

Reg $1 19
Illosietor-typit AC Champion
rj-r19219-8 251 I .91

'

i to

Save $2

.78

10

Agility Rod. 4'4-ft spin
cast rod 1-Piece solid
glass Graduated spin
guides. pistol grip handle
AsSOrted COLOR

Popes Good Through Saturday At ALL OTASCO STORES & PARTIC

a. ..01

IPATING DEALERS

Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.

•

.„

sak, me
.

1,47
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Prices Good Thru March 22
$ole VINO( Choice
Mylanta
Antacid Anti-Gas $1 59
12 Oz Liquid 100 Tablets

I

HIGHWAY 641—MURRAY, KY.._ _ome

Arrid Extra-Dry
Anti-Perspirant

no
fluencybr

ARIm

items not

Jackets

694

St. Joseph
Aspirin

Regular or Extra Curly

100 °. Pure Pain Reliever
100 Tablets

$379

Large Choice of Colors
Both For Only
$388

Water
Repellent

Sale

Rave
Soft Perm Kit

Shower
Curtain
and Shower
Curtain Hook Set

Boy's Nylon

Package of 5

Sale Your Choke

Prices Good Thru March 22

exactl as •ictured

Bic Disposable
Shavers

40°. More Free
5.60z. Can
Regular
Unscented
Light Powder
Regular Light Powder Baby Fresh XXX
Dry Regular.

Elam
DM

Clothing Dept.

r

IlEra.111)MirliTi1
.'1

F

la/

Special Purchase

Seaway

$999
Sizes 8-16

Rubber
Boots

Only

Sale
Sale

Girl's

Rave Soft
Hair Spray

;
Paig

Anchor Hocking

Casual Shoes

Iced Tea Glasses

Regular or Extra Hold
7 Oz Aerosol Con

Sale

$1 08

No N-2156

29'

Sale

Full Lace
Boys & Youth Sizes

Reg. 10.99— 2 Styles

$300

ea

$600

Sole
Only

=121111MIIIREmos.

Men's

Reversible Scatter Rug

Tootsie Rolls Candy

Machine Washable, Ideal For
Kitchen, Bathroom, Den, Etc.

Bonus Bars 27'. More Free

0
.
TN-TTifirtt
6,k,. AspERcRet.
•
npsp,p,--pko.

Sole

3 Oz Tube

One Dr

94
5

Sale

Westclox
Dummar Electric
Alarm Clock

T

Sale

$1 48

Drowse Button,
Repeat Alarm, Lighted Dial,
Decorative. No, 22032

$149
sale

Noxzema
Skin Cream

Sole

Slips
66'
99'

0.$1 49
Colgate Toothpaste
Super Size 9 Oz Tube

Sale

$129

Vaseline Intensive
Care Lotion

SRI!
,

Regular or Extra Strength
15 oz. Bottle

Vasti

Sweet'N Low
Granulated Sugar
Substitute
100 Pockets

Sale

794

Only

Reg $1.99 Sale

Ladies

Reg 2 99 Sale

Reg

564
634

-*

Slacks

Ite*:••
•,111011

Kitchen
Towels
By Riegal
Reg. 1,19

78

7

V

#

By Wrangler
Blends of Cotton
8. Polyester

Sale

Reg 1 89 Sole

)11

Western
Straw Hats
$1499

Girl's

$449
Ban Roll-On
Anti Perspirant

$1 99

New Selection of
Mens & Boys

66'

Only

Greaseless, Medicated

CondltIon,ng

Sale

Panties

Half Slips

Clairol
Frost & Tip
Kit

Reg. $3.99

NW

Hip Hugger 8, Bikini
Styles
0 COtton
100 .
& 8-9-10

r"

69'

Gentle Dependable

Sale

Ladies

Holds A Ton
2 Gram

Correctol
Laxative
Tablets

C

Sale

Rain
Overshoes

Sizes 6' 2-11
Leather Uppers

$1 88

Ross Super
Glue

Red, Blue, Black
Reg._9114

orrea&

Reg 11 99

For Temporary Relief Of
Rheumatism, back and
muscular aches

Bic Roller
Pen
Sale

I

Aspercreme
Creme
Rub

3 Piece Includes 1 ' 2 & 2' ot
covered round casseroles and c
10- pie plate

Children's

Sandals \
$599

$1 00

Sale 0 for

4 oz. Bar
13
,

Size 24"x42" Sale

No. F330

Save
Up
To
5.99

Tootskitoll

w=mmanommiam

Corning Ware
French White
Cookware
Collection Set

II

1 799

$

S.Up

Red, Yellow, Blue, Pink,
Mint Green
Junior & Misses Sizes

Men's

Western
Shirts
Reduced To

iolliniNnreare"•"-im'ararineareareariejejne'res".Wei.
i iNesiiiiine•"•%"•%":".1"5"5"eariP.

•
•

or,
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Uncle Jeff's has the

• i'ese."~•••••56•W••••

—

i•IIO
w ig

F
H
:
\
\
f

•

11_16 go

so •

Shop Uncle Jeff's for hardware,
paint, automotive, plumbing
electrical, sporting goods
health and beauty aids
housewares, clothing, shoes
toys, camera equipment and Ai
lowest priced discount pharmaci,
in the area.

•
.
.
11 1

l
111
e.

• so •

largest selection under ,e,• •
juzpra
=0.0.210
one roof... Everything at & AMA—ni••••••••••••
•••
11••11
,..
1 DISCOUNT PRICES
. •.
le
Ia•••
••••
1.7
.3
I
,•••••••.... _
.p.•
.
.
.
..
I•
i•
••••11
••
•--.. ...•••
Prices Good Through March 22nd
MENIII
JO
1116•1111•11
1111§MS•11•11•M
IN

HIGHWAY 641---MURRAY, KY

ON

NS • mi

ome items not exact

No

N.

as •ictured

SPECIALS FROM UNCLE JEFF'S SPORTING GOODS DEPT
NO RAINCHECKs

NO RAINCHECKS

NO RAINCHECM

MARGRACE BULLWORKER

Shakespeare

MUM
MODEL EC88B
OUTSTANDING FEATURES:

BullWorker

4 PRECISION BALl. BEARINGS
RIGHT OR LEFT NAND RETRIEVE
EASY TO PALM CASE DESIGN
ON/OFF ANTI-REVERSE
DENT-PROOF HOOD
FAST, POWERFUL RETRIEVE
REPLACEABLE FOOT
CORROSION PRCOF
NEW LIGHTWEIGHT DESIGN

Reg. $12.97

Special

Model 623
23 Lb. Thrust
6 or 12 Volt
Reg. $99.95

Special

Reg. $34.99

Isometric Exerciser
Packed with deluxe vinyl case
and full color
wall chart. Used by famous
athletes, teams, and
schools around the world. Can
be taken any.
where.

$799

Trolling
Motor

Margrace

SPIN CASTING REEL

$7988

Special $2688
A dependable fishing outfit with the easy-cos
ting 202 reel. Powerful
drag system. ABS covers. Filled with 70
yds. 10 lb. test mono.

Polyester Filled

Zebco Spin Cast
Combination

Sleeping
Bags

202 Reel With 1 Pc. Plate or Glass Rod

Special

411 Quart Chest
Mode of tough plastic,
won't chip, dent or
scratch, stain and odor free
interior.

$888

Reg. $15.99

$699

Reg. $17.99

$899

Holds 75 lbs. of crushed
ice, three dozen .
12
or. cons, and all you con eat
in o removable
food tray. Comfortable
recessed carrying hartdles
I
red I.d makes a
great extra

Igloo Ice Chest
$1988
special

Reg. $24.99

SUPER SPECIALS FROM UNCLE JEFF'S HARDWARE DEPT
Turtlewax
NIM111
ireeeme.,
— bagley's

Zip Wax Car Wash
ZIP

Adds A Turtlewax Shine
As It Washes

,,mallft„

WIZ

40
1
;4
ffte
:
4
tkoia

rAIM
- - "P-

House Paint
$747

Glosickenry
Exterior latex
Movie Peint

QED

•

Sole

,imp,„n
Heavy Duty

Lures

Automotive

Car Ramps

$2599

Hose Hanger
$1 99

Red Tag Sale
On All

9,000 Lb. Limit

$587

$2999

Vm

t

Gal.

Garden
Hose

225 Lb. Limit
Reg. 42.87

••••••1
..
,

Quickway latex Outside

60'/
1
2"

Ladder

91P-

_

$1 87

6' Aluminum

Fishing Lures

"11
411
4111

Marked With Red Tag
Buy 2 Get Third One
Free At Lowest Equal
Value.(In Sporting Goods Dept.)

Plastic

5 Gal. Metal

Gas Can
$600
Reg. 7.97

Sale

Trash Can Liners
2 4 x2 11
Fits 20-26 Gal. Can

Rpq 51 47

Unassembled
Prices

Weather Proof

87

sale

Porch Swings

20 Gal.

Trash Can

Complete With Hardware

$599

Reg. $6.37

4 $25
"

$27"

Sale

•• um_••• •• oliL •••
••••• ••••
InIO •

Lawn Furniture
Webbing

•L••• et •• ILE

•••• II •••

21
/
4"xl 7'

674

••• EIILM Ol •••• Ok_11 • On IN • 11 IS •• • mi •
••••• • •••
•• IN
•• ••••••• 10 1• •-•

•
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Police Prostitution Book
LOUISVILLE. hy
•
Louisville police have locked
up In a safe a red viral
notebook with the names of
891 customers, many of them
prominent citizens, of a Jefferson County -based prostitution operation
Authorities say the book
provides an enormous potential for blackmail
The alphabetical listings
give not onls the names but

also. In Mini)

eases. the U4.cupaUons of the custumers.
And they also include the
name of the person who
referred the customer, the
t'ipe of sex he enjoys and
how much he is charged
Officers say the book is in
the hands of the Jefferson
County Police Department,
locked in a safe and to be
seen only by the handful of
officers involved in Me in -

41.

THE ACES

sestigation.
Information from the book
"could wreck a person's
life,- said police 1.1 Marc
Rucker. -The potential for
blackmail Is grad We nave
it lucked in a safe and will
keep it there. Once the court
case is adjudicated, it probably will be destroyed.Rucker said he does not
think the book will be introduced as evidence in the
trial of three people arrested
in the prostitution operation.
The trial in Jefferson Circuit
Court is scheduled to begin
June 3.
Rucker said police are letting the public know about
the book as "an indirect way
of busting up their i prostitution I business. If you're a
customer, you'd think once
or twice now about calling
them. We're not naive to
think this is the only one. We
think there is another
master copy

Winners Of The
60th Anniversary
$60.00 Shopping Spree

Pdhce found the book Jan.
10, 1980, when they searched
two apartments as part of a
drug investigation. Cocaine
and marijuana were also
seized, but a judge ruled the
search warant was not valid
and the evidence could not
be introduced in court.

1
.
1!

Center-Ken Adams
Right-Mrs. Ken Adams

Rucker said an investigation was started into the prostitution operation. About 50
people were interviewed, including customers and prostitutes.

Two more shopping sprees to be given
the 19th 8, 26th of march.

'Life is d maze in which
we take the wrong turning
before we have learned to
walk - Eyril Connolly
East knew which suit he
had to lead in his defense of
today's interesting layout
Unfortunately, he took the
wrong turn and played the
suit so as to give declarer
the opportunity to make his
game
Declarers diamond king
won the first trick and
declarer cashed his heart
queen A diamond was led to
dummy's ace and a diamond
was ruffed Next, declarer
played a second heart to
dummy's ace to lead a club
from dummy
Declarer's jack was
inserted, hoping for both
missing honors to be with
East. but West won and
returned a club, declarer's
ace winning A third round
of clubs went to East and
now East knew he had to
play the spades.
East played his ace and
nine of spades, hoping for
declarer to go wrong, but
that was the end of the hand
Declarer finessed to
dummy's jack and 10 tricks
were salted away.
Was East really endplayed" Absolutely not' He
end-played himself. Instead
of playing his ace of Spades
and then the nine, East
should have led the spade
queen. Declarer would cover and win the king, but now
he would have to surrender
two spade tricks instead of
one
Would it have been better

IRA G CORN. JR

for East to underlead both
his spade honors' No That
would have done no good
'MIRTH
•i 43
•A K 9 4
•A 4 2
•84 3
EST
•I 0 7 11 2
IP 3
11QJ11396
•14 2

3-1S-A

EAST
•AQ9
•52
0 S7 3
•K 10 97 5

SOUTH
415 I
•1)..1 i007
•K
•AJ6

Vulnerable North-South
Dealer South The bidding
smith %est Saab Easi
if
Past.
3•
Pass
4V

Pass

Opening
queen

Pass

lead

Pass

Diamond

either. Dummy would win
the first spade with the jack
and then a spade lead past
East's ace would finish the
job
Why end-play oneself
when it's just as easy to endplay declarer'

SAWN
WEEK!

R4

frau Drakc FOR
What load of day will tamerrim be? To find out whist the
stars 6a,, read the forecast
eves for your birth Sign.
ARIES
Mar 21 tu Apr 191 TA
The job aocenLs routine flatters Don't let a lack of
pressure cause you to goof off
lie realistic m your romantic
life
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20) 6411i/iY.
Save tune for children and
hobbies. Be careful in financial dealings with others. A
harmless flirtation is nothing
more than that
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20: linty
Home-based activities are
highlighted. Invite others
over, but be skeptical about
unsound business propositions. Learn how to say no
CANCER
June 21 to July 22) 00
Clear thinking marks the
daytime hours. Later, you
may find it difficult to refuse

THURSDAY, MARCH 19,1981
an unreasonable request. SAGITTARIUS
as .4)
Don't be gullible
NOV 22 to Dec 21) .4 tt
LEO
A family member could let
4%
g?
'July Zito Aug Z2)
you down in some way Don't
Shrewdness aids you in expect too much of others
shopping and financial mat- Paradoxically,
business
ters. However, in a romantic meetings are favored
situation you could overspend
CAPRICORN
or be fooled.
Dec. Zito Jan. 19i
kiik(
VIRGO
Business trips are favored
Aug. Z3 toSept. 22) riP UA.
Attend to personal matters. Consult with advisers about
projects
Be good to yourself In important
In
romance you tend to be self- romance, you may meet one
who
is
not
sincere
sacrificing, but don't be mlposed upon
AQUARIUS
LIBRA
Jan. 20 to Feb. 111)
I Sept. 23totk't.fll20--r21,
Neither a burrower nor
Takes back seat now Catch
up on neglected tasks. Some- lender be. A social getone at work could take ad- together may not live up to exvantage of your good nature. pectations (.4p expert advice
about a busin:Es matter.
Put your foot down.
PISCES
SCORPIO
Feb 19 to Mar. 20i
I Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Partnership matters are
Social life is accented.
Friends are helpful, but in happily accented. Make decisions
about joint assets. You
romance you need to be wary.
Others are quite willing for may find a glamorous situation deceptive.
you to pick up the tab.

South holds

North
•
2 NT

South
NT

ANSWER: Three no trump
Excellent values for the in:
hal response and no reason
not to accept the invitation

Motor Vehicle
Board Approves
License Applications
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The
Motor Vehicle Dealer Board
approved 38 applications for
permanent auto dealer
licenses and denied three at
a recent meeting.
Among those licenses approved were Kenny's Used
Cars and Taylor Bus Sales.
both of Murray.

93.tass
cLantegi
RESTAURANT
AURORA, KENTUCKY

Western Kentucky's
Most Unique Restaurant!
tt (ft-tiring

Char-broiled Steaks

Open
At
5 P. M.

DEAR A
bridal and

LET US WELCOME YOU BACK
CAROL AND I HCK TIIONIAS

For neve-nations Call:
- 474-2773
(1,:vrert Salimlaal)

IMPORT & COMPACT CAR SIZES

PI55,11OR I3
-P165/801414
P165/8131115

Also Fits

Sale Price
BLeckwell

Sale Price
Whitewall

Plus FT:T.

155-13
BR78-14
165-15

$45.00
$52.00
$54.00

$47.00
1.56.00

$1.51
$1.76
$i82

SIZES TO FIT MOST U.S. CARS
P185/80R13
$59.00
P185/75R14
$63.00
P195/75R14
$68.00
P206/75414
$71.00
P215/75R14
$72.00
-0225/75R14
$7600
P195/75R15
$68.00
P205/75R15
$71.00
P215/75R15
$7500
P225/75RI5
$7600
PZ35/75R15
$82 00
111111111111111•1118.
MAINTAIN STOPPING DISTANCE

Brake ServiceYour Choice

PROl ONG Mt/ 1111
ROOST MPG

$1.95
$2.06
$2.23
52.34
$2.49
$2.62
$231
$246
$2 62
$279
$2 95 -

AURORA, KENTUCKY 42048

Additional yam and ..ervit
if needed

enfin

2-WHELI CROW DISC Install
ftord
brake pads and grease seals RInionliK•
hoot ,"l,u, Repack kunt wheel hearings
Inspect calipers and hydraiiii. system Add
road I* ra/ Mors not include
rear adynel0
OR
4-0/11F11 DRUM Instad new brake linsig.
all 4 wheel•
New hone grease seals
Resort*.e drums Repack front wheel
bearings • Inepro hydraulic system - Add
Flutd & Road lest rer Most 11 S rats
tonne Datum Tostnta, VW

Central Shopping Center
PRICES 40013 O.R1.1 ...Cm 13

Free Prescription Delivery

th
nniversary

Sun Tire...
Rain lire...
One Tire...
Does It All

DEAR N
your state
a complaii

• All season traction with over
10,000 biting edges
• Helps protect sidewalls with a
scuff rib that works
The original all season radial,
only from Goodyear

Getting
church we
ceremony,
long, self-:
Abby's, We
Hills, Cali

Sale Ends Saturday!
RAIN CHICK - If we sell nu t of yv
SiJr
we Will inn... voou a rain check. assuring
future deliver, at the advertised price

PONDS

On Traction
For Pickups,
Vans, RV's

D
COSMETIC PUFFS

Parts and additional
rvIces extra of needed
thevett PA Pill.

Inspect all four tires • Set
caster, camber, and toe to
proper alignment • Inspect
suspension and steering
systems • Most U S. cars,
including front wheel drive
Many imports

$555° $725°
G78-I5
blackseall
Tubeless load
Itanq.( pin.
trade needed

JIIIRMACK
E.F.A. SHAMPOO

8 75th 5
blocky/all
Tohele,s Inad
Range I).
$4 00 I I I N.
trade needed

188

Sale Ends
Saturrksy!
DOXIDAN

G

Sri ODOM 1P10. CrWOiNT On

DEAR Al
an emerger
not availat
him, and w,
son in they
p.m.
Before lq
checkbook,
explained tl
my husbani
could vouch
and I prom
The doctc
of tome test
in a fury he
right home
I was sho
Honda, wh
caution ago
the doctors.
My ques
Association
fessional?

• Aggressive go anywheretread design
• Lxtra grip. on or off the road • Rides
quieten than many other traction tire,

Just Say VflootsM' Goodlyeet
Revohanq
'Charge It'
C harts,a..

fr

LUVS
Disposable Deniers

Cdtbriste mat ilOrk Asti
wink rho. spacial sarioco

Here's Deep Lug Traction
For On And Off Road!
Tracker XG

$80

Began Senor C awls Pion gnats 10% armee '
nix everyday areecrip000 pecan An, melon SO and Mite
•ekiMat lot tO. Segier Sanwa Sessope Plan Stop S Ifogiatr's
fill au, whalicatIon end start want; 10da11

Your Discount Drug Center

SAVE

Front-End
Alignment

DEAR F
recommen

clke cRasscLantetti

save 10%

112e

DEAR 'I
of their pi
donors. D
they agre
Houston,
(Confide]
raised a I

OPEN FOR THE SEASON!

on all prescriptions

$

By Ab

DEAR
reading yi
I can rem
me to thi:
accidental
my eyes a
Children
transplani
an adult.
Abby, I
up, but ju
whatever
them. I thi
when somi
an idea.
Do they

SAVE!Tiempo Radials...
Traction In Any Season!
Size
P155/801112
Blackwell
plus 4 40 VET.
N
rade
dad.

C
P

The

3-18-B

*AQ9
11 5 2
11 8 7 3
4.K 1097 5

By JA
assail
WAStil
Presiden
urged to
Tennesse
from
leadersst
accused
spiraling
the sever
ed by the
The Se
and Publ

Kid;

Bid with Core

Send bridge questions to The Ares
CO Flex 12363 Dallas Texas 75225
with sell-addressed stamped envelop.
repls

GOOD/YEAR

PAGE 1:

Your Individual
Horoscope

nanil

Use any of these 4 other ways to buy MasterCard
Visa • American Express Card • Carte Blanche

•

040.0,yEAR
4
0
1
1

PEPTOBISMOL
Cough
Control

7

PIIIIIIF

•tt et row oto::::4trl.
;;:zz.r7r
:
,,...47
,
.
.mtri
ov
.:1....1.
7:::::

GE

IITOIRf• W4

FLIP
FLASH

out CONIMUNITtf
vahn rn.

Goodyear Service Store
South 12th - Murray, Ky.
Manager - Norman Hagedorn
Store Hours: 7:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
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Reagan Urged To Wrest Power From TVA Heads

By JAMES EL RU BIN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON i AP) —
President Reagan is being
urged to wrest control of the
Tennessee Valley Authority
from
the
current
leadersship, which has been
accused of contributing to
spiraling electricity rates in
the seven-state region served by the utility
The Senate Environment
and Public Works Corrund-

tee, which held two days of
hearings on the TVA, heard
testimony Tuesday that the
government-owned agency
should curtail spending and
cut back on costly nuclear
power plant construction
Senate Majority Leader
Howard Baker, R-Tenn.,
who chaired part of the hearings, called a news conference today to give his
reaction to the testimony.
John S. McQueen, head of

the Chattanuot.,a Electric
Power
Board
and
spokesman for the four other
largest
municipal
distributors of TVA power,
criticized the TVA's two
Freemans." He referred to
chairman David Freeman
and board member Richard
Freeman. who are not
related.
McQueen said the TV A's
credibility has suffered
under the Freemans and
urged them to quit if they
won't accept new leadership
under a Reagan appointee.

McQueen urged the president to demote David
Freeman and name a new
chairman when the third
seat on the board, now held
by Bob Clement, becomes
vacant in May.
In criticism that set the
tune for other witnesses,
Robert L. Sansom, a private
consultant, said TVA electricity rate increases could
be ruinous to
the
government-owned authority. He also called for a
change in management.
"If the rates remain

unrestrained, it will almost
snuff out electricity demand
in the area," said Sansom,
who headed a Reagith administration study team last
year. "TVA needs to be
reminded that common
sense is the essence of good
management."
Sansom, mentioned as a
candidate to be the next TVA
chairman, denounced the
authority's nuclear plant
construction plans as too
costly. He said the TVA projections of consumer demand are faulty because

they don't give enough
weight to the impact of
spiraling electricity rates
David Freeman, appointed TVA chairman in
1978 by then-President Jimmy Carter, said Monday the
region served by the TVA
will suffer if the agency is
forced to cut back its nuclear
plant development
But Sansom contended
that demand for TVA power
will drop as rates continue to
rise.
"It is certainly a mistake
for TVA to assume that

capacity at any price in the
Late IWIO's will find industrial
users," he said
Sansom said TVA should
immediately defer the con

Richardson Announces
GLASGOW, Ky. API — Barren and
southwestern
State Rep
Bobby H. Metcalfe counties
Richardson, majority leader
of the House of RepresenRichardson, a Democrat
tatives for the third con- who lives m Glasgow, pledgsecutive term, has announc- ed in his announcement Moned his candidacy for reelec- day to continue efforts to
tion from the 23rd Distnct.
make government more
The district is made up of responsive to people.

Pure Cane

Hyde Pa

Sugar

By Abigail Van Buren

Kids Also Can Leave
The Gift of Life
DEAR ABBY: I am an 11-year-old boy who has been
reading your column in the Camden Courier-Post ever since
I can remember. I sure have learned a lot. One thing it got
me to thinking about is this: If I should die or get killed
accidentally before I am a grown man, I would like to donate
my eyes and kidneys to some young kid who needs them.
Children who are blind or have kidney trouble must need
transplants, and I understand they can't use organs from
an adult.
Abby, I am healthy and don't plan on dying before I grow
up, but just in case I do, I would really like to donate
whatever parts of me are usable to some kid who needs
them. I think it is a crime to bury good organs in the ground
when some child needs them. Maybe this will give other kids
an idea.
Do they send donor cards to kids? Answer soon. Love,
TIMMY IN N.J.

SUPER MARKET

$159 5 Lb. Bag

"low Orerheed Means 14,.. Imes"

We Gladly
Accept Feed Stomps
W.R
The Right
To Limit Clusintities

Nome °wind & Operated
int" St.,. Niters 7 orne.4 p.m
Prices Deed Welt March 18
Tiermigh Toes. March 24, 1/81

Duncan

Margarine 2 $100

Hines

1 Lb. Yellow

Cake

Magic-One

Nabisco Premium
Saltine

Crackers

Milk

SALTONE CRAC

San 20' 1 Lb. Sex

Kellegy Rice

1"

KrIspies
San 16' 13 Oz.

18 Oz.

•

Excluding
Amyl t..d

DEAR ABBY: Would it be tasteful to run a combination
bridal and baby shower?
ROSITA

Campbells Mushroom

S
Coffee
oup

Sere 17'

Prairie Farm

Ice Milk

3/$

DEAR NO DEADBEAT: My guess is yes. Write to
your state and/or county medical association and file
a complaint.

13 Oz. Con San 38'

H.Park Hamburger
•
•

1111 Sluces

Say* 34' 16 ex

Sealtest

Sour Cream
Savo 16' 51)1.

7C
_ harmin
.-Bathroom

1 Tissue

ChM*

9

4 Roll Pkg.
Save 40'

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
Murroy Ky.

Libby's

Corned Beef $13
70i. Can Sine 14'

Heinz Sweet

09

Asserted
Flavors
I 2 Gal.
Save 40'

GherkinsikVA
I$1
t
San 30 16 Oz.

•
ips

Lekli
louse Pure Chocolate

David Lipscomb
College Chorale
will perform at

7th & Poplar Church of Christ
on
March 19th at 7:00 p.m.

$'I 79

12.z.

Wisk Laundry

Coca Cola
Tab
Sprite

Country Singles

Cheese Slices
,

Son 1412 Ox.

Bunny Old Hearth

Bread

((.6161;

Rog. Sin Round Top Save 311'

Gillette Swivel Twin Bled*

Razors

San 22'2 for

46`

T il
z6zeTa.a•

0
- 19

Reg. or Unscented

Ban Roll On Deodorant

49
8 Bettie
16 Oz, Canoe

; -

Save 40'
With Bottles
For Deposit

$1 19

San 39' 1.5 Oz,

PRODUCE

Meat Department

Fresh Iceburg

Lettuce
Celery

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

Fresh Crisp

Chuck Roast II
Lb.

New Crop Honey
The

39

$

Detergent

Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple, "do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a
long, self-addressed. stamped (28 cents) envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly
Hills, Calif. 90212.

Call 436-2372

Gal.

3yrup..40 Oz Sa•• 20'

San 20' 32 Ox.

•••

Licensed for
Commerciol & Residential

59c
59`

gixdo Park White or Golden

9

Felgers Flaked

Before I rzt)ling for the appointment, I couldn't find my
checkbook, so rather than be late, I went without it. I
explained this to the receptionist, but gave her the name of
my husband's company and told her that my regular doctor
could vouch for my credit. She gave me some forms to fill out
and I promptly completed them.
The doctor saw my son, and while waiting for the results
of some tests, the doctor stormed into the waiting room,
and
in a fury he shouted,"You have some nerve! You can just go
right home and bring back your checkbook!"
I was shocked and left the office in tears. Abby, we live
in
Florida, which has a lot of transients, so I can understand
caution against deadbeats, but this doctor could have called
the doctor who recommended him and checked on my credit.
My question: Do you think the American Medical
Association would consider this doctor's behavior unprofessional?
NO DEADBEAT IN JENSEN BEACH, FLA.

1411.101r

Flavo-Rich

144

guffaw

Sav• 38'

MiX

OVerillf1 S... 18'

fte
Wndi

DEAR ABBY: My 15-year-old son needed to see a doctor in
an emergency situation, so I called our physician. He was
not available, so he recommended another doctor. I called
him, and was told that he, too, was busy, but if I brought my
son in they would squeeze him in between patients at 12:45

tI

Limit 1
With $10.00 Or Moro Porcisese Excleding
Dairy & Tobacco Predicts or Drinks Oe Special

•••

•• •

f/Or CedWe
GRAHULATEt

Mee Bonnet

DEAR TIMMY: Yes. But minors require the consent
of their parents or guardians before they can become
donors. Discuss this with your parents,Timmy,and if
they agree, write to The Living Bank, P.O. Box 6725,
Houston, Texas 77005, and ask for a donor card.
(Confidential to Timmy's parents: You certainly
raised a beautiful son.)

DEAR ROSITA: Profitable, si. Tasteful, no! I don't
recommend it.

struction necessary to
reduce annual consruction
expenditures by $750 million
per year from mid-1982 to
riud-19118

Tangerines
A
v ppl
saP es

99c
3 Lb. lag

1.S.D.A. Choice
Boneless Arm

Roast
s 79
• Lb

FROZEN FOODS
Topping

Metzger
Regal M

Choice

Steak
$i69
IV Lb

Wieners
I 12 ez. pkg.

8

Frosty Whip Itossort

David Lipscomb College is located in
Nashville, Ten
nessee and hos approximately 2,300 students
enrolled
from 49 stotes and several foreign
countries. The Chorale
represents a cross section of the student body
with individual members enrolled in a wide variety of
majors A
number of campus programs are given each
year by the
Chorale in oddition to numerous local performan
ces The
molar tour during the spring break is one of
the high pain.
Is of the year, enabling the group to see
new ports of the
country, meet people and make new friends
where they
perform, ond draw closer to one another as they
unite to
attain common goals.

DON'T MISS RI

8 es

Gorden Delight

French Fries
Vegetables

2 Lb Dag

Frosty Acres Swiss Miss

Mr. P's Combination

Pizza

20.1

59c
69c
99c
69c

Slab Bacon
Lb

Field's
Tbkk Sliced

Field or Old Folks
Perk

Bologna

Sausage
si 39

1211s Ph.

99

I

Fields Sr Metzger

Braunschweiger
By Tho Peon

89c

Lb

-

•

••
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Deaths and Funerals

Livestock Market

Memorial Services 'Dick' Paschall
Murray Resident,
Dies At His Home; Leon Lockhart,
For Mr. Bassford
Funeral Is Today
To Be On Friday
Dies Tuesday
Nte..o.rial
Welbert
1;as.sford

services

Maurice
111

for
Deli

Murray

of

itoute 8 will be held Friday
11 am at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
flume with the Rev R E
Itabatm officiating.
No visitation will be held.
Die body will be cremated.
Mr. Bassford, 53. died
ruesday at 8.20 a.m. at the
Murray-Callow ay
County

tuapital
Barbara

Bassford;
Elaine

Ewin

(Dick

Paschall
of
Route
1,
Puryear, Tenn., died Monday at 6 p.m. at his
residence. He was 89 years
of age and
a
retired
superintendent of
Dixie
Brick and Tile of Puryear,
Tenn.
Born

March 8,

1892, in
Henry County Tenn., he was
the son of the late Frank
Paschall and Sally
Ann
Williams Paschall.

He is survived by his wife,
Mrs.

I.eslie

Johnson

mother,

Bassford,

Mrs.

Roselle,

III.: daughter. Miss Peggy:
Ann Bassford, Murray Route
6; son, Bert Bassford, Aptos.
grandchild.
!al.:
Bassford

Allison

Survivors include his wife,
Aubrey
Bernard
Grubbs Paschall, to whom
Mrs.

he was married on Nov. 20,
1912: two sons, Ralph
Thomas Paschall, Puryear,
Tenn., and Leslie B. ( Leek

Virgil

Paschall, Paris, Tenn.; one
brother, Jake Paschall,
Hobe Sound, Fla.; six grandchildren; nine great grand-

15th and Main Streets, Murray, will host a series of MidWeek Lenten Devotions each
Wednesday at 7 p.m. Each
Lenten Devotion will be based upon Christ's Last Words
From The Cross.
Tonight's devotion will be
based upon Jesus' Words to
His mother.

Lockhart,

Detroit,

Mich.,
Earl
Lockhart,
Nashville, Tenn., and Euel
Lockhart, 601 Pine Street,

Immanuel Lutheran
children; one great great
Will Host Mid-Week grandchild.
preceded in death
Lenten Devotions byHeonewassister,
Mrs. Carlene
I hiring the season of Lent,
:nintanuel Lutheran Church,

LIDULSVILLE, Ky. i API - USDA
Cattle 1INI. slaughter steers and
heifers Mob . cows weak bulb
needy, calves and meters poorly
tested, feeders steady to I 00 lower.
Slaughtar steers good and ChM,
1.1111-1176 lb USW IS.
Slaughter heifers choice 6454711 lb
57.71141.111, lamed good and choice 740Leon Lockhart, a resident E2 to 56J110411.111. good 735-9311 lb 52 08
of 504 North Sixth Street, 3310,
Skaeghter cows utility 40 00-43 75 .
Murray, died Tuesday at high dressing
41.25. Cillter 37 06-42 OD
8:40 p.m. at the Murray- canster and cutter under 11011 lb 30 DU
Calloway County Hospital. 37.61;
Skilighter bugs 1-2 1335-1515 lb 3551
He was 74 years of age.
514411; 14 111014610 lb 40.7543.00.
Slaughter
calves and sealers choice
Born Oct. 25, 1906, in
100.310 lb resters 110110-75.50, good
Calloway County, he was the 10.51142.40, calves untested,
feeders
son of the late Virgil 0. steers 2114446 lb 45.0041.50. 500700 lb
11311146.511:
lb
60
31111415
55ls00-65
00
Lockhart and Effie May
tein/ 4111475 lb 4740-5500, 1-2 bolls
Camp Lockhart.
425410 lb 55.5442.00, haters 300500 lb
Mr Lockhart is survived 55.0043.1111 51164150 lb 3332-3730. 360
500 1050.104471; 516450 lb 50 40-3315.
by three sisters - Mrs.
Hogs 1610; KO feeder pigs, barrows
Larue Darnell, Mayfield, and gilts 1.00 higher; 1-2 220-250 lb
Mrs. Opal Taylor, Westview 34.10-40.111: 210306 lb 39.50-30.110. 2-3
130205 lb 31.5040 50, 230-315 lb 36 00Nursing Home, Murray, and )7 03. sows 25 higher . IT 350-400 lb
Mrs. Carl iLorene Poyner, 3300-2500. 40-450 lb 35 0037 00 450500 lb 37 00-36 75, 525-695 lb 39 00-39 75,
College Farm Road, Mur- boars over 300 lb 31 51-31 75, under 300
ray: four brothers - Robert lb 28.049 25.
Sheep 75, untested
Lockhart, Calvert
City,

Hog Market

Murray.

Bomb Explodes In Prestonsburg High
PRESTONSBURG, Ky .
1API - A bomb exoloded in
a
boys'
bathroom
at
Prestonsburg High School
today, injuring a student,
and officials said they were
seeking a man who hurried
from the building just before
the 'last.
The explosion occurred
about 8:30 a.m . as students
were
reporting
to their
homerooms, and the halls
were relatively empty, said
Bert Layne, assistant principal. "It was just a normal

day , and then it happened.
The school's 780 students
were evacuated to the football field within minutes,
and by 9:40 they were all on
their way home, Layne said
"Some

of

their

parents

came, and we had the buses
here pretty fast," he said.
Jeff Cochran, 14, who was
walking by in the hall at the
time of the blast, was taken
to
Highlands
Regional
Medical Center.
He

was

satisfactory

reported
condition

in

for

Prestonsburg Fire Department said, "It was definitely
an incendiary device, we're
Just not sure what it was."
Layne said investigators

Federal Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms agents, state

were taking samples to
determine what type of explosive was used.

held about two
observation.

and

city

days

police

firefighters

and city
rushed to the

school.
Layne said, "There was a
bomb. There are no gas lines
in that area."
Capt. Larry Adams of the

The device apparently was
planted in a corner and blew
about a 2-foot hole that
penetrated to an adjacent
agriculture

classroom,
which was empty, and to the
hall, Layne said.

and

*NOTICE*

Regents.. •

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

Pepsi, Mt. Dew
7-Up &
Dr. Pepper
8 Pk. 16 Oz.

C

Plus Deposit

F' Fund

busine

use th.

duct le

But so

mail

(Continued From Page II
authorize, permit or justify

the
removal of the president under the applicable statutes and the Constitution

with it

$A CASH
V BONUS

"The remaining six charges from
Feb. 21 plus the three new charges
preferred, once again on a 6-4 vote,

ON A

are likewise nit-picking and petty and
do not entail matters of substance,"

numen

CH

1

$500BONUS

was 6-4 with regents christopher, Bill
Morgan, Jere
McCuiston, Terry
Clark, Jerry Woodall and Steve West
favoring the action and Sara Page,

ON ANY '81 CITATION OR GHEVETTE

Charles Howard, Bill Carneal and Ed
Settle opposed.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet lac.
641 South, Murray

'I

753-2617

The five regents Curris is seeking to
prevent from being seated at the hearing are those who voted to prefer
exception

The
fraud

NTE CARLO OR CAMARO

TAKE DELIV

The vote to prefer charges against
the president at the Feb. 21-22 session

with

de

a leder

TAKE DELIVERY NOW THROUGH MARCH 19

of the United States," Curris said in a
statement to the press Tuesday.

charges,

to

ANY
101
,

013111110.1.. 4101005 MITI DIVISION

of

Christopher.

W4
Pay

CA
NC

+2.16
45.'s +0
,
4.•
39's +2.
3
5204 -1-1.
6 +'•
23.•
130. +'•
33'1 .04
53 +.4
24.4
27'•
Ir. +.4
35
.
4

J.

31.1 +".
64's
24.413 25A
18',
31.Inc
29'. unc
32'4 +.•
37 -'•
40 one
24.tB24.A
16.71

Local Firm Gets Bid
MORGANFIELD, KY Hamilton Tile Contractors,
Murray, was apparent low
bidder this week at $3,400 to
install 1,450 square feet of

$1 48

The
every

throug

Prices ,if storks of local interest al 11
an, 1.w:a bine today. furnished by First
of Mulligan Corp ,of Murray
Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
Amencan Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
GAF
General Dynamic
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goody ear
Gulf Oil
Heublien
IBM
Jenco
Konart
Kuhn's Big K
Penwell
Quaker Oats
Texaco
US.Tobacco
Wendy'

By S

Mail fi

Stock Market
There was a mistake in D&T
Warehouse Foods advertisement
yesterday. It should have read as
follows:

PAG

COI

schem

Curris claimed.

Federal-State Market News Service
March 18, 1961
Kentucky Puirhise Area Hog Market
chapel of the
Blalock - Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 607 Est 700 Barrows &
Speight, and two brothers. Coleman Funeral Home with Gilts mostly 75 higher Sows uneven
under 500 lbs steady to 50 higher over
Rev.
the
Dotson
Bob
ofWill and Pled Paschall.
SOO lb. 7541 00 lower
636 25-38 75
The funeral is being held ficiating and Mrs. Oneida US 1-2110-240 in
US 2 214250 lbs
$38 00-3030
organist
White
as
and
today at 1 p.m. at the chapel
US 2-3 240-260 Ihs
637 00-38 00
US 2-4 250-270Ibs
of the McEvoy Funeral soloist.
Nephews will serve as Sows
Home, Paris, Tenn., with the
US 1-2 270-3501bs
$30 00-32 00
pallbearers
and burial will US 1-3 300-450 lbs
$32 013-34 50
Rev. Warren Sykes of1-3450-500
US
lb.
50-3330
134
follow in the Elm Grove
ficiating.
US 1-3 500450 lbs
$35 50-3740
US 2-3 300-500 lb.
831 00-3200
Grandsons are serving as Cemetery.
Fnends may call at the Boars mostly 2600
pallbearers and burial will
funeral home after 5 p.m. tofollow
in
the
Walker
day Wednesday,.
Cemetery there.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the

was being eximmied for pain
in the ears and head, said
hospital spokesman
Amy
Conn She said he would be

floor tile in the cafeteria of
the Satellite Campus of the
Earle C. Clements Job Corps

From Pepsi-Cpla

441

Center in Muhlenburg County.

21a-Piece
Shrimp Dinner
$369

•r•A

MIX OR MATCH
We give you 21 plump, tender Gulf
shrimp, lightly breaded and fried to a crispy
golden brown. And we serve our 21-Piece
Shrimp Dinner with French fries, fresh cole
slaw and a roll.
•

Offer expires: April 19, 1981

One of Jerry's Best

JeNtirrs.
RESTAURANTS
South 12th St. Murray, Ky.

Buy Three 2-Liter Plqstic
Bottles,Get a Coupon for one
Free from Pepsi-Cola.
See details at participating stores

Marion Pepsi-Cola Bottling Company Inc.
P.O. Sox 129/ Merlon, SINN 62959/6
18-997-1377

sour
SHOP
MOP •

753
,2

L

PA RI •
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Consumers Affairs

March 18, IMI

Mail Fraud Schemes:Don't Be A Victim
some of the most common
are identified and discussed
below. Whichever scheme is
used by a promoter, the consumer is almost always the
loser.
Unordered Merchandise
Many people receive
unordered items such as
ties, key chains, and good
luck pins. If you receive
unordered items, you can:
1. Write "Return to
Sender" on the unopened
package and put it back in
the mail.
2. Set the package aside
for a reasonable amount of

time and if unclaimed, aliases, placed
at the top of common examples of this
destroy.
enlarge the bustline, induce cost the promoter only $407. Chamber of Commerc
the list, thereby insuring scheme involves
e cut.
a "free"
3. Treat unordered mer- that the promoter
will sewing machine. In order to sleep, and-or remedy almost The monthly payments were cerrung the reputation of a
chandise as an unconditional receive a
any
problem
that
an
$69.95
infor five years. But, at particular business). Read
considerable receive the machine, you
gift
amount of money before in- must purchase a cabinet, dividual may. encounter. The the end of five years, they and understand all contracts
Work-at-Home
advertis
ement
usually
tells would have paid off only before signing, and make
terest in the project is lost.
which may cost you more
These promotions include
Fake Contests
than the combined unit is that the business is the only $4,197, leaving s1,928 due on sure there are no blank
offers to stuff envelopes, or
source
of
the product. the 61st month. If this pro- spaces. Save as evidence
"You have won" is often worth. Some consumers tend
make baby booties, aprons, the bait
used in these to disregard shopping skills Moreover, the ad usually moter had not been brought any material received or
etc. The success of this type schemes.
promotes
quick and easy to Federal court by the sent by mail (copies
This type of fraud such as budgeting and comof
of scheme depends upon the can involved
a telephone or parison shopping t when of- results. Payment is usually Postal Inspector and a U.S. checks, etc.).
continual placement of mail solicitor
required before the product attorney, the victim would
If you believe you have
telling that you fered a "free" gift.
advertisements by you, the have won a
is received. Always in- have had a choice of been the
free gift. Nothing
victim of a mail
Medical Devices
investor aimed at inducing is free,
vestigate such offers, and refinancng the mortgage or fraud scheme,
however, and in
contact your
These
frauds
include
the
others to respond to an ad almost
every case you must promotion of devices, drugs, think before buying or trying losing his home.
local postmaster Include
similar to the one to which pay some
such
devices.
As
an
alert
consumer
amount of money booklets, etc., designed to
, you the details of your problem,
you responded. Many times before you
Home Improvements
can protect yourself and along with copies of all imcan collect your cure illness, reduce aging,
the investor is required to ''prize."
The
dishonest
home
imyour
family
from mail fraud. portant documents
One of the most aid in weight control,
sell a product he or she proprovement contractor may Always exercise caution
• • •
duces, and there is usually
use repairs and instant cash when considering purchases
Consumer awareness and
little or no market for the
to lure consumers. In a through the mail; avoid an prompt complain
ts can preproduct. Such promotions
typical case, a debt-ridden impulse purchase. Obtain vent consumer
loss and help
are usually aimed at the
family was lured into signing adequate information, and end fraudulent
practices
elderly, unemployed, and
a $6,125 second mortgage in investigate before investing which are costing
American
housewives who want to supexchange for $400 cash and ( check with the Better consumers an estimated
$500
plement their income.
home repairs which actually Business Bureau or local million each
year
Work-at-home schemes
will not guarantee you a
a regular salary or a market
for a product. They will require advance payment
7
before you receive inDan A lase
structions
or
plans.
Breatast
440-30
101
k'
Remember: Advertisements
CANT GOLD STAMPED.% We ore net -Fly-Ely•Nighters
Lee 111
tociatist.22a
only in town overnight to take
which claim that you will
Dear 4 1 o
MA, t1,5 ;MAIM 1111Dai
earn unusually high income
your money. We've been trusted
Editor's Note — Informawith little or no effort on
in Paducah for 69 years.
Ricky A. Turner and PV2
RESTAURANT
tion on the national guard is
your
part
should
Joe G. Walker.
be
viewed
We'll /
supplied
to the Murray
with suspicion. Think twice
Meritorio
us Service Belt
• rr
Pay You
ae pr,si SS 00.6 sin CIL
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.- New enlistments are PV2
By SHERRI MCDANIEL
Special Writer
The U.S. mail is used by
everyone
—
including
businesses. Most businesses
use the mail service to conduct legitimate transactions.
But some promoters use the
mail to cheat consumers.
Mail fraud is defined as any
scheme that involves intent
to deceive or defraud
through use of the mail It is
a federal offense that carries
with it a fine of up to $1,000.
The many types of mail
fraud are almost too
numerous to mention, but
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Observations
All-Kentucky City

Effective Library Use Studied

Ily lochl• Hort

For a small midwest, West
Kentucky city , one aught
think
Murray
has
everything The summary of
the achievements acquired
in 1900 as shown in the summary book and the visual
demonstrations exhibited in
the annual contest of the 1900
All-Kentucky City Program
of the K...ntucky Chamber of
Conuner,. would lead us to
believe that we have
everything. You must see it
when it is returned after the
awards dinner April 1
Twenty two local people.
young and old, black and
white, paid $25 each plus a
dinner at the Briar Patch
enroute home, to ride the
chartered bus
delivered
the audio-visual story of our
little town to be judged in the
Harley Hotel, Lexington last
Wednesday.
The Chamber of Commerce conducted
this
survey, the first, for Murray.
The director or project
chairman is David Graham.
He is 32 years old, co-owner
of Scott Drug Store, a '75
graduate of Murray State
with a major in urban planning and maintenance. He's
afire with enthusiasm for the
progress of our community.
There's no telhng how much
time he has spent in meeting
the contest rules. Under his
direction there were 14
categories and 75 individuals
involved in collecting facts,
speaking, editing and printing — all volunteers!
We left Stuart Stadium in a
\pouring rain at 8 a.m, and
arrived in Lexington in time
to watch the entries of Covington and Middlesboro, and
learn from them things that
may .be helpful in our entry
next year.
The Chamber has
delegated this project of '81
to the Murray Woman's Club
with Betty Lowry as chairman. Guess who got caught
for securing the slides that
demonstrate the project this Observer.
Our entry, "Murray: A
Model for The 80's" was
pi esented without a flaw.
Murray State, a heart beat of
our community, lent an
automatic
audio-visual
machine that presented our
goodies to the -three out-ofstate judges, who expressed
adnuration for our bus load
attendance, saying, Is this
large delegation typical of
support and cooperation of
Murrayans?"
Narrators were Greg
Delaney, director of WSJP
radio station, and Linda
Begley, another volunteer
who is a mother and worker
in the Community Theater.
There were ill slides that
showed all interests and
business projects and extensions during the past year.
Narration showed that Murray has worked under comprehensive planning that has
begun in 1958 and extended
22 years - the present. It was
completed in 1960. The present General Plan for the city forecasts physical
development through 1993.
The slide presentation and
narration includes; an air
view of Murray; Boy Scout
interests and National
Museum; cable computers;
athletic facilities; city hall,
bridge constructors; new city garage; city planner and
zoning map;
Industrial sites; factories
agricultural deposits; street
and sidewalk repair; up
dating court square; parking
meter removal; Douglas
Community curb and gutters, and landscaping Third
Street; apartment constructions;
computer
systems; hospital expansion; Red Cross volunteers;
Health Department; educational facilities; the radio
studio; parks; pools; freight
depot theater;
Community
theaters;
Granny's Gift Shop; Catholic
church extention ; Wesley
Foundation; Baptist Student
Union Building; There are
37 churches in the area:
Flint Church parsonage;
Christian Church pipe
Budget Bey Strata
Beef blade steaks are a good
choice around the holidays
when budgets are strained for
they are among the most economical beef steaks available.
If they are to be broiled, mannate first in a mixture containing a food acid such as lemon
juice or vinegar, suggests the
National Live Stock and Meat
Board

program.
Senior Citizen program,
University Student Center;
renovation of Wrather Hall
for museum. I had to skip
some titles - the list was so
long
Supporting David and the
Chamber of Commerce by.
making the trip to Lexington
were: Betty Lowry, Lochie
Hart, Neva Grey Allbritten.
Doris Rowland, Jo Ann
Weber. Martha Ems. Lk.
11

11,41,111

Bill Parsons, hitiacd Gee,
Pat McReynolds, Paul
Kiesow, president of the
Chamber of Commerce:
Keith Hays, Ryan Graham,
Irma La Follette, Holmes
Ellis, Gary Hohinan, Loretta
Jobs, i WSJP representative
Sammie Joe Parker, missed
the bus by a few seconds. )
M. J. Taylor, Loyd Arnold.
Jack Gardner, Jeff Green.
Assisting with the cost of
the bus were the hospital,

..4141
Murray Ledger & Times and
radio station WSJP
This column could not list
all the items, ideas, and inspirations shown by this entry. You'll have to experience it to fully appreciate all our town has,
has done in 1900 and offers to
her residents,
Now, back to the title of
this writing, "What Is Murray's Greatest Need." What
should we promote next?

Learning how to effectively use the library is now a facilities, according to John careers and later in life.
Areas to be covered insubject for study at Murray Griffin, senior reference
librarian
clude the most efficient use
State University.
Librarians will teach four of the card catalog; how to
Beginning with the fall
sections of LIB 101 during locate
material
in
semester,
reference
periodicals; types of
librarians at the Harry Lee the first eight weeks of the
rruicroforms available; how
Waterfield Library will semester and four sections
to use the ERIC system and
teach a one-hour credit during the last eight weeks.
, dissertation abstracts; incourse designed to introduce Classes will be limited to 20
students to allow in-,'troduction to basic reference
students to the library.
sources; using government
dividualized attention.
Titled "The Library and
The course, to be taught in documents, and locating
Its Resources: Making the the library, will introduce statistical and biographical
Library Work for You," the students to basic reference sources.
purpose of the course is to sources and help develop
According to reference
fanulianze students with skills needed to use the
librarian Celia Wall,
Murray State's library library during college
establishment of the course

reflects a trend Li) libraries
to take the responsibility of
teaching effective use of
librar) resources
Knowing how to use the
library can save students
time during their college
careers and make life-long
library users of them, she
said
Students may obtain additional information about the
course by stopping by the
reference department of the
Waterfield
Library or
telephoning one of the
reference librarians at 7622053.
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Local School Board Members In Quandary

Ten Commandments Result In Emotional, Political Expl
osion

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
j FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP)
'
"And I thought we had
Christians on this board, an
angry Bullitt County woman
) shouted after her local
school board voted last week
to remove copies of the Ten
Commandments
from
classrooms.
The issue of the Ten Commandments in school rooms
is an emotional and politically explosive one that has left
many local school board
members in a quandary

1

I

since the U.S. Supreme
Court struck down a Kentucky law last fall requiring
their posting in classrooms.
While the Bullitt County
board voted 3-2 to remove
the copies in its schools, at
least 10 districts have voted
to leave them up despite an
attorney general's opinion
that the boards are operung
themselves to legal liability
John Wilson, chairman of
the Shelby County board of
education, said he didn't feel
his board was defying the
law in keeping the copies up

"If there was a state law
or clear instruction that they
come down, I'm sure they
would come down promptly," Wilson said.
There is also a political
danger involved, as the three
members of the Bulhtt County board who voted to take
the Ten Commandments
down found out.
"You're on our list," Kenneth Mills. one of the large
crowd that attended the
board meeting, said to the
three Mills and others urged
that the three board

members — Bill Dawson, keep them up against the adCharles Hamilton and vice of its attorney
James Robards — be voted
We felt like the parents
out of office when their don't really want them taken
terms expire
down," said board chairman
Following are some com- Henry Muss -We were
ments and results of local elected to serve the public
board actions taken from an and if the public wants them
Associated Press survey of up then we will keel)them up
its member papers.
as long as we can."
The Bowling Green InThe Hopkins County board
dependent school board of education passed a motion
decided in January to Feb 2 saying it would allow
remove the commandments the commandments to refrom the classroom walls. main posted "for the time
However, the Warren Coun- being " The board received
ty board voted March 9 to petitions with more than

them up "Until we get
something that tells us to
take them down."
A petition containing nearly 6,000 signatures was circulated in Christian County
to keep the commandments
up, but the local board voted
to take them down
"It is one of the hardest
decisions I ever had to make
in my life," said board chairman Richard Braille "1111
bound by my oath to uphold
the law,"
Other boards voting to
keep the conunandments up

mot TO WV

WE RESERVE THE

THERE'S ALWAYS
LOTS OF

I We Never Close

4,000 signatures urging that
the commandments remain
posted until the question is
settled
The Hardin County school
board has voted to wain for a
text of the Supreme Court
ruling.
Superintendent
Charlie Akins said he didn't
feel the attorney general's
opinion was clear
"Left to our consciences. I
think we would prefer to
leave them up,- Akins said
Hardin County board
chairman Forrest Nelson
said he agreed with leaving
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Prostitution Ring
In State, Indiana
Investigated
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include Union, Webster,
Mason, Casey and Spencer
counties and the Maysville,
Burgin and Harrodsburg Independent Districts
Barren County Superintendent Darrell Florence said
his district would wait to see
what happens elsewhere,
leaving the commandments
up in the meantime
Logan County Superintendent Merle Johnson said his
board would leave it up to individual teachers to decide
what to do in their
classrooms
Wolfe County Superintendent Richard Jett said -My
recommendation will be
that, unless we have a suit,
we leave them up as long as
we have 'In God We Trust'
on the dollar bill."
Robertson
County
Superintendent Ed Lowdenback said he would take the
heat from any lawsuit.
-There's very few times in
this day arid time that you
get the opportunity to stand
up for what you believe in,"
he said
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. ) AP) —
Louisville television station
WAVE has reported that
police are investigating an
organized prostitution ring,
basically in Kentucky and
southern Indiana, that has
been keeping extensive
records on their clients.
The station said in a series
of reports that began Monday that police officials
report the existance of a
book containing the names,
addresses, occupations and
sexual preferences of some
900 male customers that
sells for 610,000 within the
ring.
The broadcast reports said
the book contains names of
police officers, politicians,
lawyers, judges, construction company executives and others.
Of the 900 customers,
WAVE
said, police
estimated twothirds are
from Kentucky and southern
Indiana. The reports quoted
police as saying the potential
for blackmail with the book
is very high.
The report said that
although police arrested
three people last fall who
were the ring leaders, five
months after the arrests
lawyers, policemen, judges
and politicians are keeping
the service alive. The five
are due to appear in court
this July.
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From Lung Disease
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CINCINNATI ) AP) —
Children's Hospital has
reported that a 10-year-old
boy who told police he was
raped March 1 by a man
wearing a white medical
coat has died of chronic lung
disease.
The boy, who was considered a terminal patient
when he said he was sexually
assaulted, died Monday
afternoon, a spokesman
said.
A 24-year-old University of
Cincinnati medical student
from Park Hills. Ky., is free
on $25,000 bond in connection
with the incident.
The county prosecutor's
office took a deposition from
the boy on March 6 when
doctors said he might not
live to testify.
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CLAY CITY, Ky. 1AP) -Richard Stratton Neal Jr.,
34, of Eilda, Ohio, died Tuesday when his car crashed into the rear of a tractortrailer rig at the Waltersville
Toll Gate of the Mountain
Parkway,state police said.
The accident occurred at
d 20 p.m., about two miles
west of Clay City.
State Police Trooper
Larry Patterson said the
driver of the rig, Herald
Preston Yates, 41, of Vansant, Va., had stopped at the
toll gate to pay the toll when
he rig was struck by Neal's
compact car. Yates was not
injured.
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PRICES GOOD
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IGA GRANULATED

FRESH CRISP

,-SUGA

> LEAF

LETTUCE
WITH $10 00 PURCHASE EXCLUDING
TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS
LIMIT ONE

IGA

IGA

FRUIT
COCKTAIL

TABLERITE

SHOP MARCH 19, 20, 21ST & DROP YOUR
CASH REGISTER RECEIPT IN THE DRAWING
BOX AND HAVE A CHANCE AT WINNING THE
TOTAL OF YOUR RECEIPT. DRAWING DATEMARCH 21ST AT NOON

THIS WEEK'S FREE CAS

BANKROLL
No purchase necessoty and you
BE SURE YOUR
need not be present to vo.n
CARD IS PUNCHED
FOR THIS WEEK S BANKROLL

1600.00

EGETABLE
OIL $149
•

380Z.

CFOOLGFEFRAIISTANT

FOLGERS FLAKED
5 LB. REEL.
SAVE 1.50

COFFEE

999

$_179

lw
OXYDOL

100Z.

POR

IGA

5 LB. BONELESS SHOULDER CUT
SAVE 3.00

PINEAPPLE

49 OZ. GIANT SIZE

IN NATURAL JUICE
CRUSHED, SLICED,
CHUNK

$ 79
IGA INSTANT

SAVOY STEAK
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MASHED
POTATOES

$1 29

IGA

RAVOLI

5 I.E.REEL
'SAVE 52.0

IGA TABLERITE

WiMEAT SAUCE

SPAGHETTI

150Z.

MEAT BALLS

69C

PUREX
BLEACH
PANCAKE WAFFLE

LB. REELSAVE 2.00

MAC.& CHEESE
DINNER 3 89c

UBE

MILK
TALL 1301.

FRY
BRE

2/89c

KLEENEX
JUMBO
ASSORTMENT

SAVE 2.50

1 ROLL

GROUND
69. CHUCK
S LB.
SAVE $2.50

RIB STEAK

SAVE 51.00

LB. FRYEI

5 LB. FRYE
;AVE 51 0
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SOUTHSIDE:
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LET US HELP YOU SAVE ON YOUR FOOD BILL. TRY OUR
PLAIN LABEL GENERIC PRODUCTS AND FIGHT INFLATION

PRICES GOOD
THRU MARCH 24

IN YOUR FOOD BUDGET.
5-12 OZ. CANS

TURKEY
WINGS

303

2169c
MAC.
& CHEESE 2
i59c PEPPER 77
DINNER
BARBEQUE
&REM
59c
SAUCE
BEANS
FABRIC SOFTNER
SHEETS
38
TEA
BAGS
GOLDEN
CORN 303
PEAS

702.

4 OZ.

18

14HOLE 12-14 LB AVG. LONELESS

OZ.

40 CT. $

COUNTRY PRIDE
5/7 LB AVG. SELF BASTING

I

TURKEY
BREAST
$189

WE KERNEL OR
CREAM STYLE

CAN

BUNNY OLD HEARTH

BREAD
AGAR'S PIXIE
4/6 LB. AVG.

ORANGE
JUICE
8 PK. 160Z.

1202. FROZEN

5 LB. REEL-LEEN-END EL CENTER-MIXED
SAVE 1.50

PORK CHOPS
IGA FROZEN

PIE SHELLS
TABLERITE

BISCUITS

r

FRYER
BREAST

5 LB
SAVE S1.50

PARKAY

LI. FRYER

RUMSTICKS

BUSH
CHILI NOT BEANS, PINTO
BEANS, RED BEANS,
NAVY BEANS

ICAN

REESE SINGLES

94)C
6 PK.

AM

120Z

$149
•
16 CT.

BUSH 10-15 OZ.
IDNEY BEANS,
NORTHERN BEANS,
PORK & BEANS, KRAUT,
TURNIP GREENS,
SPAGHETTI RING, SPAGHETTI
HOMINY

3189c
_

MA PIMENTO

CHEESE SINGLES
si 49
IGA MILD CHEDDAR

CHEESE STICK
$149
mu. •
TABLERITE MILD

CHEDDAR
LONGHORN
1002.

$149
•
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2. Notice

2. Notice

2. Notice
Seep

BIBLE CALL.
The Home Respon
sibilities of Children
759-4444. Bible SiorN
759-4445.

'sr

2. Notice

2. Notice

6. Help Wanted-

rloOli

%paw, sy

cep, aid
rester...en of old
feserle pliotoopeoes et

JAMES'
ANTIQUES

What we do best Is Late
Needline 753-6333

Notice of apprenticeship
opportunity The Joint Apprenticeship and Training
Committee for the Elec.
trical Industry will accept
applications for apprenticeship beginning April 20,
1981 through May 1. 1981
tram 8 AM to 4 30 PM
Monday through Friday at
the IBEW Hall, 4516
Clarks
River
Road.
Paducah. KY All applications must be completed by
May 1 1981 to be considered for this year's class

15.
--Articles For SaTe

22. Musical

For sale 45 piece set of Peavey electric guitar with
Franciscan-Madena
with built in Phase Ampeg Call 121160 Mobile home 2
bedrooms fully furnished
Mirrors, Pi.w.. Doweirts
extra pieces Dish set still after 5 pm. 437-4341
Custom
Strippin
g
Mill
Carter
washer and dryer included
Tale & Chews (oocies
in stock Also 12 smoked
Repairing
e il
Deposit required. Coleman
than Recliners Bet
Studio
Fostoria short stemmed
*woos
Refinishing
Custom
mai file
Real Estate, 753-9898
s
Coffee
glasses Call 753-2568
IS) 8296
a 304 limn
Cabinet
Woods
and
Tables bee Toeless has,
•
For sale Ladies good name
Two bedroom trailer, comNeed Nesters
working. No dipping.
pletely furnished, very nice
brand clothes Dresses
Hwy.
641 South
Has mobile homes
INVITATION TO BID
Geo. Hodge
suits, pants, skirts. shorts.
$150 per month Call 753
497-8850
for rent. Students
rrAU
Son Inc.
BAND UNIFORMS FOR
8964 after 5 pm
tops. Sizes 6, 8. 10, and 12
Wu Ray
welcome! Special
2555 Sri, Si Morro,
Shoes size 7-7i/ narrow
CALLO WAY COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
and Sal
Kelley's Termite 297Heatiiigool
75) 1069
Also size 3 and 4 Toddler.
rates!! We also
The Calloway County Board
For sale Used central airlittle
boys
clothes
of Education will Bible Facts Free Store
Call
753& Pest Control conditio
have special deals
tor For you early fisherma
receive sealed bids for Band Uniforms
ning unit. Also used
3064 after 430
n hot
for the Callowov
,dy
Phone
753
759-460
3914
0
for
lot
renters!
County High School until 1.00 p.m
Frigidare
coffee. sausage and
deluxe
Tuesday. March
Like new. Craig AM-FM
refrigerator C3, • 759-4024
biscuits. donuts. East Y
31, 1981.
Come live with us!
stereo. 8-track turn table, 24
Gardens broke then
.
- Miscellaneous
Grocery, 753-8786
Specifications will be on file in the Callowa
All applicants must fully and speakers. $125 Also a
30Tituiness Rinfal
753-3 280.
ordered with power
y County
Board of Education Office building.
meet
the
following Craig AM-FM stereo, 8 Aluminum Martin houses
tiller ready for plan
2110 College Form
Rood. Murray, Kentucky. ond interest
minimum qualifications to track turn table, and Lynn Grove Market 435
MItil
ed bidders mayr ting.
Also
BILL'S FISH
qualify for an interview, 1) speakers. $50 Also a small 4171
obtain the necessary forms there.
5 Lost and Found
Warelwase
bushhogging, blade
AgeMust
be at least 18 coffee table. $10 Call 753- Eight ricks of real
Mt.P(ET
The Board reserves the right to reject any
Found watch in Murray years
good
work. 753-8786 or
Storage Space
or all bids
of age 2) Education- 8465.
end waive any irregularities in bidding.
seasoned oak wood 18
High area Phone 759- High
753-5699.
1,.,,, Fri 6'
For Rent
school graduate, one Oregan
chain saw chains. long $25 per rick 4921891
year algebra. transcript re753-4758
CATFISH
31" pitch for 16" bar, 8659
quired. 3) Aptitude Test- SWhole.... lb. $1.70 6. Help Wanted
$7.99: for 20" bar, $8.99 Firewood cut any length,
Beauty shop for rent, fully
Steaks . . lb. 51.80 Bookkeeper one day per 72R at the Employment Of- Wallin Hardware, Pans.
mostly oak and hickory. $20 equipped
fice
Physical
41
Conditio
nOr
need
week must be experienced
Boneless Lb et no
Patio plant stands lawn delivered 489-2492 or 753- qualified hairdresser to
Call Action Personnel 753- If selected, will be required
and deck furniture, gun 4157
BUFFALO
take
to
physical
take
a
over
before
establis
hed
6532
racks 753-7477
starting work
Whole
Lawn mower batteries. 12 clientele. Call 759-4937.
Lb. 50
Experienced mechanic Call
ACROSS
2 Long time
volt
Cut Up
24
month guarantee, Building in Dixieland ShopSears washer and dryer.
90' 753-8266 or after
1 Dress border 3 Store
5 pm- Each applicant who meets Whirlpool refrigera
Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle
tor: G.E. $21.99 Wallin Hardware. ping Center. complete with
Special
4 Exact
753-6219
4 Pronoun
all
requirem
basic
ents
will
Paris.
window air-conditioner. 12
a A
heating, lighting, and airI A S
ALP
8 Party
5 Communist
As Long As
Friendly Home Toy Parties be interviewed by the Com- hp Case mower 436-5895
12 Macaw
OD COMO OD A
Available
6 Chaldean city
One two, three, and four conditioning
It Lasts
mittee
The
intervie
wers
now
our
in
'26th
13 Zeus s wife
year
is ex7 Big bird
ULM CUOMO
Several large grinding tread fiberglass steps, light April 1. 1981. Call 753Frozen
Fresh
will
consider
Water
reliabilit
y,
14 Preposition
inpanding
and
has
8 Cut short
openings
UMW MOO
weight, salt will not 3018
15 Defaced
Catfish... Lb. 90`
9 Article
for managers and dealers_ terest, attitude, judgement, wheels 1 center hole: damage
COMM OLEO
Ideal for trailers Office space for rent, 101
17 Chatter
A El COM
10 Pack away
607S 4th
753 9381
Party plan experience cooperativeness as well as beld driven drill press: Murray
O
DUO
19 - and oft
Lumber Co. 104 South 12th. Call 753-6017.
assorted scrap iron Call
11 Sharpen
other personal traits.
cli
IMM
helpful.
O
Guarante
CU
ed
toys
20 isle
Maple Street
16 Soak
753-8964 after 5 pm
DOM OMOUG LI
and gifts No cash invest32. Apts. For Rent
21 Priest s vest 18 Hebrew
MOO
Purple
MIM
All
EO
applicat
Martin houses 6
ions
Snapper
will
ment
be
collectin
no
mower
ment
deliverg
Moving"
blades'
Spring cleaning'
month
Apartments for rent, near
MU
MOO
22 Reverence
Car and phone received without regards to 26". 28". 30" or 33". room, $24.99. 12 room,
21 Studio
Have items you don't want' ing
downtown Murray 753COUDEND MUGU
23 Barracuda
race,
$36.99:
18
color
22 Hardwood
room.
religion,
nanecessar
$5.99
$49.99:
each.
Wallin
y.
Call
collect
Call
HardA OU IMM
New
Concord
Auction
O OD A
25 Devoured
tree
tional origin or sex.
24 room. $59.99. Wallin 4109
ware, Paris
Barn We will pickup, sell Carol Day. 518-489-8395.
LOWS
11
26 Pronoun
23 Wild plum
Apartment for rent, close to
and
mail
you
a
check Call PART TIME SECRETARY to
16.Home Furnishings Hardware. Paris.
27 Land parcel 24 Bard
Each applicant must meet
436-5353
28 Beverage
Pool table, in excellent con- University, $79 per month
25 State Abbr
become full time in 2-5 all basic requirem
Commode
leaving
s.
white
46 Sums up
A-grade
ents to be
29 Else
26 Shoshonean 37 Goal
dition Three sticks and set Call 753-9138 or 753-5292
months. Prefer above 30 eligible
48 Barnyard
for interviews. Ap- $43 99. Wallin Hardware. of balls included
32 Digraph
28 Arab garb
39 Hostelries
. $250. Almost new 2 bedroom
sound
years
old.
Apply
Paris.
in
person.
33 Gastropod
prentices will be selected
29 Number
41 Females
49 Grain
Call 753-6331.
duplex, large rooms, ap8 AM til noon. Thursday, in order
mollusk
30 God of one 42 Concealed
of their ranking 141
/
2 Cubic foot. gold, Hot50 Drunkard
March 19th at Kentucky resulting from rating
35 Sun god
PLANTS. Garden, bedding, pliances furnished, washer31 Evaluate
43 Take out
point,
51 Plaything
of
infrost
-free
Babylon
dryer
36
hook-up in utility.
ian
Candy Company, Alma
33 Emmet
44 Asian sea
53 Diatonic note
terviewers.
refrigerator. $150. Call 753- houseplants. 'fruit trees and private carport
hero
34 Worthless
and patio
45 Scale note
shrubs. Open 8 30-2 00.
55 Diphthong
Wanted 3 ladies for sales Needed 3 ladies
9280 after 5 30 pm.
38 Anger
deck
After
to
3.30 PM, call
mornings, 5-7 PM evenings,
1 2 3
4 5 6 7
39 Torrid
work. Part time $75 per demonstrate Stanley
a a 'JO il
753-957
15.1
4
or 753-6513
Cubic foot box freezer. Monday through Friday 8-5
home
40 Pronoun
week up, full time $150 per products or Semplis 753-926
13
14
e
9 after 5 pm
41 Obtain
Saturday. Sunny Acres Duplex for rent, all kitchen
week
up
Send
name,
adcosmeti
cs
We
train
42 Stockings
15
17
131
dress, and telephone Average earning 15-20 per For sale. Complete bedroom Nursery, 901 Johnny appliances, central heat
43 Obstruct
suite, good condition. Robertson road. 753-3619 and air Call 753-8146 or
number to PD Box 818. hour For interview
20
21
45 Evergreen
2a
send $150. Call after
3-00, 435- and Murray Sport Marine, 753-2437.
Murray.
46 River island
phone number to D Carler,
718 South 4th. 753-7400.
4392.
47 Oral pause
Duplex apartment $75 a
111
1901
22 hall
Wiswell
B
MurRd..
n
48 Prohibit
n
Remington 243 Winchester, month, one month deposit
For
sale
Aquaglas
ray.
KY.
s
bathtub
49 Most unusual
ail
33
and shower enclosure with scope and case. $250. Ken- required Call 753-5548.
34
35
52 Tibetan
IIII
Woman to do house clean- hardware Excellent condi- more range. gold. $150, For rent
priest
38
2 bedroom apartdiamond wedding set,
ing, 2 days a week, have tion 759-1392
54 Burden
nUU
ments at Embassey 753Applications are being accepted
ie
41
56 Card game
white gold. $275: Teac reel
transportation, references 17. Vacuu
for
a
pool
3530 or 753-4331 after 5
m Cleaners to reel.
ll
57 Lamb s pen
manager and lifeguards by the
$350
required
as
a
Murray- before 5.pm.Call 753-7287 Electrolux Sales and Ser- pm. 753-6910. Call after 5 Pm.
44
name
Callow
ay
a
County
58 Deposits
Parks Department. Apvice Tony Montgomery,
For rent One duplex apartha
gliUUUd
59 Pigpen
Used
ice
machine ment on
plications may be obtained before
52
BI
753-6760
54 55
Monroe. 2
April 20 at 1. Storage Bldgs.
clearanc
e.
All
types.
502- bedrooms, carport,
illUU
the parks office, 10th and
DOWN
utility
57
19.
sa
Farm
Payne
554-509
after
0
pm
4
Equip
Streets, Custom Built portable
ment
room, stove and refrigerator
1 Meat cut
753-7640.
buildings Call 753-0984.
For sale
1978 Allis Will break gardens and disc furnished. Call 753-5400.
9. Situation Wanted Chalmers F-2 combine, corn in the Murray city. Also For rent 2 bedroom apartHERE YOU
soy bean special, R & C 1966 Buick Skylark, 2-door
FROM WOODSTOCK? I
'PEAR FRIEND OF FRIENDS,
ment, stove and refrigerator
Handy man will do odd lobs Tires. 13' header, air- hardtop,
&-OT A POSTWILL WRITE MORE LATER..
good condition
DIDN'T EVEN KNOW HE
AM ON MY WAY TO
around house or shop. Call conditioner,
CARD FROM
monitor, and Volkswagen dune furnished. Call 753-6546
YOUR
FRIEND,
WAS GONE...
WOODSTOCK753-3058
SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO
diesel_ 1975 Massey buggy for sale Call 753- after 4.30 Pm.
u.
WOODCK
PS. WHERE 15 CAPISTRANO?i
For rent Extremely nice 2
TO SEE THE SWALLOWS
Will break and disc Ferguson 1085 tractor with 8649.
bedroom apartment, fully
3
gardens. Call 753-5463 or front mount spray tank,
RETURN..."
25.
Busine
ss
Servic
es
pump
and
controls.
furnished washer and dryer
Athens
753-0144
7' chisel plow with hitch HODGE'S TAX SERVICE. 8 included Coleman Real
Will do house cleaning. hiker, M.F.
AM
to
6
PM.
nights
no. 82 breaking
and Estate. 753-9898.
References offered Call plow,
4 bottoms, 16" with Saturdays by appointment. Furnishe
d 1 bedroom,
436-2292.
guage wheel All equipment 759-1425.
carpeting and air. one block
Will mow yards and other in excellent condition. Call 26. TV-Radio
from University. $110 per
work 753-2220.
527-7044 after 5 pm
WHAT A SNEAKY WAY TO
Assume monthly payment month 759-4538.
SLUGGO, MY
GET ME
Will break and disc Garden plows with wood on a new
I'LL
TO DO YOUR DISHES
Magnavox t.v., New 2 bedroom duplex.
SINK IS
gardens. Call 753-5463 or handles, double pointed paying only
BE
$7.96 down. deposit, all kitchen apCLOGGED UP
753-0144
shovel. mouldboard, and 5- Leach's Music &
RIG-HT
TV., in the pliances No pets. $275 per
prong
cultivato
r.
$29.99.
JimAdams
OVER
Will do computer and elecshopping- month. 753-0814.
Wallin
Hardware
,
Paris.
center.
Paris. TN.
tric work. Call after 4 pm,
One bedroom furnished
753-8461.
Garden seeder, plants 21 19 inch portable color
apartment, central heat
t.
Will mow and trim lawns. different vegetable seeds. Call 436-2139 or 759-4482. and air, low utilities, near
!,39.99 Wallin Hardware,
Call 753-0510
27Mobile Home Sales University. $120 per month.
?ans.
753-7114.
10. Bus. Opportunity
1977 265 Massey Ferguson 1968 Airliner, 1 bedroom,
One bedroom furnished
Business for sale- Establisb- Diesel
800,
air-condition
er,
good
with 275 hours.
C 1911 iierwe'owe
apartment, close to Univered Ladies Speciality Shop. plow.
disc, and cultivator. condition. $1700. 474- sity.
Call after 3 pm, 753University town. 2.500 sq. Call
WHAT DOES
2370. '
MAKES THINGS
489-2110
- ft. building. Call 901-8857418.
THAT GREASE WORK BETTER
IF
I
WERE
AND
3502 or 901-587-2631 for Tillers, 5 hp, chain drive. 22' Concord house trailer, One bedroom
GUN DO?
MORE SMOOTHLY
furnished
YOU I'D RUN,
appointment and more in- Briggs & Stratton engines. tandem axle with 2 doors. apartment.
clost to UniverBEETLE
$239.99. Wallin Hardware, $2000. 436-2506.
formation.
sity. Call after 3 pm, 753Paris.
1974 Double wide mobile /418.
14. Want To Buy
home,
24x36,
partially
furTractor. 800 Ford. $1650
Goats. Call 753-8891 before Call
nished or unfurnished. All One bedroom, furnished
753-3629.
430 pm, or 767-2939 after
electric with baseboard apartment. near downtown,
Wheelbarrows. $19.99: electric heat. Very
4:30.
easily $150 per month, gas and
$29.99: $42.99, and 69.99. heated. $7500. Phone
Want to buy: Used card
1- water furnished Call 753Wallin Hardware, Paris.
354-6217.
table. Call 474-9729 or
On, • bedroom furnished
475-2346 after 5 pm.
20. Sports Equipment 12x65 Kingswood, 2 apartmen
t, 400 South
Want to buy junk cars. Call The Pistol People Invest in bedroom. I'S bath, gas 16th. Call 753-4413.
a feeling of security, largest heat. Call 753-3163.
474-8838,
See duplex to appreciate
Scheville,
2 extras! 1906 Greenbrier
15. Articles For Sale variety, lowest priced, no I2x58
registrat
ion
bedroom
or
red tape in
, mostly furnished, Road 2 Bedrooms, furnishGET OUT AND
Attention
Commercial Kentucky. Country Boy $3800
Call 753-8417 ed kitchen carpet, storage,
OPERATE!!
Fisherman! Brownell nylon. Store. 9 miles west
between
8 and 4 pm.
of
washer and dryer hookups,
McMahon swivels, mustad Hopkinsville junction
KY
ifIr
ne
- deck overlooking wooded
ents
hooks. East Y Grocery, 753- 164-117 Hours 8-5. Sunday 213:116THr
8786.
For rent. 12x60 Mobile lot deposit. lease $250 a
12-5.(502)885-5914.
home, furnished, natural month 753-5791 or 753Atari T.V. game. $150. Call 22. Musical
gas, nice. near University. 2649 for appointment.
435-4150.
Two bedroom duplex, apAlmost new Baldwin fun Phone 753-3895.
China closet: one ton machine with organ. Call
pliances
furnished.
Chevrolet dump truck; after 5.30, 753-8976 or Two bedroom trailer. near available April Ist. Phone
Murray. no pets. Call 489- 753-9400.
1980 Massey Ferguson trac- 489-2481
2611.
tor and loader. 753-5429.
Two bedroom, unfurnished,
Hitachi stereo cassette
Does your house need pain- deck Sound solid state Two bedroom water fur. garage. in Murray, private
nished
Highway 121 South
ting' Olympic has a product stereo amplifier Pair
location.
References,
of $50 deposit.
I LEFT 50InE
ER,. YON DO YOL1 ALWAY
$90 month
for every job. Semi- AIWA speakers Twodeposit. married couples
S
COLONEL.TELL
level
EVIDENCE .
CALL..ER.. IN THE MIDDLE
Call
153-540
5
transparent stain, solid col- rolling table Was bought
Call 492-8594 after 6 pm
THE POLICE
VICT1M9 WILL
OF THE
ABOUT GOOR00.
or stain: acrylic-latex and for $450 Will sell complet
PRESS CHARGES
NIGHT C
e
5EE THAT THEY
LATER. ANY
Olympic
CASH FOR COINS AND GOLD
over -coat matching set for $195 Call
ARREST HIM.
QUESTIONSC
Reasonable price, $12.50 753-6331
SILVER & GOLD COINS
per gallon and under. MurCOINS FOR COLLECTORS
ray Lumber Co 104 Maple New and used Baldwin
THAT'S WHEN
piano and organs, Lonardo
MINT SET ETC
Street
THINGS HAPPEN,
Piano Co , across from the
LOAN
S
MADE
COLONEL. THE
ON PAWN ITEM'i
For sale 15 used trusses, Post Office, Parrs. TN.
WORST AND THE
42 long Call 753-3712 or
Hours
:
9-9
Mon -Sat
Repossessed piano, balance
753-7566 after 7 pm
9E9T (CLicx
1-6 Sunday
due or low monthly payGalvanized clothes line ment Leach's Music
and
OLD AND SILVER PAWN SHO
posts,' 2"x84" holds 7 TV.your authorized Lowrey
line $16 99 a pair Wallin Organ and Piano dealer
y Mpit Plo.,MW101
Haeftware, Parrs
Phone (901)642-6463

USED ITEMS

RIVER IA
COURTS

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

III

Id

kilWI

•uu•

UUU•U
hiUUU
i
hi

POOL MANAGER,
LIFEGUARDS NEEDED

37.-1

28. Mob. HomelüIj

Small
Also
Inqui

Two
apartr
/538

23.-Merminating

Two b
ment
3949

Two
Northt
chen
No pe
Call it
31:11

Rooms
horn I
1812 o
3-41l
Count
bedroo
located
pump I
eman
9898

Three
Fireplac
tral hea
na Ref
5330 7
Two Of
pliance5.
on Pop
rent $2
due till
1020 aft

37. Ur
REF MO
your goi
breedini
stallions

3171

AKC Bo)
sire.
available
753-034

AKC Geri
pies. 2
generati
Americar
puppies.

AKC Reg
puppie
bloodline
after 4 pi
Amencar
Puppy, 4had all
753-384I
-AKC reg
puppies
753-763i
40. Prc

UUUUUUhallUU

FRL
3
111. ere n
week, e
Teen or
Teem pie
bogs. I
tomatoes
red tre
potOori
C.

celery, oo
nod wed I
nett, noel
We Me
v011

Immo ti
berskia

IA
•PRI
•HOS
•11
•
f ro

Hwy. 6

O
L225 1

har
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43. Real Estate
38. Pets-Suooka

32-.1pb. For Rent
Small turnit,er,) apowl,tot
Also 2 bedroom furnished
Inquire 100 South 13th

2

AKC Collie Paps $85
Registered
Australian
Shepherd pups $50 and
50282121
$65 Call
21 or
767 6392

Iwo bedroom furnished
apartment available now
753-8298
Dog obedience classes AKC
Two bedroom 2 bath apart German Shepherds and
ment near University 753 AKC Austrailian cattle dogs
Call 436-2858
3949
14T.Tublic SaTe
Two bedroom duplex in"
Northwood Subdivision Kit Flea Market one mile out
chen appliances furnished 641 South at Calvary TemNo pets Deposit required ple Church, Saturday 8 am
Call 753-2965
til 1 pm Spaces available
33: Rooms for Rent Call 492-8307 or 492-8556
Rooms for rent one block 43. Real Estate
from University Call 753- A Saving Home Gas heat
1812 or 753-6933
makes it so economical
31Tkusesierlti-ift These low energy bills will
make for a quick sale of
Country
Estate
4 this home . Come see for
bedrooms, 3 bath home yourself
. 3 bedrooms, 2
located on 14 acres Heat baths.
study and den with
pump plus wood heat Col- back
to back fireplaces It
eman Real Estate, 753- has
a kitchen with island.
9898
double ovens, sewing
Three bedroom brick room...all this sitting on
Fireplace, dishwasher, cen- shaded lot Best of
tral heat, air, garage. anten- all.. owner
financing
na. Refrigerator negotiable available. Offered by CEN$330 753-6331
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs.
•
Two or 3 bedroom ap- Realtors.. 753-1492.
pliances, near Carter school AFFORDABLE
FOUR
on Poplar $100 deposit BEDROOM HOME on extra
rent $225 per month not large lot close to everything.
due till April 1st Call 759- You get alot of interior
1020 after 6 pm
room in this well conhome with dry
37. Livestock-Supplies structed
basement and big garage.
REE MAR ARABIANS Book Priced unbelievably low
your good mares for 1981 plus possible owner financbreeding season
Three ing. Ask for Wendy at Spann
stallions 753-6126
Realty Associates. 7531124.
38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Boxer at stud, proven
sire. Boxer
puppies
available in April or May
753-0347
AKC German Shepherd puppies. 28 champions, 5
generations
Registered
American Eskimo Spitz
puppies. 502-554-2153
AKC Registered Great Dane
puppies,
excellent
bloodline Call 753-3749
after 4 pm
American Eskimo Spilz
puppy, 'S months old, has
had all shots $60 Call
753-3849.
"AKC registered Doberman
puppies. Call 759-4588 or
753-7637.

40. Produce
JONES
FRUIT STAND
305 S. 121h
753-3773
We is. nee openA½ days•
swish, weather permitting.
Texas oranges, la I. begs,
Texas pink grapefreit, Ill b.
bags, Florida vine ripe
tomatoes, lettecii, cabbage,
red hell peppers, red
,
cucumbers,
•
mcin
weal,
celery, onions, Mims, lemmas,
red rid yellow apples, candy,
rads, melons.
We have the quality and
yee coil lierrt oar price. We
baser teed stamps. later,
--ft.
iff1.01111M1111111Minle

5IROUT MIALEY, /KC.
n10. i•OliefI Mott 1404 too WM. 16.
soNtat
salwo

FARMS NOMES
BUSINESSES
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL

PROPERTY
Listings needed! Offices
Coast to Coast. Buyers
Everywhere.
from
"free" Catalog.
STROUT REALTY
_I (mow BreMoo
12/2 Caoh•••••Id
Ahem, 11

753-0186
4111.4•0

CANTERBURY. 3 bedroom,
2 bath home designed for
large family Enjoy spacious
great room with fireplace,
large kitchen-dining area, 2
car garage, and fenced
back yard in this nearly new
home. Let us show you today. Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724
For sale Approximately 1 1 4
acres good frontage lot Corner new 641 Highway and
Union Hill Church Road
Taking bids. Call Ronnie.
Bank of Benton. 527-8616.
Extension 82
29 Acres of good
producing farm land
with nice 3 bedroom
ranch style home.
Priced reasonable.
75348111

•
Rini Ill APi
& PR0PHIT1 MANAGEMEN
T

WALLIS DRUG
•PRESCRIPTIONS .FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Deiniery.on Prescriptions in City Limits

MOBILE HOMES
TENNESSEE HOME CENTER
Factory Direct • Coast to Coast
Best Quality Lowest Prices
Professional Services - Easy Terms
Hwy. 641 S. Paris, Tn.
Phone: 642-2281

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across front Coeninuarty Center/

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment
Now Taking Applications
For

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
Northwood Dr., Murray, Ky.

2 and 3 bedroom units. One bedroom
handicapped units.

1,

Apply Mn,.

Mir IF
IX
49. Used Cars
52 Boats and Motors 53. Services Offered 53-3ervices Offered

Fri II....n.j p.ir

The Village, 641 North
502-437-4157
Equal Itoo,Ing Opportunity

For sale Restored 1958
Buick Roadmaster 4362139 or 759-4482
1973 MG Midget, convertible $2000 Call 753-6017
after 5 pm 759-4443
1966 Pontiac Executive.
36.000 actual miles collector's car $950 Call 1538963

FLOOR SARDINE Staining
and fin,sning Call 354
r`1.1)7

work
tiasement3
driveways storm cellars
porches 20 years en
penence 753-5476

Runabout $400 Call /533629

14 Polarluaft Jon cushion
'
S Super
AI
seats lights Moody trailer
South 4th Street
18 hp Evinrude trolling Carpenter Service New
Murray
motor 753-0900
Comes
SPACE
remodeling
C•mplete
A•te
cabinets
decks
WITH GRACE
anything
40 Pontoon houseboat
Ropier. Fr*. Hobe with
with
Light up your life with
wood
quality
work
sleeps 8 heat and air
oil semi fitter change
Phone 753-0565
this 5 bedroom home
$4000 or trade 436 2506
753-7896.
in Canterbury Estates.
•
1975 Scirocco
AM-FM 18 Tr -hull fiberglass 50 Carpentry and sheet
Over 3000 sq. ft. of hySUNBIRD
AIRLINES Daily
radio,
automatic horse Johnson and trailer finishing and spray act,
commuter flights between
ing area in this roomy
ceilings Call 753-8895
transmission good condi- $1200 436 2506
Murray and Nashville, Call
family home. Living
tion. like new $2000 or
Do all types of plumbing
53:Urilits Offered large
489-2199
room, large eat-in kitbest offer Call 753-3628
or small lobs all work
chen, den with
Will do plumbing, heating,
guarnanteed 5 years ex
1978 T-Bird Town Landau
kin your flier to Cl fot
eal Estate
48. Auto. Services
fireplace, 19'x17' 41.1carpentry. and roofing. 753perience 753-5360
P404111Iing
loaded, small V8, good gas
game room, storage 11111111MMIN
2211
II Four white spoke. 1547 mileage low mileage Call
Fence sales at Sears now
Carter
galore, and large conSuper constructed 2
Will haul driveway white
753-7261
•
Call
Sears
Chevrolet
2310
753
for
wheels
Will
take
Studio
crete backyard patio
story home with all
rock and Ag lime also have
free estimate for your
best offer. 759-4680
1973 Volkswagen. ex
for those summer
300 Ma,.,
the luxuries in703 8.396 I needs
any type of brown or white
cellent
$2000 1972 Buick
49. Used Cars
cookouts. Offered well
cluding central heat
pea gravel Also do backhoe
Skylark needs paint lob
below replacement
and air and Fisher
work Call Roger Hudson
By owner 1980 Chevrolet $550 Call
ROOFING
Guttering by Sears Sears
436-5869.
cost. Reduced to
753-4545
wood burning stove.
Citation, 4-speed, p s p.b.,
or 753-6763
avitr-up a Shinglos
continous gutters installed
$74,900. Phone 753a.c
Located on Ky. Lake
purchased new. 50. Used Truc6
111•1•roric•s All ...irk
per your specifications Call
Warning, Don t read this
1222. Kopperud Realty
potent...4
20.000 miles 753-6760
with its own canal
1953 Chevrolet pickup Can Sears 753-2310 for free
unless you re in need of
for courteous, compeand boat dock with
Cull 759-1859 Sr
roofing carpentry. or elec1976 Chevrolet, high see at 9th and Sycamore estimate
tant real estate seryear round deep
753-6581
trical work New or repair
mileage, extra clean, power Call 753-7731
Heating refrigeration and
• All guaranteed Call Joe
vice.
water. You raust see
steering, brakes, windows. 1974 Chevrolet Tandem electrical repair
Bob's
LIVE AND
this one:
Licensed electrician and 753-9226 for free estimate
locks. $2000. Can be seen dump, nc* tires has gravel Refrigeration
Service.
EARN
at 1510 Sycamore,
bed with grain door Call Hazel KY. 498-8370 or gas installation, heating in
Fight inflation with
stallation and repairs Cali
Beautiful spacious
753-7829. Bobby Lockhart.
1966 Coma, $1000. 753-7261.
Expert csr and hom
this brick duplex with
753-7203
home at the waters
Automatic,
6
cylinder
1976
stereo repair.
Dodge
153Van.
customiz- Insulation blown in by
central gas heat and
edge of Kentucky
1810
ed, 58,000 actual miles. Sears, save on these high MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
WORLD OF SOUND
central electric air.
Lake. It is not only
underpinning roof's sealed
heating and cooling bills.
2225, 12th St.
1971 Dodge Polara, runs $2950. Call 1-354-6217.
Each side has two
well built, secluded,
patio awnings and house
good. $175 753-0284. 1978 Ford F-150. p.s.. Pb. Call Sears. 753-2310 for type roof's
753-5116S
bedrooms, large living
and restful but is
for
mobile
free
estimate.
after 6 pm. 354-8025.
a.c. Call 759-4636.
room and kitchenhomes. 753-1873. Jack
maintenance free
Act casement? We make
& II Stump Removal. Do Glover.
dining room combina1977 Ford Mustang II. 1976 Ford 150 van, 6
and can be divided
wet basements dry. work
tion. Enjoy owning
Light blue, new tires, mug cylinder. standard. $1800. you need stumps removed Need work on
into two separate
your
trees'
,
completely guarenteed Call
from your yard or land
wheels, power steering and Call after 5 pm, 489-2823.
your own home and let
ing quarters. Enjoy
Topping pruning, shaping or write Morgan Con.
cleared of stumps' We can
brakes. air-conditioning.
one side help pay your
the convenience of
complete
removal
and
1973
Internationa
l truck remove stumps up to 24'
7st0r2u6.
ction Co Route 2 Box
AM-FM stereo with factory
mortgage. Priced in
your own private
more Call BOYER'S TREE 409A. Paducah. KY 42001.
8-track, digital clock, van. 22' 106 model good below the ground, leaving SERVICE for professiona
the mid $40's. Contact
boat dock. $59,500.
l or call day or night. 1-442condition, price $2995 95. only sawdust and chips
tachometer Excellent runnKopperud Realty, 711
tree care. 753-8536.
Call today for an aping condition Spotless in- Call (901) 642-7190 ask for Call for free estimate Bob
Main,753-1222.
pointment to see this
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob Need your pinball machine Will build or design Passive
terior. $3150. Call 753- extension 45 or 37.
gorgeous home.
repaired? In your home or solar home undergroun
1976 4-Wheel drive Ford. Kemp. Jr 435-4319
6331.
d
Special Spring Sale, Five
business. Call 753-1217
short wheel base 1200 ALCOA
home or greenhouse Tripp
For
ALUMINUM
saleSIDING
1973
Pontiac
acre estates located on KY
tires.
Fenton
mags,
Williams
$1650
Real
Estate
Profession
and
or vinyl siding and trim
painting
al
Catalina extra clean, slight1918 (Kirby Jennings Trail)
htarray-Calloway
Call 753-5612
Aluminum trim for brick paperhanging. paneling Builder. 436-2415
ly damaged in front, will
near lake at Hamlin, KY.
County Realty
.
a
r
1
5
L
C
Commercial
1
6
S
or residential. Window cleaning, fast serhouses Jack Glover 753.
sell whole car or parts. Can
Sale priced from $4,900
(302)7534146
20 years experience. Free . vi
be seen at Hutson Auto 1912 Winnebago motor 1873
satisfaction
with only 20% down pay
304N 1 2tb Si
estimates,
759-1987.
Repair. South 3rd Street home completely self•-guar teed. Free estimate.
ment and balance over five
litiorr•y. Ky. 12071
ALUMIN
UM
Extended.
!Call 7 3-7140.
contained, in excellent conyears with 10% simple in
le.. Gee*.- 416 1410
SERVICE CO.
Redecorate Now!
dition Call 247-9939 after
4..roNc• Dow- M.5111
terest. Ken Shores, Inc
Yar mowed and trimmed.
For
sale1966
Ford
1.444se 141144 - 755-1444
Interior
Aluminum and Vinyl
1111 Sycamore. 753-010)
Experienced.
Fairlane, good dependable 5 pm.
Free
Slow*, 1111•44 -111.104
Painting
Siding,
Dr 753 753!
Exterior
re,164•••446.. AoroNooto
Custom
estimates. 492-8556
Trim
transportation, Also a moto Walk-in camper. Also boat
131 4314
Estimates!
Work.
Free
References, Coll
tiller. Call 753-2987.
and trailer. 753-8895.
114, A.11•••••-linoter
Yard work. odds lobs. painPardo. & Thurman
Will Ed Bailey 753Cull 435-4194
ting, cleaning, and hauling.
1970 Firebird Formula 400. 1977 Wheeler popup
Insuranc•
0689.
759-1894.
Office, home, or both. Pro- 4-speed, gold. brown camper Days call 753-4112
Real Estate
stripes. Call 753-0715 a or after 6 pro. 753-7795.
COLDWATE
R
LAWN
perty
zoned
&
business
Good
Soutfulele Court Sq.
GARDEN
SHOP
location Large lot. House 753-2732 after 4 pm
52. Boats and Motors Lawnmower
Ibierray, Kentucky
s, Rob -tillers
newly decorated. Gas heat 1975 Honda CB-360T. extra 22
Ft. sailboat, 502-554- chain saws.
733-4451
expertly
Central air-conditioning clean excellent condition. 5090 after
4 pm
repaired. Pickup and
One car garage Offered at a 2 helmets plus accessories.
14'x Foot Semi-V stainless delivery available 489Investors, Dovielopers, Cm
reasonable price for this $1800. Call 753-6204.
owl me& to see this
steel fishing boat and . 2853. 8 AM to 5 PM
type of property. Ken
46.11
Ideal for Wu
trailer, $350 489-2440
Shores.
Inc
1111
'Hulling.
1.
I
MP
after 5 pm.
WEST
74 Dodge Colt, good
Sycamore, 753-0101 or
WIsm•11
It•••1 sad
condition, excp.
KENTUCKY
753-7531.
MARINE SERVICE. Evinrude
KIngsaried Driv•, Hilo
clean, good gas
ASPHALT
- Johnson - Mercury, OMC
piroperty where property
Coating and
mileage, 51850 or
developed should insiii• 2SSterndnve and Mercrinser
REDUCED. Owner will finance at 10 °. ineeeeet.
sealing
best offer. 767-4441.
30 lets. Saperb Moieties
Murray Sport & Marine.
Call 435-4276,
753 8163
makes Mis geed lovettutialdi
718
South
7534400.
4th,
ZNIA
LLO
fee tie Itithero Coll foolery,

•

I

FOR SALE

b

ShroatWaldrop
Real Estate

Sack Jeff Coster 751-1707

THIS
IS
IT' Near
schools Near
churches ..Near grocery ..Low
maintenance bills.. Gas
heat .Fireplace 3
bedrooms,.,Price? Low
$30's Give us a call today
at 753-1492 at CENTURY
21 Loretta Jobs. Realtors

[mifl

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

Professional Services
A'till The Friendb Touch
OWNER
LEFT STATE
lose in - 3 BR.
newly
ome
decorated
and
carpeted, electric
heat, (over 1700 sq.
ft. of living area I.
situated on a 2 acre
wooded lot, large living room, cpuntry
kitchen, consftnient
shopping,
to
restaurants, Fisher
Price, In 30's.
EXCELLENT
VALUE
1803 Westwood Reduced for a quick
sale,
owner
transferred out of
state, this 3 B.R.,
bath, B.V. with central electric heat and
wall-to-wall
air,
carpeting, kitchenfamily room comb,
dishwasher, range,
exhaust fan, in county but has city
sewerage and water.
Outside storage
room, carport paved
drive, chain-link
fenced backyard
ONLY 43,500.00.

7531222

ACREAGE
FOR SALE
Approximately
acres for sale only 5
miles west of Murray
on the Butterworth
Road. Lovely setting
with 2 ponds, some
acreage in woods, and
some in pasture.
Fresh on the marketideal location. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, for all the information.
ASSUMABLE
VA LOAN
Economic, roomy
home with beige colored vinyl siding,
aluminum eaves, and
new roof. You can
really be an energy
fighter because the
central gas heat has a
new wood furnace as
an auxiliary to the
main system. Price
just reduced 64000 to
830,000. Phone 7531222. Kopperud Realty, for all the information.

46. Homes For Sale
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By owner 3 bedroom brick.
located at 522 South 6th
St Low 530's Cad 753For sale by owner 3
bedroom house near M S U.
753-8955 for appointment.

47.1-kotorcycIes
1980 Honda Express
best offer Phone 75911581980 Honda CB 200 Call
436-2139 or 759-4482
i475-Harley Davidson 1000
Sport. Call 436-5405 after
5 pm
Mini bike, Call 3- 9
197C Yamaha
1
dirt
street Good condition Only
2.800 miles $475 Call
after 6. 767-4455.

41. Auto.UFinces
Four mag wheels, fits Ponfrac or Chevy pickup Call
753-3648 after 6 pm

^X&
15•0
rev seen-

wooD
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War Correspondent, Two-Time Pulitzer Winner

News Writer Doesn't Stay Put For Long

THE CLOTHES WE WEAR — Peggy Shelton's sixth grade class at Murray Middle
School is looking at all facets of the clothing industry from how and why styles change
to how a store manager buys clothing for his store. Guest speakers included Eddie
Hunt, pictured, co-owner of Dennison Hunt Sporting Goods, and Greg McReynolds of
Corn-Austin. Other topics researched have included animals which are endangered
species because of the use of their skins as clothing; changes in athletic, military and
occupational uniforms; changing hair styles and natural and synthetic fibers.

By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
A P Special Correspondent
BATON ROUGE, La 1AP
- Don Whitehead, the colunuust, AP war correspondent and two-time Pulitzer
Prize winner, was driving
down an oyster shell road in
the bayou country one day,
listening to the noon news on
a five-watt radio station.
"Farm income," he heard
the announcer say, will
drop this year because of
pork chops. Wait a minute.
By George, that's poor

Lower Insurance Rates
Sought Due To Less
Driving By Motorists

WEN I. 1.••
*P.m.&NNE
1114.1.
41101

about why so many,families
are becoming Woodmen
families. Let's talk about why
Woodmen membership.
makes sense for your family
Let's talk
753.1377 (Office)
753-7321(N.w)

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
HOME OFFICE OMAHA NEBRASKA

The FAMILY Fraternity

By JEFFREY MILLS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON I AP) -Auto insurance rates in most
states should be lowered
between 5 percent and 10
percent
because
high
gasoline prices are causing
people to drive less, a consumer group said today.
The report by the National
Insurance
Consumer
Organization said a study
could find no state where
rate-making calculations
have been changed to take
into account current driving
habits.
In remarks prepared for a
speech to state insurance officials, Robert Hunter, president of the consumer group
and former head of the
Federal Insurance Administration, said,
We
think the change in driving
habits may be dramatic

WE MAKE ITJITTER!
Still made the old-fashioned way by using all the hams, all
the shoulders, all the loins, all the tenderloins and all the
bacon sides, too—all the time.

01.SSEEpkoti),
COUItELtUil
THE ONE WITH FLAVOR!
FOR OVER 40 YEARS

enough for you to consider a
rate rollback."
The report quoted an
Energy Department finding
that gasoline consumption
declined nearly 12 percent
between 1978 and last year.
"It would indeed by ironic
if the gasoline price rise,
already resulting in windfall
profits to OPEC and the oil
companies, resulted in a second round of windfall profits for insurefs," it said.
Bruce B‘dtterfield, assistant vice president of the Insurance Information Institute, an industry group,
said of Hunter's report, "I
don't know where he is getting those numbers."
Butterfield said the inflation rate for auto insurance
was 6.8 percent between
January 1980 and January
1981, "about half of the
general inflation rate." He
compared this to higher inflation in the things insurance pays for — 10.8 percent for auto maintenance
and repair, 10.1 percent for
medical care, 10.9 percent
for physician services, and
14.8 percent for hospital
room charges.
"Auto insurance rates
have been going up at a
lower rate than the things it
pays for," Butterfield said.
He added that some companies, mostly in the
Midwest, have reduced
premiums to reflect reductions in driving.
However, the consumer
group said that none of about
50 current filings it studied
have been adjusted to reflect
the change in driving habits.
"Recent rate filings
overstate the number of
claims which will occur
under the new conditions," it
said.
The organization, which
consumer activist Ralph
Nader helped found last fall,
has been a consistent critic
of the insurance industry. A
previous report said auto insurance companies may be
overcharging consumers $4
billion per year by investing
money they collect as
premiums but not using the
interest to pay out claims.

'Lucy' Big Buyer
At Auction Of
Mary Pickford Items
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TAKE HOME
A PACKAGE
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25 OFF r 25c OFF
TENNESSEE PRIDE

TENNESSEE PRIDE

SAUSAGE ROLLS

FRESH LINKS
12 OZ.

1 lb. or 2 lb.
Mild and Hot
To grocer This coupon will be redeemed for 25t plus 7e handling if used
in -accordance with the offer
stated
hereon Coupon is void if prohibited or
restncted by law Cash value 1., 1001ht
Valid only in US A Customer must pay
all sales taut This coupon not assignable
or transferable Mail your coupons for
redemption to Marl Services, 230-A
Cumberland Bend Nashinlie, TN 37228
KY

To grocer This coupon will be redeemed for 25* plus 74 handling if used
in accordance with the otter stated
hereon Coupon rs void if prohibited or
restricted by law Cash value 1000tht
Valid only in U S A Custorner must pay
all sales tan This coupon not assignable
or transferable Mail your coupons for
redemptIon 10 Mail Services, 230-A
Cumberland Bond Nashipile, TN 37228
KY

Coupon vahd Mar 18 thru May 20. 1981 • Coupon valid
Mar 18 thru May 20. 1961
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GLENDALE, Calif. (AP)
— "Dallas" star Charlene
Tilton apparently was the
big buyer at the auction of
silent movie star Mary
Pickford's estate, spending
about $30,000 ci "Ewing"
money.
Nearly $400,000 was raised
during the weekend auction,
said auctioneer James Goodman.
Miss Tilton, who plays the
youngest member of the
wealthy Ewing clan, paid
$6,000 for a Louis Vuitton
upright vanity steamer
trunk with MP initials. She
also paid $3,750 for a 14
carat, six-piece vanity Set —
hairbrush,comb, mirror and
the like - with initials,
$3,750 for an oil portrait of
Miss Pickford and snared
"lots of hats and costumes."
Singer Bette Midler plunked down $2,200 for an oil portrait of Miss Pickford and
bought many old dresses and
fans.
The "Mark of Zorro"
costume worn by Douglas
Fairbanks Sr. went for
$3,250, and Valentino's cape
went for $4,750. The wedding
gown in which Miss Pickford
married Fairbanks sold for
$1,200.

Don was in a hurry to get
his favorite cat fishing
camp. but he was laughing
no hard, all by himself, he
had to pull off on the side of
the road.
Don was a country boy,
raised in Harlan County,
Ky.,and proud of it. The simple, honest things in life, like
camping, fishing, yarn spinning, poker and listening to a
backwoods
broadcaster
from the rip 'n' read school
who didn't mind admitting
errors, spelled America for
him.
In a hunting lodge one
night I remember him and
Roy Wilder, the coonskin
lexicographer, from Gourd
Hollow, N.C., indulging a
favorite Southern hobby:
poor mouthing their past,
bragging about how humble
was their origin.
Don said where he grew up
in the Kentucky coal fields,
folks were so poor and the
ground so unyielding, they
didn't even have outhouses.
Roy said not only did his
native village have no
outhouses, but the entire
population of 200 or so used
the same cliff.
"Same with us," Don topped him, "except those big
steam locomotives pulling
the coal tenders went by
about every half hour
shooting hot sparks high in
the air."
Whether fly casting in a
trout stream or pounding a
portable on Omaha Beach,
Don Whitehead was a fierce
competitor with a wry, selfeffacing sense of humor. He
was with Montgomery in
North Africa, chasing Rommel. He took part in two
assault landings in Sicily and
went ashore with the U.S. 1st
Division on D-Day.
Alan Gould, AP's top news
executive for many years,
called him "the best all purpose newsman I ever knew."
Walter Cronkite, when he
heard of Don's death on Jan.
12, called him "a dear
friend."
This piece is being written
now, months later, because
Don, who was 72 when he
died of cancer, didn't have
too much time for death. He
was too in touch with life.
Whitehead covered the
Korean War and won two
Pulitzer prizes.
After the war, with no
to

inure battles to cover, Don
tried his hand at being an AP
bureau chief. Hawaii was
nice, but boring. He went to
Washington, first for AP,
then the New York HeraldTribune When he got tired of
Washington, which was
soon, he went back to the
mountains and wrote a
wonderful human interest

column for the Knoxville
News-Sentinal.
In June 1978, he buried his
last column out in the back
yard, figuring 50 years of
fighting it and writing it
were enough. But when
Marie, his wife, died a year
Later, he dug up the column
again and resumed writing.
Guys like Don, and history

doesn't supply us with many .
just don't stay put He'll be
in and out of my thoughts as
long as there is frostment
that needs some brig,htinent

Westnunster Abbey in London was founded by Edward
the Confessor in 1065

Special
Thru April 19, 1981

• Crispy Fish
• 2 Tasty Shrimp
• 2 Tender Scallops
• Fresh Cole Slaw
• Crunchy Hushpuppies
• Golden Fryes

GLongjohnSilverx,
SEAFOOD SHOPPES
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and go
Detergent that
The Liquid
wash load...
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Deep-Down
Clean
Fluffed-Up
Soft
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